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Abstract
CHURCH REVrrALIZATION IN THE SOUTHWEST TEXAS CONFERENCE
OF THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH:
CONFERENCE CHURCH REVITALIZATION AND EXTENSION
USING THE ORGANIZATION PERCEPTION INDICATOR�OPI
George Wayne Joehnk
Using both historical and empirical methods, this study attempts to assess the effects
of revitalization within the Southwest Texas Conference. The study explores the
Organization Perception Instrument (OPI), the instrument selected by the Conference
Church Revitalization and Extension committee to be used as a catalyst tool in local church
revitalization. To my knowledge, no empirical studies have been made in the Southwest
Texas Conference to make such assessments in the way or depth that this project-
dissertation does.
Chapter 1 introduces the problem of revitahzation within the conference and the
methods of dealing with the problem. A simple definition of terms used throughout this
study is given. Seven questions, which become the focal point of the empirical study and
statistical analyses, and which are considered throughout the study, are stated.
Chapter 2 gives a review of the literature relating to the subject as well as illustrates
several revitalization instruments. The OPI revitalization seminarwill be discussed in brief.
In addition, two suggested elements necessary for developing a revitalization process are
discussed.
Chapter 3 defines revitalization. It is the investigation phase of the study. In addition,
the revitalization process is given in-depth. Also discussed, is how and why the Southwest
Texas Conference selected the OPI instrument.
Chapter 4 deals with the implementation of the program. This chapter describes the
situation of the churches. It compares and contrasts the variances of the local churches,
points to common denominators for success and failure, and discusses what the local
churches have done since the program. Additionally, the categories ofmeasurement used
in the empirical study are given.
Chapter 5 shows the results of the OPI seminars. This chapter addresses the
implications of our findings for those churches that participated in the OPI program and
how it effected future ministry. It reviews the comparative results of the surveys,
discusses their conclusions, and suggests implications for the future.
Chapter 6 summarizes the project-dissertation, makes conclusions, and projects
consequences on the basis of the study. Also given are suggestions for improved
revitalization processes on all levels, local church to the conference, laity to the clergy.
There is an extended appendices and bibliography. The result is a presentation on the
importance of revitalization within the local church and the Southwest Texas Conference.
In essence, this study shows that revitalization is a process and the OPI seminars are an
excellent tool for that process when they are implemented properly. When the seminars are
used properly, revitalization will be relevant to the renewal of the local church.
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1CHAPTER 1
Introduction
"Whatever you are doing, whether speaking or acting, do everything in the name of
the Lord, Jesus Christ, giving thanks to God the Father through him." (Col. 3:17)
Whenever I reflect on this passage I think aboutmy "call" as a pastor, how effective I
have been, and how effective I am now. As I attempt to help others through the change in
the revitalization process, this passage comes to mind as does the comment made by Susan
Muto, "It is necessary, to retrace some of the stages and conditions that help to hear the
universal call to hoUness and to maintain a fervent spiritual life in the midst of secular
pursuits. "1
I don't know about others, but when I became involved in church revitalization, I
spent the better part of the first year in what can only be described as a confused state of
mind. Even though I was given lots of material to read and had things explained,
somehow I just couldn't put it all together. Every time I thought I had it figured out to be
one way, I would receive a new article or book that would put me right back in a confused
state.
Part of the problem was terminology related to many other concepts. Going to some
of the committee meetings was like going to a foreign country! It took a while to relate to
things like: (1) Organizational Perception Indicator (OPI) programs are designed to gatiier
information based on the perception of the members of a church entering into a
revitalization process. (2) Hover Grids are bell shaped curves used to show the
developmental, the euphoric, and the deteriorating stages of the organization (in its original
1 Susan A. Muto, Pathways of Spiritual Living (Garden City: Image Books, 1984), 16.
2format, copies the provolutionary curve). It depicts the developmental stages of
organizational growth, from birth to maturity. (3) Provolutionary curves are simple dome
shaped curves used to depict the organization's life cycle. Stages are defined on the outside
lines of the curves which gives special attention to a time when "tuming toward the future"
via planned revitalization is indicated. (4) Energy Cycles and Power Cycles are four sided
"circles" that show the process of planning and power within an organization. In the case
of the energy cycle the four sides represent recommendation, decision, action, and
evaluation. This cycle depicts a person's or group's enthusiasm and vigor for projects or
programs. It is a major clue to the organizational climate. The power cycle and the energy
cycle are used in conjunction with one another. The purpose of the power cycle is to depict
the flow of power within the organization. It is used during planning and decision making.
The four sides represent recommenders, deciders, doers, and evaluators. These four sides
are broken down into two groups each, one group is made up of persons officially charged
with the role, the ones given the authority. The other group is made up of persons who
play the role without any formal charge, the ones that have the power. (5) Top 10 and
Bottom 10 are the areas determined by the responses from the organizational perception
indicators to be the strengths and weaknesses of the organization. (6) Variance Sensor is a
term used to describe a person or persons who usually function on the fringes of the
institution. Because of their basic loyalty to the organization they are often sensitive to its
relationship with its original purpose. (7) Norms are the unspoken and unwritten pattems,
habits, and traditions of an organization. They are the practices which give an organization
its unique features. (8) Open Systems are systems or organizations that are capable of self
maintenance on the basis of the resources tiiey acquire from the environment. They are
subject to what is termed the "law of limited variety." That is, they wiU exhibit no more
variety than the variety to which they have been exposed.
3These terms and many others amplified the confusion of new committee members, at
least until they became aware of the meanings of the terms. Determining who everybody
was, and who did what, was just as difficult.
About the time one could see the light, though barely visible, at the end of the tunnel�
he was burned out, used up, questioned out, or his term was over. I have spent some time
wondering if there is a way to share some ofmy knowledge and insight to make the
revitalization process more meaningful. Maybe not�one ofMurphy's Laws says, "It's
not a simple task to make things complex, but a complex task to make them simple."
Amen!
What follows on these pages represents an attempt to take a simplified look at what
appears for some, to be a complicated task. That is, the revitahzation process. Why is
revitalization so elusive and seemingly difficult to accomplish? To get a handle on these
questions I wanted first to understand what I perceived revitahzation to be. Revitalization
is a process. It is a process that is experienced by the church as the members press on to
maturity. A process that discloses that extra ingredient that seems to be lacking within the
life of the church. It is a process that leads the church to rediscover its original dream or
vision. A process that leads the church beyond its repentance and takes it into effective
ministry. This study is a compilation of complex information from many different sources.
In order to simplify this information it was condensed and illustrated into a single source of
information.
Scope
It is the purpose of this work to clarify the focus conceming issues critical to church
revitalization, particularly within the Southwest Texas Conference of the United Methodist
Church. How the issues have been dealt with will greatly influence the continued
4revitalization movement of the church in the years to come. Not every concern can be
addressed, of course. The subject which I choose, however, provides insight into the
future and usefulness of an instrument used almost exclusively within church revitahzation
in the Southwest Texas Conference. That instrument is know as the Organizational
Perception Indicator or the OPI.
Significance of the Study
There is no question that the explosive growth which mushroomed across Texas
during the 1970s and early 1980s has slowed dramatically. "Between 1980 and 1985, the
average annual growth rate in the Southwest Texas Conference of the United Methodist
Church was 3.2 percent. Between 1985 and 1990, growth is expected to slow to 1.3
percent annually. "^ Yet, in spite of this slowdown, church revitalization and extension is
still a critical issue. Why? "Because during the boom times of the 70s and untU 1985 the
residents within our conference area increased by more than 530,000 new persons. "^
During this same time period we only added eleven new churches, and it was not until the
early 1980s that our conference placed emphasis on church revitalization and adopted a
program specifically designed for church renewal. During this temporary luU in rapid
growth, we must be prepared as an annual conference to expand to meet the spiritual needs
of those who have come to our area in the past fifteen to twenty years.
Because of these demographic statistics and the continued loss ofmembership and lack
of spiritual growth within the United Methodist Church, obvious steps were necessary to
reverse this trend. During the morning session of Annual Conference, June 4, 1984, a
2 Don A. Taylor, "Report to Southwest Texas Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church on
Projected Growth through 1990," Photocopy, June 1985, p. 1-2.
3 Ibid., p. 2.
5report was given regarding a proposed Council on Church Revitahzation and Extension.
This proposed council was the result of the 1983 session of the Annual Conference where
it was voted: "Be it resolved that the Southwest Texas Conference estabUsh as a
Quadrennial Emphasis for 1984-88, the program on Renewal and Evangelism as
envisioned by the Evangelism Committee of the Board ofDiscipleship."^
And so it was that on June 4, 1984 the Conference Council on Church Revitalization
and Extension (CCRE) of the Southwest Texas Annual Conference of the United Methodist
Church was bom. The preamble of this newly organized conference council was stated as
follows:
As this Council is established, we recognize ourselves living in a day of great
population movement andmajor economic, racial, and cultural shifts. These
promise profound impact upon the Southwest Texas Annual Conference. It is
our intent, under the Gospel, to be fully responsive to these new realities, paying
special attention to the rich diversity of Black, Hispanic, Asian, and Anglo
cultures in which we Uve.^
This pluralistic broad-ranging concept was proposed in accordance with the Social
Principles in the 1984 Book ofDiscipline. In the United Methodist Church, a definition of
pluraUsm is, "molding a workable egahtarian membership into an effective evangelical
religious organization."^ This definition is presented and supported by two bureaucrats of
the United Methodist church, Douglas W. Johnson, director of research for the General
Board of Global Ministries in New York, and, Alan K. Waltz, associate general secretary
for General Board ofDiscipleship in NashviUe. However, the need and effectiveness of
pluralism is not overwhelmingly supported by the laity. In their book. Awakening the
^ United Methodist Church, Southwest Texas Conference, 1984 Official Journal. (1984): 1 18.
5 Ibid., p. 119.
^ Douglas W. Johnson and Alan K. Waltz, Facts & Possibilities (Nashville: Abington Press, 1987),
103.
6Giant, lay leaders, James W. Holsinger, Jr. and Evelyn Laycock, offer as one of their
prescriptions for reviving the United Methodist Church the following:
The United Methodist Church has been exceptionally concerned through the
past several decades that all individuals in the denomination be granted full and
equal partnership in the affairs of the church. As a resuh, in an effort to develop
full participation, quotas have been established to ensure representation of aU
individuals based on race, ethnicity, age, gender, and handicapping condition.
Most, if not aU, individuals elected to positions of influence within our church
are fully qualified. This being so, why is a quota system necessary? Isn't it
better to elect individuals on abihty?''
Whether or not a reader takes the position of the clergy or the laity on the matter of
plurahsm is not really the important issue here. What is of importance, is the qualifications
of the persons being selected to serve on these vital committees.
Having made this broad pluralistic preamble, which carefully touches aU the
socioeconomic and cultural groups of the day, a purpose of the council was then given.
That purpose: "To enhance church revitalization and extension of local churches within the
bounds of the Southwest Texas Annual Conference, for the purpose ofmaking disciples."^
As I thought of the process which brought about the CCRE committee, I remembered
an article published in The Lutheran magazine tided, "In The Beginning was the
Committee. ..." The article begins with
In the beginrung, God created the heavens and the earth. The earth was without
form and void; so God created a small committee. God carefully balanced the
committee as to sex, ethnic origin, and economic status in order to interface
pluralism witii the hohstic concept of self-determinism according to judicatory
guidelines. Even God was impressed. And so ended the first day. And God said,
"Let the committee draw up a mission statement." And behold, the committee
decided to prioritize and strategize. And God called the process empowerment.
And God thought it sounded pretty good. And there was evening and there was
morning, the second day. And God said, "Let the committee determine goals and
objectives and engage in long range planning." Unfortunately, a debate as to tiie
^ James W. Holsinger, Jr. and Evelyn Laycock, Awakening the Giant (Nashville: Abington Press,
1989). 146.
8 United Methodist Church, Southwest Texas Conference, 1984 Official Journal. (1984): 1 18.
7semantic difference between goals and objectives preempted almost aU of the third
day. Although the question was never satisfactorily resolved, God thought the
process was constructive. And there was evening and there was morning, the third
day.9
The Problem
Introduction to the Problem
During the 1985 Southwest Texas Annual conference, a mandate was placed before
the conference floor dealing with the need and importance of Church Revitalization and
Extension within the United Methodist Church, but specifically within our Annual
Conference. A motion was made and overwhelmingly passed to plan and seek out sites for
church extension of three new churches per year beginning in 1986. Also included in the
vote was the decision to implement a church revitahzation program that the Conference
Church Revitahzation and Extension division (CCRE) had been working on. The church
revitalization program would begin immediately after the training of associates who would
interpret and facihtate seminars throughout the conference.
Statement of the Problem
This study will take place in the context of the Southwest Texas Conference of the
United Methodist Church, the conference ofwhich I am a member. It will investigate the
effectiveness of a church revitahzation program, hereafter called the OPI (Organizational
Perception Indicator), as a catalyst for church revitahzation by comparing and contrasting
the churches where the OPI was effective and ineffective. This insdniment had been
endorsed by our Conference Church Revitahzation and Extension division (CCRE) as the
instrument for beginning revitahzation programs in the local church.
9 "In the Beginning was the Committee. . . ," The Lutheran. December 6, 1982: 24.
8The Background of the Study
I was one of twelve Associates selected by my conference and trained by Management
Design, Inc. (the developers of the OPI instrument) in conjunction with the Southwest
Texas Conference Council on Revitahzation and Extension to do church revitahzation
seminars. We were taught the process of interpreting and presenting the OPI instrument
and how we could best serve churches going through revitalization. The more programs I
led and the more persons to whom I spoke, who had been involved in the conference
revitalization program, the more insight I gained conceming the strengths and weaknesses
of the OPI as we were presenting it.
Thus after a three year period of time (1985-1988), I became increasingly aware of
differences not only in the results of the OPI, but also in the attitude of the churches that
had used the instrument in their effort for church revitalization. Because of these variances,
I began to wonder whether or not the OPI instrument was being presented and used
properly, or whether it would be necessary to offer a variety of church revitalization
programs which could address different aspects of the revitalization process.
The Questions Considered
I propose to answer the following questions:
1 . What brought about the emphasis of church revitalization in the Southwest Texas
Conference?
2 . What do we mean by church revitahzation and what other fields have relational
aspects to it?
3 . What program has been implemented and how effective has it been in church
revitahzation?
94. Why do churches of similar size, demographics, and economics have varying
results in church revitalization?
5 . Did the churches get the expected results from the OPI that they were seeking?
What were those results?
6 . What are the strengths and weaknesses of the OPI now that we have used it for the
past three years?
7 . Could or should the OPI or other church revitalization tools include individual
renewal concepts?
Methodology
There were several basic steps involved in the overaU analytical process of this study.
The major emphasis of the entire analytical process was to interpret changes, if any,
reflected by three groups in the study. The steps of the process are as follows.
First, determine if any significant changes actually occurred in the four years of CCRE
local church revitahzation. In order to make such assessments, statistical data were gather
from the conference joumal "statistical recaps" for the years 1984 through 1988. These
years represent the beginning and ending operative years of CCRE in the Southwest Texas
Conference as well as the coinciding years of the study. In addition to the overall
conference statistics, the statistical data were also gathered and compared from the three
subgroups (sample, experimental, and control). This part of the analysis sought to answer
the question, "Has revitalization of the local church been significant and effective in the
Southwest Texas Conference?"
The second step was to analyze the individual categories of revitahzation. A category
is defined as a desired effect of revitahzation that can be measured by either perception or
numerical changes. A category is an interrelated part of the whole revitalization process
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and is usually reflective in the desired by-product, church growth. For the purpose of this
study those categories consisted of:
� Number of churches
� Total church membership
� Average worship attendance
� Total Sunday Schoolmembership
� Average Sunday School attendance
� New members
� Profession of faith
� Received from other Methodist churches
� Received from other denominations
� Baptisms
The third step in the analysis was a compilation of a separate composite score for
perceptual changes that took place between pretest and posttest churches of the
experimental and control groups.
The fourth step of the process was to interpret the results of the outcome as it pertains
to the effects of revitalization.
Nature of the Study
The nature of this study for this project-dissertation included both historical and
empirical investigations. Chapter 2 presents tiie theoretical framework for the project along
with a review of the hterature, a look at surveys and other revitalization instruments, and an
assessment of the revitahzation process. Chapter 3 presents a definition of revitahzation
and the process of revitahzation for the church. I will also cover how the Southwest Texas
Conference dealt with the issue of local church revitalization and why they selected the OPI
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as the catalyst mstrument. Chapter 4 reports the results of implementing the OPI program.
Did the churches get what they were expecting? Why were there so many variances of
results in similar churches? Chapter 5 reports the empirical research conducted in the
Southwest Texas Conference. The data collected from a questionnaire is analyzed and
interpreted in order to respond to the questions considered. Chapter 6 is a summary of the
study and presents plausible conclusions along with suggestions for future revitalization
programs.
Summary
Revival is like a head of steam in a railway engine. Witiiout it, the engine
remains motionless. Great growth of the church following revival wiU come
where all the conditions are right. So right, in fact, that people are not conscious
of them. That was the case at Pentecost, which is the prime example of the
bearing of revival on church growth.
It is my hope that this study will enable our conference to discern the usefuhiess and
effectiveness of the OPI church revitahzation instrument. In the chapters that foUow I will
reveal some of the attitudes and desires of pastors, local congregations, districts, and the
conference, as they sought to implement an effective church revitahzation program for the
local church.
Donald A. McGavran, Understandinp: Church Growth, fully revised (GrandRapids: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1980), 203.
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CHAPTER 2
Relational Literature and Revitalization Instruments
"I know your reputation as a live and active church, but you are dead. Now wake up!
Strengthen what littie remains, for even what is left is at the point of death. Go back to
what you heard and beheved at first; hold to it firmly
"
(Rev. 3:1-3 Living Bible)
This chapter is designed to provide a review and basic help in understanding the
relational literature pertaining to church revitahzation as it deals with institutional growth
and individual renewal. I will review the hterature, revitalization instruments, and
approaches. I will also offer suggestions on how to develop and assess effective church
revitalization processes.
Literature Review
The literature review involved an extensive pursuit of primary and secondary sources.
From the Hterature available, I learned that this project-dissertation focuses on a problem
that has only limited contemporary writings. A closer examination of the literature
indicated that few persons have written specifically about church revitahzation, and the
majority of those writings have been in the last twenty years. Therefore, as far as can be
determined, no study has investigated the effects of revitalization instruments and programs
within the local church.
The following entries are annotated to briefly describe their content and significance to
the study. These works contributed significanfly to this writer's understanding of the
process of church revitahzation. The literature is arranged in the related fields of
psychology, administration, both business and church, church growth, spiritual formation,
and church revitahzation.
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Psychology� Relational Aspect ofRevitalizarion
Psychology may be defined as that science which investigates the behavioral
characteristics of an individual or a group. Because of the broadness of this definition and
the numerous fields of study that psychology encompasses. I have selected the fields
dealing with group and individual communication methods and how those methods may be
strengthened so a process of revitahzation can take place.
When the thought of revitalization surfaces in the local church, a critical point of
inquiry is the area of enthusiasm andministry. James Dittes' When the People Say No is
an excellent, insightful book deahng with empathy towards both the pastor and the
congregation. This work deals with the intimacy and openness of the church, and speaks
directly toward issues and underlying causes of projects andministry that began with
enthusiasm and collapsed in apathy. A systematic problem has to do with the way the
project is being heard and the results interpreted as time passes.
Revitahzation is going to requke some sort of change. Change in itself is usually met
with resistance, and a way ofminimizing resistance is to communicate the changes
properly. Proper communication has in its base the abihty for the speaker to determine if
the audience is listening. The best way I know to determine this art of hstening is to
become a better listener. Earl Koile's Listening as aWay ofBecoming is for me, one of
the very best books deahng with the true art of listening. He goes beyond Dittes' book in
offering ways of keeping a hstening ear to the project even after the initial excitement has
passed. It is a short book fiUed with practical and useful suggestions on how to become a
better listener, and how when a person listens, they are able to make better use of any
situation. It is only through hearing the other person that we are able to honestly evaluate
their position. Evaluation is, of course, vital for successful revitahzation to happen.
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Thomas Gordon's Leadership Effectiveness Training, although by no means as
detailed in the area of hstening as Koile's book, is another good source for developing
listening skills. Using terms like "active listening," Dr. Gordon defines a process of being
sure you understand the "meaning" behind another person's words.
A pioneer in the methods and ways in which people interact with one another is Eric
Berne. Because church revitahzation does require change within the group and group
change requires interaction of two ormore individuals, I have selected two of Berne's
books which focus on these areas. They are Transactional Analysis in Psychotherapy, a
book on understanding the unit of social intercourse caUed a transaction. Its relationship to
the books by KoUe and Gordon is in the area of the meaning of transactional analysis itself.
Specifically, it deals with the process of talking to one another. Berne processes the steps
of an encounter of two or more people in a social aggregation, and says that sooner or later
one of them wiH speak or at least acknowledge the presence of others. He calls this act
"transactional stunulus," then says the other person wiU then say or do somethmg in
response to this stimulus. This act is called the "transactional response." Simple
transactional analysis is concerned with understanding if the person who initiated the
stimulus received the desired results from the person who executed the response. In the
revitahzation process we need to know ifwe are asking the right questions and if we are
recording the correct responses.
The second book by Eric Berne is Games People Play and is a sequel to Berne's above
mentioned book. This book deals with those components beyond listening, specifically it
deals with how projects and people are manipulated. It is easily read and understood
independently. It is written m three parts, with the first two parts containing clear
descriptions of the individual games people play to manipulate odiers so they might receive
some benefit. The third part contains new material that helps with the understanding of
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why the games are played and what needs to be done to make the situations we encounter
game-free.
Administration
Leadership is a key element not only in proper direction change but also m focusmg on
the beneficial changes necessary to make revitahzation effective. Once the changes have
been determined by whom and how they will be administered plays an important role in the
overall success of the revitalization process. The following selection of books is very
effective in detaihng the ins and outs of creative an beneficial administration, a necessary
element for the revitalization process to be a successful.
John Naisbitt's Megatrends: Ten New Directions Transforming Our Lives is a book
that I place on a "must read" status. Any person, whether involved in church revitalization
or not, should read this book if he is concerned about the future. It is certainly a primer of
the eighties and a road map for the nineties. Naisbitt presents a new way of looking into
the future of America by processing in detail America's past. It gives a very clear analysis
of the social, economic, and political trends that shape our future. The book offers precise
areas and methods necessary for the church revitahzation process to be effective. A simple
transition of looking at the information from a rehgious setting is all that is necessary.
If all that we do an all that we have is "for the glory of our Father who is in heaven."
(Matt. 5:16), then most certainly, Thomas Peters and RobertWaterman, Jr.'s In Search of
Excellence is another "must read" book. Persons leading an organization through changes
wUl benefit from this book. Like Naisbitt's Megatrends, this book takes a practical look at
the analysis of tirends and the application of those trends in order to be successful in
projects. It contains the compilation from a study of forty-three successful American
companies. Each of the companies shared the eight basic principles ofmanagement that are
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readily and easily transferable to any organization. The book is full of anecdotes and
examples for practical use.
An excellent book that deals with the basic how-to apphcation of what managers learn
is written by Drs. Kenneth Blanchard and Spencer Johnson. The One Minute Manager is
another "must read" book. It is probably the simplest and easiest to read book on this hst.
Instructions on how to manage people in order to increase productivity while maintaining
harmony in the workplace are not only beneficial but they work. The book is written in
story form and uses metaphors to help understand the application of the simple methods.
Simplicity is a key element of successful revitahzation.
Another key element of revitalization is change. A topic which I agam and again refer
to primarily because there will always be some type of change in a revitahzation process. I
have selected the following books in the area of administration because of their emphasis in
dealmg with tiie process of change. W. Richard Scott's ORGANIZATIONS: Rational.
Natural, and Open Systems surveys and evaluates the rapidly developmg and changing
sociological approach of organizations. It is written in four parts including (1) the
importance of defining organizations, (2) understanding their theoretical and practical
importance, (3) describing their theoretical perspectives, and (4) the stiiactural makeup�the
relation between organizations and society. Revitalization requires a working
understanding of these areas within the organization to make it effective.
Lyle Schaller is a master at applying tiie concept of organizational change to the
religious setting. The following two books by Schaller take the precepts of Scott's book
and apply them in a church setting.
In The Change Agent. Lyle Schaller deals witii the systematic and anticipated approach
to planned social change which calls for a change from the people. He discusses the
potentials and pitfalls of institutional change. SchaUer makes the argument that the need for
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social change today has made almost everyone an agent of change, in one capacity or
another. Because change of some sort is a glaring necessity for any revitahzation process
to take place, this book proves invaluable in going through that change process. SchaUer
makes the point that their are two "basic facts of life" in planned social change. They are
first, "relatively httle is known about how to achieve predictable change," and second,
"much of what is know wiU not work!" Understanding these two points has assisted me in
the diagnosis stages of revitalization programs which I have led. It is in the understanding
of these "basic facts of hfe" that the decision making process becomes more manageable.
Another of Lyle Schaller's books. The Decision Makers, is written to assist
denominational organizations and local churches to better understand the reahties of
decision making in order to improve the process of change. It is in effect, a "how-to" style
book filled with workable ideas, examples, and insights tiiat wiU assist people in making
"right" decisions.
Douglas Alan Wakath's Leading Churches Through Change takes a somewhat
different approach than does Schaller when he takes the change process and demonstrates it
in a series of case studies done on churches that were going through change. The case
studies range fi-om community dechne in rural and urban settings to rapid growth in other
settings. He deals with the very sensitive issues of how churches find effective ministry
amidst social diversity to how a church with dwindlmg resources deals with necessary
changes to how to merge different congregations to form a sti-ong church. AU of these
issues have been, at some point, involved with churches going through a revitahzation
program.
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Church Growth
George Hunter's The Contagious Congregation is a book that combines faith with
evangelism methods that have proven effective in church growth. The model Hunter
presents was first pioneered by Donald McGavran, a person who is frequently referred to
as the "dean of church growth." The model has three basic resources, and Hunter goes to
much detail to explain how, when, and why they work and do not work. With the terms
"revitalization" and "church growth" often used synonymously. Hunter's book gives the
reader an understanding of how discipleship is used in revitalization toward church growth.
Donald McGavran's Understanding Church Growth was originally geared toward
overseas missions, but with the revised edition, its principles and strategies have been
made apphcable to churches in North America. Its original application was to demonstrate
that communicating the faith, discipling the nation, and propagating the Gospel has not
changed and that they remain as sound principles. A definite "must read" for anyone
involved in church growth and revitalization. I recommend this book be read before
George Hunter's The Contagious Congregation, because the reader wiU have a better
understanding of the model presented by Hunter.
C. PeterWagner's CHURCH GROWTH: State of the Art describes and apphes the
teachings from McGavran and Hunter as done in the local church setting. It is a series of
articles on church growth written by fifteen pastors and church leaders. It was compiled by
Wagner to give an overview of the latest church growth trends. The articles vary from
evangelism to computers in the church, to social networking, to the power of faith and the
work of the Holy Spirit. A fuU and comprehensive book that is very useful in a
revitahzation process that strives to reach the goal .
RichardWilke's And AreWe Yet Alive? is a thought provoking resource that deals
with the causes behind the decline of tiie United Methodist Church, as well as offering
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prescriptions for its renewal. The steps for growth ouflined by Wilke have been basic time
proven examples that when applied have explosive power and results. This book apphes
some of the theories ofHunter's discipleship as they relate to the revitahzation of the
United Metiiodist Church.
Spiritual Formation�^Individual Renewal
Steven Harper's Embrace the Spirit is a book on individual spiritual development and
relationship with God. It is a blending of traditional discipleship with individual reflective
discipline in our journey with God. It is written in a clear and simple style and is more like
having a conversation, which is what Harper had intended. At the end of each chapter is a
page the reader can and should use for meditation purposes, a useful addition of the book
that teaches people to listen to what God is saying to them. Revitahzation will only happen
when the individual and not the institution desire it to happen. Attempts at revitahzation of
an organization without the renewal of the individual is only destined to be repeated.
Evelyn UnderhiU's The Spiritual Life is the reprinting of four broadcast talks delivered
on the subject of prayer. Written in easy to understand language it presents man's spiritual
life as it relates to common ways and the common hfe one lives in the world. An excellent
recourse to understanding individual renewal. UnderhiU's book helps refine Harper's
point that revitalization must begin in the individual before it wiU ever happen in the
institution.
C. PeterWagner's Your Spiritual Gifts Can Help Your Church Grow was written
specificaUy for using ones spiritual gifts to assist with growth in the church This book teUs
how to determine ones gifts and once found, how to apply them effectively. Wagner
identifies and discusses twenty-seven spiritual gifts. This book complements Harper's
book in applying ones spiritual gifts, and is a useful resource in identifying those gifts.
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Church Revitalization
Lloyd Perry and Norman Shawchuck's Revitalizing the 20th Centurv Church is one of
the best books I have read on church revitalization. It presents methods that are tried and
proven and then illustrates them with actual case histories. It is fuU of useful information
such as guidelines on homemeetings and accounting procedures that are intended for
church growth, and has an extensive bibhography. It not only challenges the reader to take
an active, intentional approach to ministry, but also shows the reader how.
James Holsinger, Jr. and Evelyn Laycock's Awakening the Giant is a book written by
two lay persons offering suggestions for revivmg the United Methodist Church. Its base is
on the premise that in order for the United Methodist Church to survive, itmust undertake
sweeping changes in its organization and policies. Unlike Perry and Shawchuck's book
which gave illustrative examples, this book gives a list of twenty-eight controversial
proposals. The proposals range from the abohshment of all quotas, based on race,
ethnicity, age, gender, and handicapping conditions as a basis for selecting UMC leaders,
to the election of a CEO for the denomination, to endmg the giving of guaranteed
appointments, to the requirement for aU seminary students to be trained in evangehsm. If
these four proposals caught your interest, you can imagine what the remaining twenty-four
are like. This is a book with concrete suggestions for church and institutional
revitahzation.
Robert Dale's TO DREAM AGAIN: How to Help Your Church Come Alive is an
excellent book directed at church revitalization. It helped refine Perry and Shawchuck's
pomt that an intentional approach to revitahzation is broadened when the church recaptures
its original dream. It is written in four parts, each dealing with the congregational health
aspect. There is a great deal of "how to" information in the book that is easily understood
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and applied. It gives clear and precise charts, graphs, and iUustrations and has an excellent
bibliography for additional resources. It v^iH be helpful in rekindling a church's dream as
the revitahzation process is followed.
Survey Instruments and Approaches
"There is no such thing as a standard survey for churches. Some church consultants
offer them, but look before leaping. That advice is offered by James Engel, yet as good
as it is, it is often overlooked. The process of locating the right instrument(s) for your
church should be done with great care, thought, and prayer.
When the pastor and die church board have decided to do a church revitalization
program, where do they begin? How do they decide which program is best for them? A
littie experimentation, of course, is going to be necessary, but there are ways to minimize
failures. How? By careful thinking and evaluating.
The committee that is charged with the responsibihty of selecting a program tiiat begins
the process of revitahzation must understand that its church is unique. Because its church
is unique, there is certain data that must be dealt with prior to selecting or beginning a
program. The following is a sample of some of the things that make a church unique. (1)
The size of the church and the size of the community where the church is located will surely
play a part in the revitalization success. (2) Age, not only the average age of the
membership, but also the age of the church itself, is a factor. Is it a new, "growing"
church that has plateaued? Or, is it an old and declinmg church, looking for new life? (3)
Location is important. Is the church located in a rural community with a declinmg
population, or, in a suburban community witii a rapidly growing population? Or, is it
located in a urban community with a transient and highly mobile population? (4) Type of
^ James F. Engel, "Sidestepping Pitfalls in Congregational Research," Leadership. Winter 1984: 27.
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membership is a factor. Is the membership made up of agricultural workers, factory
workers, ormilitary personal, for example? Is the membership makeup of an ethnic
minority or pluralistic?
Another importantmatter to be dealt with has to do with (5) personal preferences or
biases of those involved in the revitalization process. Have any of the church leaders (lay
and clergy) had past experiences with a particular program, and what were those
experiences? The programs that follow are given only as samples to help assist a church
committee through the evaluation process and are not hsted in order of any preference.
Organizational Perception Indicator�OPI
This instrument is the basis of this project-dissertation and initiated my interest in
church revitalization programs. The program was originated by John R. Sherwood,
founder and chairman of the board, and Joseph L. Felix, president, ofManagement
Design, Inc. (MDI). OPI is used by the Southwest Texas Conference, United Methodist
Church, Conference Council on Revitalization and Extension.
MDI is a Cincmnati, Ohio based company with over a twenty year history of
successful consultation vidth church and rehgious chents, as weU as numerous other types
of orgaiuzations and corporations. The OPI is an instrument containing thirty-six questions
which are answered by individual members of a congregation. The answers that are given
are based on the individual's "perception" and thus contain no right or wrong answers. A
respondent simply indicates on the questionnaire, tiie circle which comes closest to
representing his perception (agreement to disagreement).
After the OPI questionnaires have been distiibuted, completed, and returned, they are
sent to MDI for compilation. The compiled data returns in the form of a printout, and is
sent to a consultant who then meets with the pastor and other members of the church for a
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nine to ten hour (two day) seminar. During the seminar, the consultant interprets the
printouts and prescribes what can be done to strengthen the life and ministry of the church.
The consultant also proposes to the church, certain areas to address and suggests what
approaches might be most productive. The OPI is a survey instmment only, and because of
that, should always be looked at as a step in the strategic planning of a revitalization
process.
What is the OPI Church Revitalization Seminar?
Simply stated, the OPI is an organizing device which helps congregational leadership
address those questions and possibilities which coalesce new energy in the church. These
seminars were made possible through the joint efforts of the Southwest Texas Conference
Council on Church Revitahzation and Extension and Management Design, Inc. of
Cincinnati, Ohio. Management Design, Inc. is a church consultation organization with
almost a twenty year history in the field of problem solving and consultative work. It was
intended that the "project" be designed around the administration of the OPI instrument.
Also intended, (or at least presented) was that the OPI instrument would not be an
"attitudinal survey" but rather, a perception indicator, which was to be part of a
"diagnostic-prescriptive" process. (While that may have been the intended, and indeed,
was the stated goal of the OPI as defined by the CCRE of the Southwest Texas
Conference, I do not believe that it was the message the churches understood in their use of
the OPI instiiiment. Iwill support this conclusion whh data received in my investigation of
the OPI expectations stated in chapters 4 and 5.) The use of the word "perception" in itself,
caUs for an "attitude" of the beholder. Consequently the survey which contains thirty-sk
questions, (see Appendix A, Figure 2.1, page 118), would certainly necessitate that
attitudes play a big part in diagnosis, as well as prescription.
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The OPI semmar is broken down into three phases:
PHASE 1�^DIAGNOSIS. This phase of the revitalization program is the "fact
gathering" process used to assess the organization's current condition. This is done by a
random distribution of a thirty-six point questionnaire which gathers the perception of the
members of the organization about their organization. The questionnaire deals with nine
key areas (Usted below in the description portion of this chapter). In addition to this
questionnaire, a ten year statistical analysis of attendance, membership, and finances is
gathered. The latter information is obtained from the annual Southwest Texas Conference
journal's statistical reports.
PHASE 2�CONSULTATION. This phase of tiie revitalization program "interprets,
analyzes, and understands" the data that was gathered m the first phase. Leaders and
members of the organization are invited to a two day seminar, where, under tiie direction of
a certified accredited facihtator, the results are analyzed and plans are laid for developing
future strengths. The data derived from the questionnaire wiU give strong indicators as to
what is in place within the organizational system of tiie congregation and what is not.
PHASE 3�^PROGNOSIS. This phase of the revitalization program is the "suggestive
and prescriptive" portion, and takes place on the second day of the seminar. While the final
prescription necessary to regain an organization's health will always depend on the
organization itself, the seminar facihtators will relate data for possible solutions. The
facilitators can only propose certain areas to address and suggest what approaches might be
most productive.
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NINE KEY ARRAS of the "OPI" QUESTIONNAIRE
GOALS. We know where we are going and why. A goal is a defined and accepted
statement that gives direction to intentions.
ROLES. We know what is expected of us and what roles we are to play. Roles
within the organization have been defined.
LEADERSHIP. This has more to do with the lay leadership of the congregation than
the clergy. In either case, it sunply means that the leadership is secure and sufficient and
the leaders lead.
EFFECTIVE ACTION. Has to do with administration, and states that we are
responsible about our work. The persons in leadership have the ability to get the
organization's tasks done effectively and on time.
CONSONANCE. This is tiie glue of all OPI categories. It simply states that we do
what we say we value. Our life-style is congruent with our stated policies. (This is a
category where perception of others must be looked at closely.)
PROPONENCE. We show leadership as a group, and we have a tendency to take
initiative in our environment. Simply, we are proactive and not reactive.
ENERGY. We have a lot of vitality and flow of intemal energy that empowers the
organization.
DELEGATION. There is a clear assignment of responsibility and accountabihty for
oiu" performance. Thus, we increase our effectiveness by using our human resources well.
DOUBT. In this one category the meaning takes on a reverse role and manner of
measurement. We do not look at doubt in a negative sense, so we are realistic but not
pessimistic about ourselves. We are able to use manageable levels of doubt about
ourselves.
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The OPI is a sunple device, an instrument which is designed to help the institution
make a diagnosis of itself in order that it might plan effectively for usefulministry. It is not
a "cure all." As could be interpreted from the marketing brochure, "There are no easy
answers or magic formulas for reclaiming your congregation's strength. The reaffirmation
of faith and renewal of commitment that results from this exercise can be the catalyst you
need to refresh your member's enthusiasm for the work and the word of the Lord." (See
Appendix A, Figure 2.2, page 1 19.)
MISSION 2000
Mission 2000 is an "awakenment" seminar developed and prepared by the
Congregational Development Unit, National Program Division, General Board ofGlobal
Ministries of the UnitedMethodist Church. It is used by the North Texas Conference,
United Methodist Church, Board of Church Growth and Development.
This project is designed for established congregations that are seeking to enhance their
ministry and rrussion of outreach toward the unchurched. It requires a four year
commitment of the local congregation to participate in a planning process of both a short
and long range nature. During this time, the plans of the church are monitored quarterly by
a district facUitator and conference consultant. Annual evaluations of the program are to be
made by the local congregation. The project is designed for local congregations to develop
effective ministry in their own settings. Assisting the local congregation in developing a
UTuque program are conference and district staff consultants. This assistance comes in the
form of consulting, information gatiiering, program design, training, and resource
development.
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Church Growth Survey Handbook
This is a step-by-step workbook developed and compiled by BobWaymire and C.
PeterWagner for Global Church Growth Publishers. It is a versatile instrument and can be
used for different types of church growth surveys. The major types of surveys include:
Local Church. This survey is designed to enable the church leaders to gain a reahstic
evaluation of the situation as a basis on which to make projections for the future.
Special Cluster of Churches. This survey deals with the interaction of the churches
within the cluster and focuses on the individual as well as the collective unique ministries.
Geographical Area. This survey is used to look at the growth of churches is a given
city, province, or nation. It is made across denominational hues but within a particular
geographical area.
Morale Assessment Instrument
This instrument was originally developed by David Ray and was displayed in the Net
Results, a publication by the National Evangehstic Association of the Christian Church. It
is a questionnaire containing sixteen questions which indicate the morale of the
congregation. Each question has a continuum line with a value of from one to five. The
respondent places an assessment on the hne according to his feehngs.
The questionnaires are gathered and tabulated, with the results averaged to give a
composite picture of the church. The higher the total score the higher the overaU morale of
the congregation. The tiieory is that tiie higher tiie level ofmorale, the higher the energy
level; the higher the level of energy, the greater die favorable response toward new
programming and change.
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MillerMultiphasic Congregational Personality Inventory�^MMCPI
This instrument is a take-off of the MinnesotaMultiphasic Personahty Inventory
(MMPI) which is used by psychologists as a way ofmeasuring personality characteristics.
Herb Miller, editor of Net Results, (see above) has taken the MMPI and developed the
MMCPI as a diagnostic tool used to evaluate congregational personahties.
The MMCPI is made up of seventy-two true or false questions and is usually
answered by church board members. It measures twenty-four factors within the chmate of
parish hfe. First, it shows twelve composite personality/attitudinal characteristics of the
board members. Individual scores are not known opeitiy because the scales measure a
composite of aU the persons on the board.
Second, it measures twelve different healtii factors m the congregation's corporate
personality. This instrument appears to be much like the OPI instrument given earher,
although the questions themselves seem based more on the responses of the leadership than
on what that the individual membership perception is of the church.
Parish Enrichment Conference
This program was developed by Herb Miller for the National Evangehstic Association,
is intended to be ecumenical in nature, and has been used by a number of churches. It
involves the pastors, leaders, and members of congregations in a systematic evaluation
process. The process includes a two month preparation period, a two day seminar witii a
consultant, and a one year follow-through. It uses a variety of group processmg and
information gathering tools in a nonthreatening way.
The finished product is a twenty-five page report describing the congregation's
strengths and weaknesses, as well as giving suggestions for future planning, ministry, and
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growth. The program is helpful in churches of all sizes since it is designed to mold around
the needs of individual congregations.
Developing and Assessing the Revitahzation Process
It is one thing to say that the church must be involved in social action. It is another to
define what that social action should be. It is one thing to say with Isaiah from the
scripture's, "seek justice" (Isa. 59:4). It is another to describe what justice is. Any
revitalization program must seek the input of those most affected by that program.
Everyone involved in the revitahzation program must be challenged to become part of the
revitahzation solution. There are many areas of tension withm the church that is going
through the revitahzation process because of the changes that must happen. One of the
primary sources of tension is the failure of the members to have input toward a common
understanding of the purpose of the church they want revitalized. When people are not
involved in the revitahzation process, they wiU lose sight of the direction that the church is
going. When they have lost sight of the direction, it is impossible for them to be a part of
getting the church to its new location.
In the early part of Alice in Wonderland. Ahce meets the Cheshire cat and asks, "Sir,
would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?" The cat says, "That
depends a good deal on where you want to get to." Ahce then says, "I don't much care
where. . .," to which the cat then rephes, "Then, it doesn't matter which way you go."2
Unfortunately there are churches in the revitalization process with members who act like
Ahce. They want to be some place other than where they are, yet have no idea where they
are gomg. Consequentiy, they have no plan for how to get there.
^ Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland (London: Oxford Press, 1971), 57.
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The church, while recognizing its need for change, must have the plan of change and
renewal owned by its members. If a church is to be guided through change and
revitahzation effectively, two essential elements are absolutely necessary; vision and
planning.
A Vision. "A vision goes beyond a wish or a dream to capture the person. Having
come under the control of a vision, a person will pay any price ... to bring the vision into
full reahty."^ A vision is the kingdom dream of the church from which its very hfe exists.
A model used m church revitahzation to foUow the life cycle of a church is the
"provolutionary curve" which was developed by Management Designs, Inc., and is used in
their OPI instrument.
A reason this model is so useful is that it hves up to its meaning (provolution means to
turn ahead, to turn to the future). Instead of focusing only on the church's present
problems, it recommends that churches use their energy to look at visions for the future, to
look at hopes, dreams, and goals. It makes the assumption that any church that has had
life, and has experienced death, has the potential for resurrection.
Robert Dale in To Dream Again, says the answer for church revitalization is for the
church to "redream its dream." He suggests that "a church which has rediscovered its
founding dream, that dream which gave it its meaning, wiU soon be able to capture a
vision.""* That is, providing the minister and lay leaders of the congregation wilhngly voice
that vision before the membership with the purpose of rekmdlmg them to share the dream.
An important point to remember here deals with the goals of the vision. Lyle Schaller
affirms, "that goals must be consistent with the resources of the church, seek to meet the
3 Norman Shawchuck and Lloyd M. Perry, Revitalizing the 20th Centurv Church (Chicago: Moody
Press, 1982), 14.
4 Robert D. Dale, To Dream Again (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1981), 40.
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needs of the people rather than merely the ends of the institution, and must be consistent
with the new role."^
A Plan. There needs to be a plan of action for a specific, stated period of time. It
should be attainable, measurable, and acceptable by the greatest number of the
membership. As basic a definition this may appear to be, it stiU carries the essential parts
for plans to be effective. Jere Allen in his article, "Guiding Churches Through Change,"
adds to this definition by stating that any plan should "Be open enough to allow God's
people to be led by the Spirit; respect tiie family aspect of tiie church by keeping tiie
planning people oriented; keep the planning process simple."^
Summary
We must recognize that there is no panacea in research. While research provides us
with many useful insights, the final act of revitahzation will caU for some skillful use of
experience, intuition, and most assuredly reliance on the power of the Holy Spirit. Thus,
this chapter has been only the informational component ofmy project-dissertation.
In the next chapter, I wtil define revitalization and take a more detailed look at the
process of revitahzation. I will discuss how the need for local church revitalization was
dealt with by the Southwest Texas Conference, CCRE, and tell why the OPI instrument
was selected by my conference.
^ Lyle B. Schaller, Activating the Passive Church (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1981), 79.
6 Jere Allen, "Guiding Churches Through Change," Review and Expositor. (Fall 1983): 576.
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CHAPTER 3
What is Revitalization?
"Any enterprise is built by wise plannmg, becomes strong through common sense,
and profits wonderfully by keeping abreast of facts." (Prov. 24:3-4 Livmg Bible)
A consistent theme running throughout the New Testament is that the Holy Spirit
works by renewing our minds, (i.e., Rom. 12:2, Eph. 4:23, 5:17, 1 Pet. 1:13). Here we
learn that we are expected to analyze, to collect information, to measure our effectiveness as
managers of the resources God has given us. This discipline is the very antithesis of
implementmg a church revitalization program, and when it is ignored we block the Holy
Spirit from leading us.
Revitalization Defined
A brief yet clear definition of revitalization is found in Webster's New Collegiate
Dictionary, "to give new hfe or vigor to, restoration of force or vahdity. Robert Dale in
his book. To Dream Again, narrows this definition by defining revitalization as "an act of
defining and acting upon the church's fundamental purpose. While I understand an
accept both of these definitions, for the work in this project-dissertation, I have dome to
define revitahzation as a process. It is a process that is experienced by the church as the
members press on to maturity, a process that discloses that extra ingredient that seems to be
lacking within the life of the church. It is a process that leads the church to rediscover then*
^ Woolf, Henry B., ed. Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield: G&C Merriam Co.,
1976), 992.
2 Dale, Robert D. To Dream Again (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1981), it.
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original dream or vision, a process that leads the church beyond its repentance and takes it
into effectiveministry.
The term revitalization for this project is not any single program, rather it is a series of
steps or programs that make up a process of revitahzation. It is a series of happenings
within the lives and institutions ofGod's people that elevates them to a place where tiiey
can serve Christ to the fuUest!
What is the Revitalization Process?
Robert Dale's book To Dream Again hsts four ways to revitalize the church,
organizationally speaking. "The first and easiest way is to change pohcy and simply adjust
the way you do things. A second way, like the first though it requires more thinking, is to
create new programs. A thurd strategy is to change personnel. Fire the minister and/or
elect new lay leaders is the solution here."^ All of these have been tried, and some even
have then- supporters. In my project-dissertation I have spoken to clergy and lay persons
who have attempted one or another of these approaches. None have been very successful.
A fourth way, and the way that I support, "is for the individual and the church to give
clarification to their purpose.'"*
It takes more than the pastor routinely saying, "Let's all remember to pray for next
week's revival," or lay persons saying, "Remember how full and wonderful our services
were years ago?" For a revitahzation to begin it "requires a reorientation of the
congregation's entire life, an investment of emotions, energies, time, and money in
response to a great and noble purpose that bums in then" very souls."^ There is no doubt
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
5 Norman Shawchuck and Lloyd M. Perry, Revitalizing the 20 Centurv Church (Chicago: Moody
Press, 1984), 16.
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that despite all of the quick-fix programs which some persons offer and others attempt,
revitalization is a lengthy process. Revitahzation depends upon the inflow of new ideas
and new programs that wiU renew the interest of the membership.
For the revitalization process to be effective itmust be scriptural, "that is, it must have
the basic elements of all human structures: Love, tmth, and justice. "^ Scripture gives
illustrations ofGod's interest toward His people's plans of carrying out ministry.
For example, Exod. 18:13-27 gives an illustration of an ineffective structure
Moses had established to govern Israel, before God sent suggestion for a new
structure. . . . Acts 6 illustrates God's interest in the first deacon board of the
New Testament church stiucture Eph. 4:11, 2 Tim. 5:17, Titus 1:15 all
illustrate God's interest in setting up offices and estabhshing policies of the early
Christian church.'^
A study of scripture reveals tiiat God is mdeed interested m the way we organize His
church.
In the revitahzation process there are three basic elements that should be reviewed.
They are the basic elements of love, truth, and justice. A way of keeping these basic
elements at the heart of the process is by asking and answering tiiree questions during the
revitalization process:
1 . Is our revitahzation process loving in nature? By that is meant, "was everybody
given the opportunity to participate in clarifying the mission of their church, in creating the
plans to achieve the mission, in finding then* place in carrying out those plans, and when all
the resources of the church are ahgned to ensure their success in ministry, they are being
loved and they know it?"^
6 Ibid., p. 137.
1 1bid., p. 138.
8 Ibid., p. 139.
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2. Is our revitalization process truthful in nature? By that is meant, "were aU the
members allowed to speak their views without intimidation, were the plans created free
from manipulation, were the weaknesses in existing programs identified and corrected in a
spirit of honest inquiry and search for a betterway to perform the church's ministry?"^
3 . Is our revitahzation process showing justice for all persons? By this is meant, "do
we provide structures in which aU members can be fully active in planning, supporting, and
working to carry out the church's ministry? This is justice in action, for no person is asked
to support eitherwith time ormoney, any program he did not have the opportunity to
create." 10
Other significant points must be considered as churches move through the
revitalization process. First, a congregation cannot be guided through a revitalization
process unless it is wilhng to change and admit it needs help.
Second, the pastormust lead! The pastormust have a kingdom dream and be willing
to share it. There must be enthusiasm and hope for the church and a wilhngness to share
that enthusiasm and hope. John Naisbitt focuses in his book. Megatrends, on the
responsibility of the leader when he says, "The new leader is a facihtator, not an order
giver."! 1
Third, timing is of great importance when you are dealing with a church going through
a transitional state. Ezra Earl Jones hsts three "basic rules of thumb" about timing in his
book. Strategies for New Churches. He says, "If the decision that results from the
feasibihty study is to proceed, the question of timing becomes crucial.''^^ Conversely, if
9 Ibid., p. 140.
10 Ibid., p. 140.
11 John Naisbitt, Megatrends (New York: Warner Books, 1982), 188.
12 Ezra Earl Jones, Strategies for New Churches (New York: Harper & Row, 1978), 91.
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the resuhs of the study are not to build a new church, the possibility stiU may exist of
building a "new" church from withm the existmg church. That is the process of
revitahzation.
Fourth, the revitahzation process generates changes and change causes conflict. As
the leader guides the church through this process he must be aware of conflict buildup that
is occurring. Change and deahng with change is a key element in the success of the
revitalization process. Never more honestiy has the axiom "truth is often spoken in jest,"
been stated than by Lyle SchaUer when he said, "Anyone seriously interested in planning
social change would be weU advised to recognize two facts of life. First, despite the claims
ofmany, relatively httle is known about how to achieve predictable change. Second, much
of what is known will not work."i3
Fifth, work and present the whole process on a positive base! The process leader
needs to always affirm and build. "The most fundamental of all human needs calls for
experiences which wiU build and maintain the individual's sense ofpersonal worth and
importance. A positive image directs the individual to engage in a behavior which wtU
achieve the goals of the group. "^^
Sixth, the church must strive to interrelate with the community. This is most important
to remember as the community passes in transition. "Members of an ingrown church body
are characterized by tunnel vision that hmits potential ministries of the church to those that
can be accomplished by the visible, human resources at hand.''^^ Unless the church and
the community are interrelated the church is headed toward its inevitable demise.
13 Lyle E. Schaller, The Change Agent (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1972), 11.
14 Donald E. Basset, Creative Conflict in Religious Education and Church Administration
(Birmingham: Religious Education Press, Inc., 1980), 66.
1^ C. John Milles, Outgrowing the Ingrown Church (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishers, 1986), 29.
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Revitalization of the Southwest Texas Conference
At the General Conference meeting in Baltunore, inMay 1984, a Korean delegation
proposed to the one thousand delegates of the United Methodist Church, that the church set
a goal of twenty milhon members (20,000,000) by 1992. Hands were raised, a motion
passed, and a committee formed. The system was working well, but since that night in
May, 1984, "we have lost fifty thousand members and are continuing to hemorrhage at a
rate of a thousand members a week We are, in effect, closmg three average size
Methodist churches a week in the United States."!^
At the Southwest Texas Annual Conference held in San Antonio, in June 1984, a
proposal was made for the estabhshment of the Conference Council on Church
Revitalization and Extension. The task of this "new" council body of the conference would
be "to estabhsh as a Quadrennial Emphasis for 1984-1988 the program on renewal and
evangehsm."!'^ Hands were raised, a motion passed, and a committee formed. But, since
that day in June 1984, we have lost approximately 750 members. (The Southwest Texas
Conference total membership for December 31,1984 was 108,748; for December 31,
1989 it was 108,007. i^) Effectually, it would appear that the conference has remained
stagnant. Perhaps if we were only to count numbers of members, we have been stagnant.
Some persons rightfully may ask, "Why after all the time, money, and energy spent, are
we worse off than when we started? Who or what is at fault?" While numbers are
important, as each number represents a child ofGod, revitalization is more than increasing
16 Richard B. Wilke, And Are We Yet Alive? (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1986), 26.
1"^ United Methodist Church, Southwest Texas Conference, 1984 Official Joumal. (1984): 118.
1^ United Methodist Church, Southwest Texas Conference, 1985 Official Journal. (1985): 308.
19 UnitedMethodist Church, Southwest Texas Conference, 1989 Official Joumal. (1989): 352.
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the local church number count. How are we doing in the conference spirituaUy? Are we
offering Christ to the world, and making disciples? Are we being good stewards of all of
our gifts? These are the kinds of questions that must be addressed. But before they are
addressed, conference leaders and pastors would benefit from the advise of Kenneth
Blanchard and Spencer Johnson. In their book. The One Minute Manager, they advise
managers to, "Take a minute: Look at your goals, look at your performance, see if your
behavior matches your goals. "20
We will not reverse the decline ofmembership by blaming a person, committee, or
program. That is not the solution.
There is no absence of harvesting equipment or potential workers, although it
can't be denied that there is much to be done. . . . No, there is plenty of
harvesting equipment�churches, powerful radio and television stations, vast
printing facilities, mission boards that span the world. Yet, aU too often, the
"cutting blades are missing"�^there is much action but no harvest! The cutting
blades of any Christian organization are a research-based. Spirit-led strategy to
reach people with the Good News and to buUd them in the Faith.^i
This has been, and continues to be, a failure of our conference. We continue to spend
a disproportionate amount of resources attempting to respond to societal pressures rather
than reachmg the people of God with the Good News. As Lyle Schaller points out in It's a
DifferentWorld, we have used tiie strategy of "inclusion" to reach the ethnic population
rather than "evangehzation." "The machinery of the church receives unbehevable attention;
we scurry about oiling the wheels of the organizational stmcture Our sti-ucture has
become an end to itself, not a means of saving the world. "^2
20 Kenneth Blanchard and Spencer Johnson, The One Minute Manager (New York: William Morrow
and Co., 1982), 74.
21 James F. Engel andWilbert Norton, What's GoneWrong with the Harvest? (Grand Rapids:
Academic Books, 1975), 14.
22 Lyle E.Schaller, It's a DifferentWorid (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1979), 29.
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As though the solution to the problem of dechne was more money, more committees,
more meetings, andmore positions for bureaucrats, our Annual Conference followed the
leadership of the General Conference and set up a new council called, Conference Council
on Revitalization and Extension. From the very beginning of this new board there was
conflict. It appeared that the conference's way to improve things was only making them
worse. Now, instead of one conference board to design and implement programs on
renewal and evangehsm, we had two conference boards: Conference Council on
Revitalization and Extension (CCRE) and Conference Council on Ministries (CCOM),
whose subcommittee designed the CCRE. Although the CCRE was originally estabhshed
to implement programs that were envisioned by CCOM, soon both were attempting to
implement programs for their own recognition and support. They were soon engaged in a
contest they were both going to lose.
Claus Rohlfs, a retired Perkins School of Theology Intern Program director, became
the director of the Conference CouncU on Revitahzation and Extension. He and the CCRE
board members began devising and implementing programs on renewal and evangehsm.
Even though input and congregational feedback was "solicited" by the subdistrict
"listening" seminars held in the summer of 1985,
The first year of the CCRE has been devoted to "listening," "visioning,"
"experiencing," and "learning.". . .the director conducted fifteen subdistrict
"hstening" seminars in July and August, during which over five hundred persons
shared then* perceptions of the revitalization needs within their congregations.^^
many felt that the director and CCRE "has ears but they do not hear." BishopWilke best
expressed this frustration of not being heard when he said it is
Like someone looking through a pair of binoculars that are out of focus, so are
we not seeing clearly. We "look but we do not see," "we hsten but we do not
23 United Methodist Church, Southwest Texas Conference, 1985 Official Joumal. (1985): 181.
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hear." Our attention is directed elsewhere. The essentials go undone. We
hammer on the iron, but like the blacksmitii with sweat in his eyes, we hammer
where the iron is cold.24
Listitutionahsm was ahve and well. The committee began designing programs that
were later "offered" to the local churches. For the most part, they were designed fi-om the
perspective of the clergy or conference and not from the perspective of the local church.
Results of programs were often measured for success in terms of how they benefited the
council, the conference, or the clergy. It has been said that the mainhne denominational
church is more of an institution than a hving body. I beheve that most persons would agree
that while some institutionalization is necessary, too much is detrimental. James Engel
says
institutionalization can lead to a leadership style in which programs are
determined from the top and imposed on a passive congregation. The
ramifications of such a style are many, but it is a particular problem when it
comes to implementing research findings. A survey seeks the voice of those most
affected by the church program, the people who could really help in
unplementation. Yet rarely are they given a chance. Rather, a lunited number of
leaders try to do it aU.25
Why the OPI InstrumentWas Selected
It was not until the fall of 1985 that the conference began to pubhcize and offer a
revitalization program to tiie local church. Prior to that time each church was on its own
and any program that was tried was either encouraged or discouraged by a prior user.
Sometime throughout the year of 1985 the director of CCRE was given information, or
networked the information about an effective church management consultant organization
(Management Design, Inc.) in Cmcinnati, Ohio. After mail, phone, and personal
consultations were made between the director and executive committee of CCRE and the
24 Richard B. Wilke, And Are We Yet Alive? (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1986), 29.
25 James F. Engel, "Sidestepping Pitfalls in Congregational Research," Leadership. Winter 1984: 28.
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management ofManagement Design, Inc., an agreement was reached and contract
estabhshed for the OPI program to be implemented in the Southwest Texas Conference.
The associates for CCRE were selected and in January 1986 a training seminar sponsored
by Management Design, Inc. (MDI) in coUaboration with The Council on Church
Revitalization and Extension (CCRE) took place. At the conclusion of the seminar the
associates were assigned upcoming OPI programs to present throughout the conference.
Attempts were made to assign several associates to each program so that they could receive
additional training.
The OPI instrument itself is an excellent tool used during the process of revitahzation.
It is a survey that is based on perception, not on fact. That is the key to the whole OPI
process, but the consultant must know how to take tiie congregation to the place where they
look at the organization through the eyes of another. This proved to be a problem for
several of the associates who, in some of the seminars that I observed, repeatedly
discounted perceptions they did not know how handle. The evaluative process that took
place after the OPI program was completed at the local church, was seldom shared with the
associate. So, frequentiy the associates were not told of mistakes they were making.
WhUe the thought of having a conference supported and dkected program in
revitalization was good, there soon surfaced a problem. The CCRE attempted to make a
single program that was applicable to any church that was at least five years old. Because
the attempt was made to take a survey instrument that would show different needs and
design a revitahzation program tiiat would give a "standard" response, frusti-ations grew
from some churches as weU as some of the CCRE associates. I believe the program lost
credibility as well as the possibihty of doing some good for every one of the local churches
that used it.
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In a brochure sent out by CCRE of the Southwest Texas Conference, the following
questions are asked: "How healthy is your congregation? Does your congregation have
the spiritual vitahty it takes to make the church a dynamic organization in today's troubled
world? Do you need help in bringing new strength and vitality to your church?" Within
these questions there is a smaU and simple test containing ten yes or no questions.
Following the responses, it too suggests that a healthy congregation is hke a healthy
person, one that is prepared for the task for which it was created. It emphasizes the need
for health and wholeness of a person and the institution in order that they have "the energy
to bring the abundance of life, promised by Christ, to each and every member." (See
Appendix A, Figure 3.1, page 120.) The brochure itself was designed, at the very least, as
a teaser to generate interest. At most is was a "first step" in the use of the OPI program.
(See chapter 2 for a complete description of the Organizational Perception Indicator
instrument.)
Summary
A phenomenon that church leaders have observed, is that some churches decline while
some churches grow. Some chm-ches seem sick whUe others seem healthy. Some
churches have littie influence on their community while others move out andminister with
explosive power. An important question for me as I did this project-dissertation is: "Why
don't all churches grow?" Appearances are that a growmg church is a healthy church. If
that is true (and I beheve it is), this would raise another question: "Ifmy church is not
growing, if it is unhealthy, what can I do about it?" (I do not see church growth and
church health solely as a numerical measurement. The growth and health of a person as
weU as a church, or any other institution, must also be measured m a spiritual context.) In
the next chapter we will look at some of tiie results of tiie churches tiiat used tiie OPI, and
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attempt to discern what caused the variances in the different churches. We wiU also look at
the situation of the churches before the OPI instrument was administered, and what took
place afterwards.
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CHAPTER 4
Implementation
"Nor do men put new wine into old wineskins; otherwise the wineskins burst, and the
wine pours out, and the wineskins are ruined; but they put new wine into fresh wineskins,
and both are preserved." (Matt. 9:17)
This chapterwill deal with several issues critical to the success of the revitahzation
program. It wiU compare and contrast variances of the local churches, point to the common
denominators for success and failure, and what the local churches have done since the
program. Revitahzation itself caUs for new goals and programs, and frequently, if not
always, these new goals and programs call for new pohcies and committees to implement
them. This process is known in the organizational world as, "form follows function."
Regarding this matter Perry and Shawchuck say
Visions and plans without organization and action become "pipe dreams;"
unfulfilled fantasies that pastor and people intend to accomphsh someday. "Form
follows function" is an important principle to remember. Planning answers the
function question, "what wiU we do?" Organizational structure answers the form
question, "How wUl we organize ourselves to do itV
Overall, this empirical study is a careful observation of the evangehcal hfe and
experiences of the local church in the Southwest Texas Conference. The method of this
study is not contrary to the Christian understanding of evangehzation an revitalization.
Thus, the meaning of the words "empirical" and "experimental" are used within the context
of this Christian understanding. The experimental groups used in this project were selected
from churches within the boundaries of the Southwest Texas Conference who had
previously taken part m the CCRE revitalization seminar know as the OPI.
1 Norman Shawchuck and Lloyd M. Perry, Revitalizing: the 20th Centurv Church (Chicago: Moody
Press, 1982), 51.
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This being the case it is important to presuppose that the individual and congregational
responses to the questionnaires are based on their perception and not necessarily on fact.
Thus it is that beUef wiU shape practice and attitudewill shape behavior. Because of this
phenomena, there is often incongruity between behef and behavior in the hfe of the local
church. What a person beheves is not necessarily what a person practices, and what a
person thinks he practices is not always perceived that way. Behef and attitude toward
local church revitahzation calls for an empnical study. What the local churches cognitively
beheve and practically demonstrate conceming the need and use of revitahzation may reveal
insights to enhance the revitahzation programs in the local churches. An empuical study of
the OPI revitalization program used in the Southwest Texas Conference should be
informative, enhghtening, and appropriate for the laity, clergy, local church, distiict, and
conference.
Research Design
The methodology for this project-dissertation endeavors to be an orderly observation,
analysis, and mterpretation of perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors that relate to local
church revitahzation. The research itself is relevant to pastoral ministry as it has grown out
of a specific pastoral concern. Therefore, this project-dissertation was perceived, planned,
and implemented on the basis of congregational need and pastoral ministry.
I beheve that an empirical research design is needed to study the revitahzation
programs used in local church settings. As a pastor, I have an interest in wanting to find
out what happens to congregations who are exposed to successful and failed revitahzation
programs. Information gained from this project-dissertation will bring forth several
important factors:
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1 . The research will give insights into the perceived situation of the local church prior
to seeking revitalization.
2. The research will give insights into the expectations and results sought by the local
church after revitahzation.
3 . There wih be a practical understanding ofwhy some churches fail m their
revitalization process.
4 . There wUl be a practical understanding as to church variances and how those
variances effect revitahzation programs.
5 . The research wiU give insight into what changes took place in ministry as a result
of the revitahzation program.
6 . The information gathered wiU hopefully generate and help further research and
discussion between clergy and laity on the intentional process of church revitahzation.
Design of the Historical Research
The intent of the historical research design is to summarize the church revitalization
program in light of the evangelism and church growth fields. The major sources
comprising the historical framework in this project were from church growth fields. Also,
the historical discussion gives a theological perspective on church revitahzation. Secondary
sources are also used to help understand tiie apphcation of individual and congregational
renewal as pertained to church revitahzation.
Design of the Empuical Research
The empirical research design of this investigation focuses on a survey of pretest and
posttest responses of the local churches that participated in the OPI revitahzation program.
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This includes a posttest reaction so that the data determines the statistical significance of the
experiment on the sample group over a long period of time.
Prior to the actual formation and implementation of the control group (three churches),
the entire sample group of churches in the Southwest Texas Conference that participated in
OPI seminars between September 1985 and December 1988 (49 churches) received a
survey inquiring about their pre/post results. However, the participants of the control
group retook the OPI questionnaire to isolate their responses and evaluate the effects of
their first OPI questionnaire. The control group had all given favorable responses to the
original OPI and were interested in seeing the results of their congregations' perceptions by
repeating the OPI questionnaire, then contrasting and comparing the results of the two.
The conclusions of this study are derived from the methodology and subsequent statistical
data received.
Theoretical Framework
Context of the Project
The context of the project was conducted in the Southwest Texas Conference of the
United Methodist Church. The conference consists of seven districts that cover a
geographical area ranging from Austin in the north, to Victoria in the east, to McAUen in the
south, to San Angelo in the west. San Antonio is the center of the conference and is also
where the conference goveming offices and Bishop's residence is located. The economic
base of this geographical area is predominantly agriculture and oU, although varymg types
of industry are growing.
There are approximately 368 functioning churches located in the bounds of this
conference and the approximate aggregate membership as of December 31, 1988 was
108,007. The largest church in the conference is Alamo Heights UMC, located in San
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Antonio, Texas, with 3,549 members. The smaUest church in the conference is Mackey
Chapel UMC, located in Uvalde, Texas, with four members.^
Limitations
The following characteristics limited the methodology in the research process:
1 . The parameter of the "churches" was hmited to the local churches within the
boundaries of the Southwest Texas Conference that had taken part in an OPI seminar.
2. The sample group was hmited to 13 percent or forty-nine churches that actually
participated in the OPI revitalization seminar out of 368 churches in the conference.
3 . The experimental group was limited to 47 percent or twenty-three of the forty-nine
sample churches that responded to further questionnaires and mquiries.
4. The control group consisted of retestmg three of the twenty-three responding
churches.
5 . The empirical research involves the observation and measurement of a hmited
number of churches.
6 . There was no data gathered on any other revitahzation mstrument used by local
churches within the conference, other than the OPI instrument.
7 . Since the data gathered came only from one conference, global conclusions and
generalities about the United Methodist Church, worldwide, is severely lunited.
8 . There is some sacrifice of controlled conditions associated with this empirical
study, since I am a member of the conference where the project took place. However, this
does increase the degree of authenticity and should be characteristic of a research project in
most doctor ofministry degree programs.
2 United Methodist Church, Southwest Texas Conference, 1989 Official Joumal. (1989): 352-402.
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Categories of Measurement
As one looks at the revitalization process, be it in the local church or in the conference
as a whole, there must be a way to measure the effectiveness in order to teU if the program
is working. This one area probably elicits more disagreement than any other part of the
revitahzation process. That is because it is the area where accountabihty comes into play.
No other term raises the defenses of the person or persons in charge, than to be told that
they will be held accountable for the success or failure of the program. There are those
who would say that churches lack any system of accountability. That is not quite true. "A
more accurate statement would be to say that the churches have a very poor system of
accountability. "3
Part of the reason for the poor system of accountabihty within the church, is the
process of defining a set of basic assumptions that offers a meaningful and helpful context
for evaluating facts. This process requires a frame of reference. It is within this frame of
reference that a problem exists which Lyle SchaUer called the "lay-clergy gap." SchaUer
says
The heart of this gap hes in the differences in perspectives. . . . What is the
most decisive criteria formeasuring the "success" of the church? Pastors tend to
emphasize size, outreach, missions, evangelism, the quality of people's spiritual
hfe, and a sense of faithfulness. Lay persons tend to emphasize statistical growth
or dechne (which is a vasfly different subject from size); the health, vigor, and
size of the Sunday School; finances; and buildings.4
As we begin the process of evaluating facts for measurement, we are forced to
determine those which are objective against those which are subjective. In Webster's New
Collegiate Dicrionarv. the word objective is described as, "a condition in the reahn of
sensible experience independent of individual thought, and perceptible by all observers. A
3 Lyle E. Schaller, The Decision Makers (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1974), 198.
4 Ibid., p. 46.
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condition which is perceptible to persons otiier tiian tiie individual affected. The word
subjective is described as, "a condition which arises from within the mind and not directly
caused by extemal stunuli; determined by the mind as to the subject of experience. There
is no doubt that the subjective areas which occur during the revitahzation process are valid;
they are just not measurable through empirical standards of evidence. The objective areas,
on the other hand, are measurable and are the areas used to determine the categories used
for measurement in this study.
Within these objective areas fall the by-products of church growth and revitahzation.
When speaking of [revitahzation] church growth, we customarily point to
numerical increases in worship, Sunday School, baptisms, membership, money.
. . . But these factors are not [revitahzation] church growth; they are the by
products of church growth. Church growth [revitahzation] happens when a
spiritual awakening leads to multiple expressions of commitment to Christ and
ffis Church.7
Nonetheless, the only way to find out about something is to look at the facts, and the facts
are the numbers, and the categories listed for measurement are those categories which can
be judged by their numbers. The categories of measurement used in this study were
selected from chapter 3, "Who's Minding the Store?" in Bishop Richard B. Wilke's
powerful and controversial book. And Are We Yet Alive?
The categories ofmeasurement in this study and used in the statistical analysis are:
� Number of Churches
� Total Membership
� Worship Attendance
� Sunday School Membership
5 Henry B. Woolf, ed, Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield: G&C Merriam Co., 1976),
791.
6 Ibid., p. 1159.
Robert L. Robertsen, "Basics + Meeting Needs = Growth," Net Results. August 1988: 1.
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� Sunday School Attendance
� New Members
� Restoration or Profession of Faith
� Received Other United Methodist Churches
� Received Other Denominations
� Baptized
AU of these categories are vital indicators to the effectiveness of the revitahzation
process and church growth. If a reader would dismiss these figures as being a part of the
"numbers game" then they have misread the data. These numbers represent people and as
such should not be included in the popular "number games" that generate countless
mathematical falsehoods which serve no useful purpose and only cloud the issues at hand.
The Test Groups
Analyses and inferences were made from statistical findings calculated from three
distinct, yet interparticipating groups. Each group is related directly to the overall
conference statistics and measurements. When sample group statistics are given they
include experimental and conttrol group figures. When experimental group statistics are
given, they mclude figures from the control group but not the sample group. When control
group statistics are given they wiU include figures only from churches in the control group.
The following descriptions constitute tiie establishment and identity for each group.
The Sample Group
This group consisted of forty-nme churches within the boundaries of Southwest Texas
Conference. The seven districts of the conference were all represented in the breakdown:
Austin district 12 churches
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Corpus Christi district 8 churches
Kerrville district 8 churches
McAllen district 7 churches
San Angelo district 2 churches
San Antonio district 6 churches
Victoria district 6 churches
The size profile of these churches is:
100�399 members 23 churches
400�799 members 17 churches
800+ members 9 churches
Each of these churches was asked to participate in the valuative project. On March 25,
1989, each church was mailed a cover letter and questionnaire (See Appendix D, Figures
4.1a and 4.1b, pages 175 and 176.) Twenty three churches or 47 percent of the sample
group responded to this questionnaire. These exhibited a higher level of interest in the
project and the experimental group and control group were drawn from this group of
volunteers.
The Experimental Group
This group consisted of twenty three churches that responded to the March 25, 1989
initial inquiry. They represent six of the seven districts, with the breakdown as follows:
Austin district 5 churches
Corpus Christi district 3 churches
Kerrville district 4 churches
McAllen district 4 churches
San Angelo district 0 churches
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San Antonio district 4 churches
Victoria district 3 churches
The size profile of these churches is:
100�399 members 9 churches
400�799 members 9 churches
800+ members 5 churches
From this group I offered (with the cooperation and assistance ofManagement Design
Inc.,the originators of the OPI instrument) to select four churches to retake the OPI at no
processing cost to the local church. The eligibility for the retake would be:
1 . The first OPI seminar had to be at least two years past.
2 . The retake must follow as close as possible to the original selection of
respondents.
3 . The retake must be completed by December 10, 1989.
4 . The retake would only be offered to local churches that felt positive toward the
original OPI. (The reason negative responsive churches were not offered is dealt with latter
in chapter 5.)
Four churches agreed to the criteria and were selected to do retakes of the OPI
seminar. However, one of the four churches was later dropped when it failed to respond to
questionnaires and foUow-up material in a timely manner. The remaining three churches
made up the control group.
The Control Group
This group consisted of three churches thatmet the criteria given to the experimental
group. The three churches selected were:
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1 . St. Andrew's UMC, located in the San Antonio district. Its membership, as
recorded in the 1988 Southwest Texas Conference joumal, was 765 members.^ St
Andrew's did the first OPI seminar November 1985; the retake or follow-up OPI seminar
was done October 1989.
2. First United Methodist Church of Edinburg, Texas, located in the McAllen district.
Its membership, as recorded in the 1988 Southwest Texas Conference joumal, was 509
members.^ The first OPI seminar was November 1985; the retake or foUow-up OPI
seminar was done November 1989.
3 . First United Methodist Church of Cuero, Texas, located in the Corpus Christi
district. Its membership, as recorded in the 1988 Southwest Texas Conference joumal,
was 341 members.!*' The first OPI seminar was October 1986; the retake or follow-up
OPI seminar was done December 1989.
The Respondents
All respondents of the project were from the Southwest Texas Conference of the
United Methodist Church. The parameter was hmited to churches that had participated in
CCRE's OPI revitalization seminars. A sample was randomly selected from the stated
respondents to test the hypotheses.
Though the churches of the experimental group and control group were selected from a
group of volunteers, each one in the sample group had equal opportunity to become
participants. Announcements conceming the project were made in advance to the director
ofCCRE, and letters were sent to every church that had participated in the OPI program.
S United Methodist Church, Southwest Texas Conference, 1988 Official Journal. (1988): 358.
9 Ibid., p. 346.
10 Ibid., p. 334.
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The letter ofMarch 25, 1989 explained explicidy that the project was a component of the
Doctor ofMinistry studies ofAsbury Theological Seminary and open to aU volunteers.
There was no attempt made to screen any of the respondents throughout this project on the
basis of age, sex, or personal preference.
Resources
Indigenous to the problem chosen for this project was the selection of churches that
would serve as a basis for the control group. There having been litde preparation given or,
for that matter, expected of the pastor and congregations in the past OPI seminars, I found
difficulty in presenting the necessity of preparation work to be done by the pastor and
congregations before the retake. The primary preparation of the past OPI seminars was
twofold; one, remind the participants to complete and return the questionnaires in a timely
manner, and two, puU from the conference journals the necessary statistical data to
complete the forms. Seemingly, the greatest input of the congregation was the capital
outlay for the seminar cost.
There must be additional preparation that require certain qualifications and expectations
of the pastors and congregations enabhng them to see deeper benefits from the OPI
revitahzation seminar. First, a focus on the biblical and spiritual understanding of
revitahzation.
James Engel eludes to this by stating, "It is essential to have a clear-cut model of
spiritual growth before we can ever take the pulse of the congregation. We need a master
plan that spells out what amature Christian learns and does, based on careful scriptural
interpretation. "11 Second, congregations should have a practical approach of
11 James F. Engel, "Sidestepping Pitfalls in Congregational Research," Leadership. Winter 1984: 28.
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revitalization, in that, they must deal with the process of revitahzation. The hnportance of
this second step was best told by C. PeterWagner when he said
It has been useful to look at chiurch health and sickness in much the same way
we look at physical health and sickness. Human bodies, for example, have vitai
signs that provide indicators of physical vitality. Pulse, respiration, blood
pressure, and temperature alone can tell the physician a good deal about tiie healtii
of the patient. Likewise, vital signs of healthy churches are being identified. . . .
Church pathology is less sophisticated, but church growth leaders have found a
helpful set of concepts (instmments) for diagnosing the health of a church and
then making suggestions for either preventative or therapeutic measures.
To remind persons to be complete and expeditious in their responding to
questionnaires, to speak of the bibhcal understanding of revitalization, and to compile
figures from conference journals is not enough. As the survey of March 25, 1989 reports,
the pastors and congregations need resources from a practical level also.
The three churches involved in the control group were offered an in-depth look at
practical suggestions forministry based on their perception of strengths and weaknesses.
In addition to the practical suggestion section of the OPI seminar, a list of five books
forming a "basic" curriculum was sent to the three control group churches following the
retake seminar. With the hst also came the recommendation that the seminar participants be
divided into five groups, each of the groups study one of the five books, then come
together as a larger group and share their newly learned insights and ideas. The book
resources selected and recommended as "basic" curriculum for church revitalization are as
follows:
1 . Leading Your Church to Grow by C. PeterWagner
2. To Dream Again by Robert C. Dale
3. Outgrowing the Ingrown Church by C. John Miller
4 . Revitalizing the 20th Centijry Church by Norman Shawchuck and Lloyd Perry
12 c. PeterWagner, CHURCH GROWTH: State of the Art (Wheaton: Tyndale House Publishing,
1986), 34.
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5 . The Contagious Congregation by George G. Hunter, III
The Measurement Instruments
A measurement instrument is used in research to gather good information. Because
the emphasis is on good information, there is disagreement as to the best method used in
gathering or digging out research information. On one side, George Hunter, in, leaning
toward the interviewmetiiod made this observation, "We have discovered that the focused
interview is the best single method for securing data we need to understand church growth
.... 'It allows a more permissive atmosphere than in the case when using other
techniques of investigation.' "^^ On the other side, Samuel Southard, leaning toward the
questionnaire method makes this observation, "The questionnaire is a highly effective
measurement instrument, and it is a (very) inexpensive method for the coUection of general
opinions and provides a reasonable amount of objectivity for the analysis of questions
conceming people in one locahty or institution. "^"^ While both of these methods are
effective in drawing out information, the questionnaire was the method selected to be the
measurement instmment throughout this project-dissertation study. There were several
questionnaires available and used in the OPI seminars and the survey which followed on
March 25, 1989.
The questionnaires first offered here were developed by Management Design, Inc., of
Cincinnati, Ohio. They were all developed to coUect information for the Organizational
Perception Indicator Instrument (OPI). The OPI questionnake is a highly developed
13 George G. Hunter, III, "Learning Why Some Churches are Growing," Class Presentation,
Photocopy. 1988, p. 49.
1"* Samuel Southard, "Religious Inquiry," Net Results. February 1983: 12.
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instrument for measuring the perceptions ofmembers of an organization. It yields data
conceming nine vital elements of corporate culture. They are:
� Goals
� Roles
� Leadership
� Action
� Consonance
� Proponence
� Energy
� Delegation
� Doubt
These data are then presented in five modules:
1 . Organizational Change
2. Organizational Values
3 . Organizational Power and Energy
4. Responsibihty, Roles, and Delegation
5 . Meetings and Otiier Evils
The titie of the questionnaires are as follows:
1 . Organizational Perception Indicator is a seventy-two item form, used to get the
most detailed profile of an individual or an organization. It gives an individual summary
profile. (It was used as training tool and instmment, but is seldom used in Southwest
Texas Conference OPI seminars.) (See Appendix A, Figure 2.2, page 1 19.)
2 . Congregational Perception Indicator is a nine set of statements form, very basic
and easy to understand. It is most effective when used as an introduction to the
congregational leadership, giving them a brief look at what will be assessed in depth with
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the thuty-six item questionnaire used during the seminar. It can also be used as a
preluninary assessment tool by the facilitator to get a feeling of the congregation. (It is
used as a training tool and instrument for associates of CCRE.) (See Appendix A, Figure
4.3, page 121.)
3 . How I See The Congregation is a thirty-six item form, an abbreviated version of
the seventy-two item form, giving almost as much information and detailed profile. (It was
the most extensively used form throughout this study, and is the primary focus of the
study. This was the form used in both seminars given to the control group.) (See
Appendix A, Figure 2.1, page 118.)
4 . Vital Information asked for the vital information of the respondent, such as gender,
age, length ofmembership, frequency of worship, etc. This gave the background and
makeup of the congregation, which assisted in understanding the responses to the OPI
questionnaire. (See Appendix A, Figures 4.5a and 4.5b, pages 122 and 123.)
5 . Report Card On Your Congregation asked for the vital information of the
respondent, but also asked for a grading of the nine characteristics of the church. This
questionnaire was used on the control group, and is a replacement of item numbers two and
four. (See Appendix A, Figure 4.3, page 121.)
6 . OPI Survey Study Ouestionnaire is a seven item form, sent to the experimental
group of churches to initiate this study portion of the project-dissertation. This
questionnaire dealt with the attitude of past participants of the OPI seminars. The technical
aspect of the questionnaire was developed in part after consultation with Dr. Joseph Fehx,
president ofManagement Design, Inc., and Dr. Claus Rohlfs, retired director of CCRE.
(See Appendix D, Figure 4.1a and 4.1b, pages 175 and 176.)
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Statistical Procedure
The statistical procedure used for this project-dissertation is based on, mean
or"average," normal distribution, and first plus (if necessary) second standard deviation
(this depends upon the size of the responding random sample). This is the same procedure
used by Management Design, Inc. when generatmg a profile from the OPI questionnaires.
To help the readers understand these procedure terms I have rehed on the definitions given
by Richard Davies from his Handbook for Doctor ofMinistry Projects, they are:
Mean. Given a list of numbers, you compute the mean by adding the numbers
and dividing by the number of numbers. This is the "average" you learned to
compute in grade school.
Normal distribution. Given a list of numbers arranged from highest to lowest,
they will be "normally distributed" if tiiey meet certain mathematical criteria.
These criteria need not concem us, but we will be interested in certain properties
of the normal distribution. Among other things, the normal distribution is
symmetrical about the mean Approximately 68 percent of the numbers will
he within one standard deviation either side of the mean.
Standard deviation. This is a number which can be calculated from yoiu" list of
numbers and the number of the numbers m your list. If your numbers are
approximately normally distributed, tiie standard deviation gives a quick estimate
of how "spread out" the numbers are. If you know the mean, range, and
standard deviation of a list of numbers, you can form a pretty good mental picture
of the hstP
Sampling
Sampluig is a vital part of any statistical study. In the OPI seminars, the local
churches were given thek choice of three ways by which an OPI group may be constituted.
They were:
1 . Offer participation to everyone in the congregation and take what you get.
1^ Richard E. Davies, Handbook for Doctor of Ministrv Projects (Lanham: University Press of
America, 1984), 157-158.
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2. Do a structured random sample by taking every third or fifth or sixth person on the
chirrch roU and mailing or taking the OPI questionnaire to them.
3 . Do a stratified random sample by establishing basic categories, (e.g., formal
leadership, active members, mactive members).
Regardless of the method chosen, the churches were encouraged to improve the
statistical rehabihty by making sure that tiie random sample included at least 15 percent of
the membership. Most churches did the structured random sample, although a few of the
churches that responded to the survey of March 25, 1989 indicated that if they were to do a
retake it would be by stratified random sample. The three churches in the control group did
the structured random sample on both OPI programs. Although the first OPI sample may
have been sent to every third person and the second OPI sample may have been sent to
every fifth person on the church roll.
In the case of the survey sample questionnaire sent on March 25, 1989, the offer of
participation was extended to everyone who was in the sample group. The survey went to
forty-nine churches in the Southwest Texas Conference. From this group came the control
group which was the second part of this study.
Data Gathering
For the OPI seminars, the accumulated data were drawn from the congregational
membership perception. The questionnaire attempted to measure the perceived attitude and
behavior toward their church. The questionnaire was not changed or altered between tiie
administration of the first and second OPI seminars taken by tiie control groups.
The survey questionnaire sent to the enture sample group was used to gather data for
the study of effectiveness of the OPI project embarked upon by the Southwest Texas
Conference through the CCRE.
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Test Scores
A scoring key was assigned numeric values to the answers on the OPI questionnaire
and was used to grade each survey. A mean and at least one standard deviation were then
systemicaUy compiled from each survey to provide individual and congregational scores for
the nine "categories" bemg examined. A category is defined as an organizational
characteristic, one of the nine used by Management Design, Inc., that are exhibited in a
whole, healthy organization.
The rune categories observed in the OPI are:
1 . GOALS. Total mean score indicating congregation knows where it is gomg.
2. ROLES. Total mean score indicatmg congregation knows what is expected of it;
what its roles are.
3 . LEADERSHIP. Totalmean score indicating congregational leaders lead with
security.
4. ACTION. Total mean score indicatmg congregation gets its primary task done
effectively.
5 . CONSONANCE. Total mean score indicating congregation does what it says it
values.
6. PROPONENCE. Total mean score indicating congregation takes initiative as a
group.
7 . ENERGY. Total mean score indicating congregation shows a flow of intemal
energy with vitality.
8 . DELEGATION. Total mean score indicating congregation increases its
effectiveness by using human resources well.
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9. DOUBT. Total mean score used by reversing scale indicatmg congregation shows
manageable levels of doubt about itself; it is realistic.
The survey questionnaire used on the sample group required a stated response to be
used in the scoring. Three values of good, average, and poor were then assigned to the
stated responses. Of the seven questions asked on the survey, at least two questions were
interrelated so the combined responses were averaged.
The categories observed in the survey were:
1 . Reason for using the OPI. Total average score given in percentages.
2. Expectations of OPI. Total average score, percentages.
3. Response to OPI. Total average score, percentages. Two questions combined.
4. OPI generated use of other programs. Total average score, percentages. Two
questions combined.
5 . OPI strength/weakness. Total average score given in percentage.
6. Recommendation for improvements. Total average score given in percentage.
These variables were available for use in the statistical procedure to answer questions
conceming the various churches that participated in the OPI seminars. The compilation,
analysis, and interpretation of the data were then presented to accept or reject the
hypotheses that those churches which participated in the CCRE revitahzation OPI program,
received tiie benefits they expected of that program and experienced a more growing
church.
Statistical Analyses
The compiled answers of the OPI questionnaire served as a measuring device to
analyze statistical data relevant to the study. The data gathered from the pretest period of
the sample group and the posttest period of the same group reflected the beneficial results
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of the statistical data from the questionnaire. The compiled answers of the OPI
questionnaire were coded and entered into a computer terminal, using a designed statistical
software program. To check the validity and rehabihty of the OPI test, the Pearson
Product�^Moment program designed to verify the correlation coefficient was used. To
check the rehabihty, a program designed for this purpose by Spearman-Brown was used.
Also used in reliability check of the OPI was a program caUed STAT-SYSTEMS from tiie
Psychological Assessment Resources Company. The procedures used in this program was
twofold. First, by testing and retesting, using the same form and sample group. Second,
by doing a "spht-half " In this procedure the items on the instrument are divided in half
(odd/even) and then measured to see of there is consistency in the testing. After this has
been estabhshed, the data are categorized to show the individual and collective perception
and attitude toward the church and the direction revitahzation ought to take. The data are
categorized to show the individual and collective perception and attitude toward the church
and the direction revitalization ought to take.
The result of the analytical data was based on variations in the level ofperception
which either supported or rejected tiie perceptions held by church leaders. Each premise or
hypothesis about the church is held to be true until it is rejected by the collected data.
Statistical Hypothesis
It is the theory or hypothesis of CCRE that those churches which enter into the OPI
revitahzation program would benefit by recognition and changes of attitude and behavior.
Any changes would be reflected in the analysis from the pretest period (before domg the
OPI program) and the posttest period (about six months after doing the OPI program).
This study will analyze the three groups, sample, experimental, and control, with the stated
hypothesis. Each growth or revitalization category will be looked at separately.
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The statistical method will not answer aU hypothetical questions raised by the coUected
data. Graphs are displayed in the appendixes to show whether or not the statistical findings
accept or reject the hypothesis.
Summary
A study of church revitahzation that has taken place in the Southwest Texas
Conference under the direction of the Conference Council on Revitahzation and Extension,
began with historical research into what the task of CCRE was toward local church
revitalization. The experimental research was conducted to study the relevance, results,
and dependabihty of those ideas.
This study involved the compilation of records over a five year period, that began in
September 1985. In the last eighteen months of this project a focus was given toward the
effectiveness, usefulness, and procedures of using the OPI program. All participants came
from local churches of the Southwest Texas Conference of the United Methodist Church.
The entire study was conceived, developed, and implemented from an authentic pastoral
concem.
The variables produced by the periods of pre-OPI test and post-OPI test were the
determirung factors that generated the statistical data of change of perception and behavior
during the project. The findings, conclusions, and long-range consequences of this study
were derived from the data gathered and the shared experiences of those who had
participated in the sample, experimental, and control groups, along with persons who have
been or are mvolved in CCRE and church revitahzation. This bemg data that statistical
evaluation cannot convey.
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CHAPTER 5
Analysis and Results ofData
"I know your deeds and your toil and perseverance, and that you cannot endure evil men,
and you put to the test those who caU themselves aposdes, and they are not, and you found
them to be false. . . . But, I have this against you, that you have left your first love. ... He
who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches." (Rev. 2:2,4,7a)
The present study of the revitahzation process of the Southwest Texas Conference in
the local church generated a huge amount of statistical data. This chapter is devoted to the
groups involved in the study. The collected data were the basis for determining the
significant statistical differences that might lead to an understanding of the effects of
revitalization as it has occurred. The data were carefuUy examined to discover significant
measurable behavioral changes in and between tiie groups.
There were several basic steps involved in the overall analytical process. The major
emphasis of the enthre analytical process was to interpret the changes, if any, reflected by
the three groups in the study. The steps of the process are as follows.
The first step of the analysis was to determine if any significant changes actually
occurred in the four years of CCRE local church revitalization. In order to make such
assessments, statistical data were gathered from the conference joumal "statistical recaps"
for tiie years 1984 through 1988. These years represent the begmning and ending
operative years of CCRE in the Southwest Texas Conference, as well as the coinciding
years of the study. In addition to the overall conference statistics, the statistical data were
also gathered and compared from the tiiree subgroups (sample, experimental, control). The
data compared in these groups were determined by the date the local church first took the
OPI in relation to the end of the study (1988), and pretest and posttest scores of the OPI
taken by the control group. The calculated difference in the mean score of tiie categories of
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measurement reflecting church growth and revitalization was the average gain or loss in the
raw numerical score for the particular category. This part of the analysis sought to answer
the question, "Has revitalization of the local church been significant and effective in the
Soutiiwest Texas Conference?"
The second step was to analyze the individual categories of revitahzation. A category
is defined as a desired effect of revitahzation that can be measured by either perception or
numerical changes. A category is an interrelated part of the total revitahzation process,
usuaUy reflective in church growth. For the purpose of this study those categories
consisted of:
� Number of churches
� Total church membership
� Average worship attendance
� Total Sunday School membership
� Average Sunday School attendance
� New members
� Profession of faith
� Received from otherMethodist churches
� Received from other denominations
� Baptisms
The third step in the analysis was a compilation of a separate composite score for
perceptual changes that took place between pretest and posttest churches of the
experimental and control groups. The composite score was calculated by adding and
comparing aU nine of the OPI tested categories by chart and graph. Based on the composite
score of perceptions and changes between the two test periods, the success hypothesis was
either accepted or rejected.
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The fourth step of the process was to mterpret the resuhs of the outcome as it pertains
to the effects of revitalization. These interpretive meanings of the ending results were
based on the objective statistical results coUected. However, the interpretation was not
hmited solely to these objective means. Because of speculations and firsthand
observations, subjective means were also made by this writer which give both authenticity
and practicality to the resulting trends.
In the comparative analysis that is to follow in this chapter, keep in mind the foUowing
hypothesis. Since the creation of CCRE and the implementation of a conference sponsored
revitahzation program, have the local churches that participated in the OPI program, and
other CCRE programs done better in revitahzation and disciphning than those that have not
participated? The analytical process wUl begin with the data from annual conference
membership as a whole, and broken into districts from 1984 to 1988. Next, wUl be
presented data from the sample group, 1984 to 1988. Then come data from the
experimental group, date of their OPI to 1988. FinaUy, the control group wUl be compared
using the same category data, date of their first OPI to 1988.
In addition to these measurable data, results of the March 25, 1989 survey responses
wUl be given. These data are the compUed results of the sample group which responded to
what they expected and what they received from the OPI program. These local churches
make up the experimental group. We wUl compare their perception to the factual data, as
the results of their OPI program. Finally we wUl give the results of the control group
pretest and posttest, and compare their perception to the factual data.
Analysis of the Southwest Texas Conference Data
The first h5rpothesis to be stated here would be that when an annual conference
commissions, underwrites (with resources and finances), and enables a task force to
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undertake as one of two major responsibilities, the task of church revitahzation, positive
results would be expected. This analysis examined the categories of possible measurable
changes to the local church in relation to the conference revitahzation programs over a five
year period. The analysis involved comparing the categories of revitalization effects from
1984 to 1988. The statistical data were compiled from the conference journals.
Composite Score
The composite figures would generate a negative score for the entire Southwest Texas
Conference covering tiie study period of 1984 through 1988. There were no significant
changes that would indicate a revitalization program for the conference had been in effect.
As a matter of statistical fact, there had been a decrease in seven of the ten categories of
revitalization and church growth measurements by the end of this period. There is
indication of a slight increase in the first two years. However, the latter two years indicate
that the conference not only lost all the increases but also lost in seven of ten categories
from where they were on December 31, 1984. Figure 5.1, page 125, in Appendix B,
shows a graph giving totals fi"om both conference and individual districts.
Categories
Number of churches. The statistical data indicate that despite an attempt at church
extension conference wide, there were 370 churches in 1984. By 1986, we had increased
this number by one church, showing 371 churches. By December 1988, the end of the
study, the figures show that the conference had decreased the number of churches by three,
showing 368 churches. The Kerrville and San Antonio districts were the only two of the
seven districts to show an increase in number of churches by the end of tiie study period.
(In Figure 5.2, page 126, Appendix B, category one shows statistical data.)
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Total conference membership. The conference membership at the beginning of the
study (December 1984) was 108,748. The conference membership at die end of the study
(December 1988) was 108,007, a four year net loss of <741> members. The first year
(1985) showed an increase. However, the foUowmg three years showed declines, once
again losing all gains. Austin, Kerrville, and San Antonio were the only three districts to
show increases over the study period. (See Appendix B, Figure 5.2, page 126, category
two.)
Worship attendance. The worship attendance figures for the conference in December
1984 were 40,356 of the 108,748 total members or 37.1 percent. The figures for the
conference in December 1988 were 41,51 1 of die 108,007 members or 38.4 percent. Any
increase, however small, (1 .3 percent) is a positive sign and rightfully should be
celebrated. However, the statistics mdicate tiiat 1986 was the peak year for this study
period, and since then there has been a decrease m worship attendance for the last two
years at a rate of approximately <-.035%>. Again Austm, Kerrville, and San Antonio
were the only three districts to show increases by the end of the smdy period. Of these
three districts, KerrviUe showed the greatest increase with a 5.2 percent composite
increase, and a 19.2 percent increase over there 1984 total worship figures. (See Appendix
B, Figure 5.2, page 126, category three, for comparison.)
Sunday School membership. This is the second category that reflects an increase from
the 1984 figures, wherein the Sunday School membership was 45,041 members. This
figure by December 1988 had increased to 47,651 members, or +5.8 percent. This
represents an increase each year since 1985, In 1985, there were only twenty-eight fewer
members than in 1984. In 1986 there was a 3.9 percent (1,743 member) increase over
1985, in 1987 there was a 1.6 percent (762 member) increase over 1986, and m 1988 there
was a .28 percent (133 member) increase over 1987. Six of the seven districts showed
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increases, with the Corpus Christi district showing the only loss. The Austin district
showed the greatest increase with a 1,491 member increase or a 15.4 percent mcrease over
the 1984 total Sunday School membership figures. (See Appendix B, Figure 5.2, page
126,category four, for comparison.)
Sunday School attendance. This is the third and final of the categories that reflect an
mcrease m the study period. Of the total Sunday School membership, 45,041, there were
20,812 in weekly attendance, or 46.2 percent in 1984. Although there was a numerical
increase in 1988 to 21,977 persons m Sunday School attendance (+1,165 members), the
percentage remained about the same or 46.1 percent. The Austin, Kerrville, San Antonio,
and Victoria districts aU showed smaU increases. (See Appendix B, Figure 5.2, page 126,
category five, for data.)
New members. This category reflects the total composite (gross) figures of all new
"full" members brought into the conference by the year's end. hi 1984 there were 8,138
new members in the conference, which computes to be about 7.5 percent of the total
conference membership. In 1988 there were 7,1 19 new members in the conference which
computes to about 6.6 percent of the total conference membership. This represents a -12.6
percent loss of new members being brought into the conference. More alarmingly, there
has been an annual decrease since 1984. Kerrville was the only district to show an end-of-
study increase. However, their figures have been in dechne since 1986. (See Appendix B,
Figure 5.2, page 126, category six, for information.)
Profession of faith (restoration). This is a highly significant category in reflection of
revitahzation and church growth, as it deals primarily with discipleship. In 1984 the
conference showed that 2,626 of our new members came by this category. This meant that
2.4 percent of our new members within the total conference membership came by
profession of faith that year. In 1988 this figure represented 2,500 of our new members.
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This meant 2.3 percent of our new members within the total membership for that year came
by profession of faith. Austin .KerrviUe, and San Antonio districts showed minor
increases. (See Appendix B. Figure 5.2. page 126, category seven, for data.)
Received other United Methodist. This should have been at least a static category, but
instead, we decreased, hi 1984 we had 3,874 of our new members come from other
United Methodist churches. This means 47.6 percent of our new members in conference
came from other United Methodist churches, hi 1988 we received 3,163 of our new
members from other United Methodist churches, or 44.4 percent of new conference
members came from other United Methodist churches. This computes to a -18.4 percent
loss when comparing the total 1984 figure whh the total 1988 figure in the category. No
district showed an increase in this category. (See Appendix B, Figure 5.2, page 126,
category eight, for further information.)
Received from other denominations. This was also an area of loss for the conference.
In 1984 the annual new member category was made up of 1,638 persons from other
denominations. This figured to 20 percent of all new members. By 1988 our annual new
members category had received 1,456 persons from other denominations. This remained at
20 percent of aU new members. However, it also represented a -1 1 percent decrease in
annual figures. The Kerrville and Victoria districts showed minor increases. (See
Appendix B, Figure 5.2, page 126, category nine, for statistical data.)
Baptisms. The final category, but a critical one as indicator of discipleship, is
baptisms. In 1984 the conference received in baptism 2,141 persons. In 1988 the
conference figure had decreased to receiving 2.006 persons. However slight, it does
represent a decrease of -6.3 percent of the compared annual figures. The only year to have
an increase over the 1984 figures was 1986, with 2,567 baptisms, an increase of 19.6
percent of the compared annual figures. The KerrvUle and San Angelo distiicts showed
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increases in this category. (See Appendix B, Figure 5.2, page 126, category ten, for
information.)
Interpretation of Findings
These statistical findings indicate that there was little overaU effect and, in fact, a
continued negative figure to the revitahzation program of the CCRE in the Southwest
Texas Conference. Shght increases in three categories by the conference and by a few of
the districts in most of the categories is disheartening yet challenging.
The overaU decrease in the conference numbers was not a surprising trend. As a
matter of fact, this negative side showing a dechne ofmembership and other categories is
old news. On the positive side, these figures wUl hopefully keep our focus on the need for
local church revitalization. The trend suggests that ifwe do not come to terms with the
declines, we wiU be facing further difficulties in the near future.
The conclusions of the specific data conceming these conference figures can be
confirmed in the conference joumals from 1985 through 1989. For quick reference and
details of these figures, see Appendix B, Figures 5.3 and 5.4, pages 128 and 129.
Analysis of Sample Group OPI Respondents
This portion of the study focuses on the "sample" group, those local churches within
the conference that participated in the OPI seminar for church revitahzation. The
comparative statistics cover a period from December 1985 to December 1988. This period
of time was used because it covers the period from the first CCRE OPI seminar, September
1985, to the end of the study. For ease of study and interpretation, the sample group is
broken down into distiicts of the conference, and the data coUected are on the churches
within those districts. The sample group as a whole is made up of forty-nine churches of
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the 368 churches (13.3 percent) within the Southwest Texas Conference. The categories
used to measure revitahzation and church growth are the same ones used throughout the
study.
"Sample Group" Comparative Statistics
Austin district. Li December 1988 the Austin district was made up of sixty-five of the
conference's churches. Of these sixty-five churches, twelve (18.4 percent) took part in the
CCRE OPI program. The Austin district was one of three districts to show a total
membership increase between 1985 and 1988, an increase of 134 members. The
composite analysis revealed the foUowing data. Of the twelve churches participating, four
had increases in total membership, seven showed decreases, and one showed no change.
Those showing increases or no change also showed increases in worship attendance. They
were aU located m community or urban settings, while aU seven of the churches showing
decreases were from the city. Manchaca UnitedMetiiodist Church (church code # A- 12),
located south of Austin, showed the greatest response to revitalization and church growth
programs. It had a 23.7 percent increase in membership and an 88.8 percent increase in
worship attendance over the study period. (See Appendix B, Figures 5.6-5.8, pages 131-
134, for results of study.)
Corpus Christi district. In December 1988 this district was composed of forty-six of
the conference's churches. Of these forty-six churches, eight (17.3 percent) took part in
the CCRE OPI program. The Corpus Christi distiict was one of four distiicts to show a
decrease in total membership between 1985 and 1988, a decrease of 580 members. The
composite analysis revealed the foUowing data. Of tiie eight churches participating, four
had increases in total membership and worship attendance, and four showed decreases in
the same categories. The increases and decreases were scattered evenly in churches from
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city, to urban, to community settings. The Fu-st United Methodist Church of Cuero, Texas
(church code # B-5) is openly looking at their programs on revitalization and renewal.
They are one of three churches in the "control" group (additional studies wiU be reviewed
later m the chapter). The church showing the greatest response to revitahzation and church
growth programs from this district's sample group was located in the city of Corpus
Christi, Texas (church code # B-4). It had only a 3.9 percent increase in membership, but
there was a 23.3 percent increase in worship attendance over the study period. (See
Appendix B, Figures 5.9-5.1 1, pages 135-138, for results of this sample group study.)
Kerrville district. In December 1988 this district was composed of fifty-five of tiie
conference's churches. Of these fifty-five churches, eight (14.5 percent) took part in the
CCRE OPI program. The KerrviUe district was the second of the three districts to show an
increase in total membership between 1985 and 1988, an increase of 433 members. The
composite analysis revealed the following data. Of the eight churches participating, two
showed increases in membership, one showed no change, and five showed decreases in
membership. However, in worship attendance, six churches showed increases, and only
two showed decreases. All of these churches could be classified as either community or
rural. The church showing the greatest response to revitalization and church growth
programs from this district's sample group was a smaU hUl country community church
(church code # C-5). It showed an increase in membership of 37 percent, and an increase
in worship attendance of 48 percent over the study period. (See Appendix B, Figures
5.12-5.14, pages 139-142, for further comparison of data.)
McAllen distiict. In December 1988 tiiis district was composed of tiihty-six of tiie
conference's churches. Of these thirty-six churches, seven (19.4 percent) took part in the
CCRE OPI program. The McAllen district was the second of four districts to show a
decrease in total membership between 1985 and 1988, a decrease of 918 members. The
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composite analysis revealed the foUov^dng data. Of the seven churches participating, none
showed an increase in membership. However, two of these seven churches did show an
increase in worship attendance. There was no significant increase in any of the churches
that would indicate an ongoing active church growth or revitahzation program in effect.
There is a glimmer of light, however, in the district from First United Methodist Church of
Edinburg, Texas (church code # D-3). They are the second church in the "control" group
and we will see some results of further studies on them later in the chapter. The churches
are mixed from city to rural settmgs. (See Appendix B, Figures 5.15-5.17, pages 143-146
for further data.)
San Angelo district. In December 1988 this district consisted of forty-four of the
conference's churches. Of these forty-four churches, two (4.5 percent) took part in the
CCRE OPI program. The San Angelo district is the thh-d of four districts to show
decreases in total membership between 1985 and 1988, a decrease of 374 members. The
composite analysis revealed the foUowing data on the two churches participating. Both
showed slight decreases in membership, and major decreases in worship attendance. (See
Appendix B, Figures 5.18-5.20, pages 147-150, for further data.)
San Antonio district. In December 1988 tiiis district consisted of sixty-six of the
conference's churches. Of these sixty-six churches, six (9.0 percent) took part in the
CCRE OPI program. The San Antonio district is the third of three districts to show
increases in total membership between 1985 and 1988, an increase of 253 members. The
composite analysis revealed tiie foUowmg data. Of the six churches participating, none had
an increase in membership, and one showed an increase in worship attendance. Five of
these six churches are located in San Antonio or it's metroplex. The remaining church is
rural. Of interest in this data is, that although the San Antonio district showed an overall
increase in membership over the study period, none of these churches showed a maintained
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increase for the same period, thus probably did not contribute to that increase. The church
showing the greatest response toward revitahzation and church growth programs firom the
sample group in this district is St. Andrew's United Mediodist Church (church code # F-
5), located in the metroplex area of San Antonio. Although it showed a membership
decrease of 9.4 percent, it showed an increase in worship attendance of 9.7 percent. This
is the third church in the control group about which we wiU see more later in the chapter.
(See Appendix B, Figures 5.21-5.23, pages 151-154, for further details.)
Victoria district. In December 1988 this district was composed of fifty-six of the
conference's churches. Of these fifty-six churches, six (10.7 percent) took part in the
CCRE OPI program. The Victoria district was the last of the four districts to show an
overall increase in total membership between 1985 and 1988, an increase of 458 members.
The composite analysis revealed the foUowing data. Of the six churches participating, five
had increases in membership, and of those five churches, three showed increases in
worship attendance. Only one church had a decrease in membership and attendance, and
two churches that showed a membership increase also reported a decrease in worship
attendance. Of interest here and in contrast to the San Antonio district, where the district
showed a membership increase and aU the churches on the sample group showed
membership decreases, five of the six churches in the sample group showed membership
increases, whUe the district showed a membership decrease. The church showing the
greatest response toward revitalization and church growth from this district's sample group
was First United Methodist Church of Victoria, Texas (church code # G-4). They showed
a membership increase of 7.4 percent and an increase of 28.4 percent in worship
attendance. All of these churches are from smaU city or community settings. (See
Appendix B, Figures 5.24-5.26, pages 154-157, for fuU details.)
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Interpretation of "Sample Group" Data
The cumulative data compiled from the sample group gives a reflective response to the
manner in which the districts are approaching revitahzation as a whole. Some are ignoring
the problem completely, some are working at revitalization sparingly, and some are placing
high energy and priority toward revitalization and discipleship. We must focus on tiie
priority placed on growth by the churches as we look at how new members are brought
into the fellowship. Many of the higher numbers given for new members by individual
churches are transfers from other United Methodist churches. Most of these churches that
depend on this area for growth are showing decreases in the vital areas. This does not
appear to be the case for those churches that are purposefully focusing on professions of
faith and restorations as a primary area of growth. These churches are exhibiting, for the
most part, signs of life, renewal, and enthusiasm. The results from comparison of data
were compiled from the conference joumals dated 1986 through 1989.
Analysis of the "Experimental Group" Data
and Survey Responses
As previously stated, there was a high expectation that those churches which
participated in the CCRE OPI church revitahzation seminars, would be well underway to
becoming renewed congregations. This section will focus on the results for those churches
which participated in the OPI and show the effects of this program, both before and
after.Results of the survey distributed to the entke sample group on March 25, 1989 will be
given, as well.
This group is made up of twenty-three churches from six districts that responded to the
survey questionnaire sent March 25,1989. They represent a 46.9 percent retum to the
questionnaire. The analysis sought here is to determine any significant changes that may
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have occurred since the date of the local church's OPI seminar. The statistics compiled for
measurement were taken from the conference joumal for the fuU year prior to the year of
the OPI seminar and compared against the end of the study, December 1988.
"Experimental Group" Comparative Statistics
Austin district experimental group responses. There were five of the twelve churches
from the sample group in the Austin district that responded to the survey about their OPI
seminars. The following is a summary of theirmany responses to the survey questionnaire
in relation to the measurable categories of the comparison years of the OPI program. AU
five of these churches gave favorable responses to the OPI program.
Survey Ouestion #1: Why did your church select the OPI program?
A-5 Favorable comments from other users; long-range planning committee
suggested it over other options.
A-6 Offered through district and CCRE at reasonable cost.
A-9 Increase (congregational) activity and commitment.
A- 1 1 Desired new ideas for improving church programs.
A-12 Sought an objective analysis of organizational life of congregation. OPI
provided an "omnipotent" of congregation and leadership.
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Survey Oiip,stinn#?q- What were your expectations of the OPI?
A-5 Find out where we were and where we are going as a congregation.
A-6 Thought it would help us get handle on issues congregation was facmg.
A-9 Thought new interest in the church would be gained.
A-1 1 A fresh analysis of our strengths and weaknesses.
A-12 Identify existing strengths and weaknesses, provide msight for lay ti-aining
programs.
Survey Ouestion #2h: Did OPI hve up to tiiose expectations?
A-5 Yes, we set five long-range plans.
A-6 It was a significant startmg place; tiiat's all tiiat was expected.
A-9 Not really, not enough follow through.
A-1 1 Yes, it showed us our strengths and weaknesses.
A-12 Yes, very effectively identified strengths and weaknesses.
Survey Ouestion #3: Has church initiated programs since OPI?
A-5 Trainmg lay visitors, change of staff and stioicture, change of budgetary
procedures.
A-6 Many, Mother's Day Out, fellowship suppers, workshops on worship.
A-9 New committee on "shepherding" and planned visitation.
A- 1 1 Different ideas were tried.
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A-12 Long term planning committee, laity training, new budgeting process, pastor's
exercising more initiative in goal setting.
Survev Question #4: Was information received from OPI helpful m selecting additional
programs?
A-5 Yes, we used CCRE's trainmg lay volunteers, budgeting campaign, mid-year
fiscal year.
A-6 Haven't really done so.
A-9 The diagnostic info was helpful, OPI does not give prescriptive info.
A- 1 1 Helpful, but local leadership did not materiahze.
A-12 Yes, it lifted issues into a more objective context so that significant leadership
issues could be addressed.
Sxuvey Ouestion #5: What do you see as strengths/weaknesses ofOPI program?
A-5 Strength�generates a lot of information.
Weaknesses�needs more follow-up.
A-6 Strength�effective tool to help us look at ourselves.
Weaknesses�(no response).
A-9 Strength�good tool to begm revitahzation process.
Weaknesses�needs more follow-up instruments.
A- 1 1 Strength�assess church commitment and dedication.
Weaknesses�(no response).
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A-12 Strength�help identify trends, gives "big picture."
Weaknesses�expensive, lack of time and expertise to develop strategies.
Survev Question #6: Do you have any recommended changes of the OPI program?
A-5 More follow-up.
A-6 Separate day one from day two by two months, with assignments in between.
A-9 A comprehensive series of sessions on the problems of our times.
A-11 No response.
A-12 Spend more time sharing analysis and data and its imphcations.
Interpretation ofResults�Group A
The five churches within this group aU appear to have a good understanding of the
revitalization process. Some are more managerial or perhaps task oriented than others. AU
implied on their responses that they saw the OPI instrument as an evaluative tool in the
process of church revitahzation. As a means of improving the OPI program four of the five
suggested follow- up programs be added. See Appendix B, Figure 5.27, page 158, and
compare measurable categories with the behavioral statements and attitudes given by the
respondents.
Corpus Christi district experimental group responses. There were three of eight
churches from the Corpus Christi district sample group that responded to the survey about
their OPI seminars. The following is a recap of the survey responses in relation to the OPI
seminar. In addition, a comparative chart is given for reference to the measurable
categories of revitalization and church growth.
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Survev Ouestion #1 : Why did your church select the OPI program?
B-2 Self assessment, see what areas need to be strengthened.
B-3 CCRE director "sold" the program to two lay people.
B-5 OPI was the basis of CCRE's church revitalization program. Looking for a
meaningful evaluation of current state of the church.
Survey Ouestion #2a: What were your expectations of the OPI?
B-2 Identify areas of need within our congregation.
B-3 High!
B-5 Help us evaluate how a cross section of the congregation perceived their
church.
Survey Ouestion #2b: Did OPI hve up to those expectations?
B-2 Yes, it was very clear and precise.
B-3 No, raised too many questions about what others meant.
B-5 Yes, it pinpointed certain attitudes and perceptions.
Survey Ouestion #3: Has church initiated programs since OPI?
B-2 Initiated a "Fun-Foods-Fellowship" committee, athletic program, new Sunday
School classes.
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B-3 Communication emphasized.
B-5 Emphasis on relational aspect of leadership, more feUowship events, new
newsletter.
Survey Ouestion #4: Was information received from OPI helpful in selecting additional
programs?
B-2 Yes, however, some were met with opposition from longtime members who
resented "new" programs.
B-3 No!
B-5 Not particularly, actual decisions as a result of information from OPI were left
up to the local church.
Survey Ouestion #5: What do you see as strengths/weaknesses ofOPI program?
B-2 Sti-engtii�clarity.
Weaknesses�lack of follow-up, lack examples.
B-3 Strength�(no response).
Weaknesses�scoring difficult to interpret.
B-5 Strength�great tool.
Weaknesses�lack of response skews actual problems.
Survey Question #6: Do you have any recommended changes of the OPI program?
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B-2 Follow-up event to see how church is resolving its diagnosed issues. Program
implementation assistance.
B-3 Complete reworking and simplification.
B-5 Follow-up, more suggested approaches to blend results.
Interpretation of Results�Group B
The three churches within this group were typical of the diverse management and
pastoral skills through out the conference. Churches B-2 and B-5 seem to be making an
earnest effort at applymg the resuhs of the OPI toward bettering their programs of
revitalization. The responses from B-3 shows obvious resistance from the pastor toward
any program that would measure leadership skiUs and congregational needs, apart from the
way the pastor perceives them. If it were not for transfers from other United Methodist
churches, the negative numbers would more accurately reflect the negative perceived
attitude of this church leader. The program was destined for failure from the begiiming as
it was not a conceived part of the pastor's needs. As a reasonable recommendation for
improving the OPI program two churches, B-2 and B-5, suggest follow-up and
prescriptive approaches. (See Appendix B, Figure 5.28, page 159, and compare
measvirable categories with the behavioral statements and attitudes given by respondents.
Kerrville district experimental group responses. There were four of eight chiu"ches
from the Kerrville distiict sample group tiiat responded to the survey about then" OPI
seminars. The foUowing is a recap of the survey responses in relation to the OPI seminar.
In addition, a comparative chart is given for reference to the measurable categories of
revitalization and church growth.
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Survev Ouestion #1: Why did your church select the OPI program?
C-1 Recommended and "sold" to us by CCRE dkector.
C-2 (Three replies.) Look at church needs, "special" proposal by CCRE director,
low morale.
C-4 Convinced we needed it by CCRE director.
C-7 Assess where church was and where it wanted to be.
Survey Ouestion #2a: What were your expectations of the OPI?
C-1 Get congregation out of trouble.
C-2 (Three replies.) Congregational renewal, identify problems, conference would
recognize pastoral change needed.
C-4 Bring new life to the church. Make us see ourselves.
C-7 Provide information to help us revitalize ourselves.
Survey Ouestion #2b: Did OPI hve up to tiiose expectations?
C- 1 No, very depressing report, little participation, unreahstic expectations.
C-2 (Three rephes.) Affirmative, good beginning, helped lay leaders see thek
roles.
C-4 Not really, were still strugghng.
C-7 Yes, for the most part, interesting comparing factual with perceptual data.
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Survey Ouestion #3: Has church mitiated programs smce OPI?
C-1 Greater awareness of stewardship, prayer groups, attitude adjustments.
C-2 (Three rephes.) Full time pastor, parsonage, other church groups.
C-4 FeUowship times, communications awareness.
C-7 Two youth seminar weekends, spring week revival.
Survey Ouestion #4: Was information received from OPI helpful in selectmg additional
programs?
C-1 (no response.)
C-2 (Three rephes.) No additional programs have been done since full time pastor,
that could be directed from OPI seminar.
C-4 No additional CCRE programs.
C-7 We have not done any other CCRE workshops.
Survey Ouestion #5: What do you see as strengths/weaknesses of OPI program?
C-1 Strength�(no response).
Weaknesses�Not enough follow-up, no real information.
C-2 Strength�Concise, outside leadership giving program, gives areas to set goals
on.
Weaknesses�^No foUow-up.
C-4 Strength�(No response).
Weaknesses�No suggestions,no follow-up.
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C-7 Strength�Broad overall area covered.
Weaknesses�Hard to get true representation.
Survey Ouestion #6: Do you have any recommended changes of the OPI program?
C-1 No response.
C-2 (Three replies.) Develop a follow-up program.
C-4 Follow-up programs.
C-7 No response.
Interpretation of Results�Group C
The four churches within this group spht their expectations of the OPI program. With
two churches wanting more direction from the conference and two churches receiving what
they expected and applying the results of the OPI findings. Churches C-2 and C-7 actively
sought a program that would help them in revitahzation. Churches C-1 and C-4 were
"sold" the program, consequently never owned or accepted the idea of revitalization. As a
means for improving the OPI program, three churches suggested foUow-up programs, and
one church suggested a better means of "measuring" the small church limited in age
groups. See Appendix B, Figure 5.29, page 160, and compare measurable categories with
the behavioral statements and attitudes expressed by respondents.
McAllen district experimental group responses. There were four of seven churches
from the McAUen distiict sample group that responded to the survey about their OPI
seminars. The foUowing is a recap of the survey responses in relation to the OPI seminar.
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In addition, a comparative cliart is given for reference to the measurable categories of
revitalization and church grov^'th.
Survey Ouestion #1: Why did your church select the OPI program?
D-2 Recommended by otiier churches who used it, perceived it would help us
identify who we are, available through conference.
D-3 New pastor wanted church assessment, recommended by CCRE director.
D-5 Leadership potential had lapsed into apathy.
D-6 (Five replies.) "Sold" by CCRE director, what necessary to improve church,
revitahze members, cooperate with the conference, assess our strengths and
weaknesses.
Survey Ouestion #2a: What were your expectations of the OPI?
D-2 Give us a picture of the congregation.
D-3 Discover strengths and weaknesses of congregation.
D-5 Hoped that members would realize their potential and be encouraged to do
more.
D-6 (Five replies.) Provide a cross section look at how our people feel about
themselves, renew interest;,get better understanding of the "will" of the
congregation, a diagnostic tool giving us a basis which we could take action.
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Survey Ouestion #2b: Did OPI live up to those expectations?
D-2 Yes, data received was consistent with what we thought.
D-3 Yes, valuable data helped in church reorganization.
D-5 Not entirely, many took offense at way church was perceived, a deeper self-
satisfaction than we had tiiought.
D-6 (Five replies.) Yes, on the nose, some extent, fairly well.
Survey Ouestion #3: Has church mitiated programs since OPI?
D-2 "Cottage Meetings," increase onr communications.
D-3 Reorgaruzation, paper chain, increased membership participation.
D-5 Rezoning of parish to form "ClusterMeetings."
D-6 (Five replies.). Annual revival, pastoral care, consecration Sunday and Savage
workshop.
Survey Ouestion #4: Was information received from OPI helpful in selecting additional
programs?
D-2 Yes, "Cottage" meetings, increased communication, goal setting meetings.
D-3 Yes, spiritual formation, stewardship program, lay visitation, pastoral care.
D-5 Not entkely, some resented diagnosis, we have formed "cluster" groups,
shepherding programs.
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D-6 (Five replies.) It could have been better had we taken it more seriously,
learned what people expect, stimulated planning, better understanding of status
quo, provided a kickoff point.
Survey Ouestion #5: What do you see as strengths/weaknesses of OPI program?
D-2 Strength�Simplicity of tool.
Weaknesses�Competency of leaders.
D-3 Strength�Good overaU picture of congregation change.
Weaknesses�(No response).
D-5 Strength�Outsider sizes up church situation.
Weaknesses�^Resentment of "criticism" from outsider.
D-6 (Five replies.) Strengths�True diagnostic, good start, understand our church,
a critical approach.
Weaknesses�No follow-up; with where do we go from here, died too soon,
no mechanism for foUow-through.
Survey Ouestion #6: Do you have any recommended changes of the OPI program?
D-2 No.
D-3 None.
D-5 Better preparation of church members that outsider is going to interpret
evaluation to them.
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D-6 (Five replies.) Advanced training as to purpose of OPI and what it wiU do,
conference "expert" to help us carry out programs, more foUow-through
programs suggested.
Interpretation ofResults�Group D
The four churches within this group all indicated that the OPI instrument gave them
the information they expected. There was only one church that rated the OPI program as
moderate but favorable. The other three churches rated their programs highly favorable.
Ah four churches were looking for a program to assist them in revitahzation when they
decided on the OPI program. All of these churches are in a highly transitional and seasonal
area of the conference. All of these churches agree that a primary problem for them at this
time is developing and maintaining lay leadership. Although all four churches show
decreases in a number of the categories, part of this can be contributed to the fluctuating
population. There is a very solid nucleus in the mainstream of these churches. When
offering suggestions for improvement of the OPI program, two churches recommended
follow-up, along witii additional preseminar preparation of congregations, and assistance in
developing prescribed programs. See Appendix B, Figure 5.30, page 161, and compare
measurable categories with the behavioral statements and attitudes given by respondents.
San Antonio district experimental group responses. There were four of six churches
from the San Antonio district sample group that responded to tiie survey about theu: OPI
seminars. The foUowing is a recap of the survey responses in relation to the OPI seminar
given in those chiu^ches. In addition to these responses, a comparative chart is given for
reference to the measurable categories of revitalization and church growth.
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Survey Ouestion #1: Why did your church select the OPI program?
F-2 Former pastor "plugged it" (falsified records), church was in decline." New
pastor needed info.
F-3 Church going downhiU, assured by CCRE they would find out our needs then
implement suggestions to revitahze us.
F-4 Church was loosing members.
F-5 To assess church needs and reevaluate programs.
Survey Ouestion #2a: What were your expectations of the OPI?
F-2 Analyze congregation and implement our goals.
F-3 Receive suggestions of programs to revitalize our congregation to attract some
young people.
F-4 Learn how to stop our loss and gain new members.
F-5 Look at ourselves, a beginning tool for revitalization.
Survey Ouestion #2b: Did OPI hve up to those expectations?
F-2 Not really,we basically knew where we were, we wanted more help in
prognosis and therapy follow-through.
F-3 No, we did not beheve the statistics information furnished by conference was
correct.
F-4 No, we continued to loose members.
F-5 Yes, valuable data for transformation.
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Survey Ouestion #3: Has church initiated programs smce OPI?
F-2 Realistic goal assessing, young family classes.
F-3 No! We are still waiting for CCRE to teU us what to do.
F-4 No special programs.
F-5 Long-range planning and goal setting, financial renewal.
Survey Ouestion #4: Was information received from OPI helpful in selecting additional
programs?
F-2 Goal setting.
F-3 No, it just cost us money.
F-4 No!
F-5 Yes, "cluster" groups, financial strategy, increased communication.
Survey Ouestion #5: What do you see as stirengths/weaknesses of OPI program?
F-2 Strength�Good data on demographics and goal setting.
Weaknesses�More follow-up on what to do after process.
F-3 Strength�^Nothing good came of this.
Weaknesses�No follow-up, waste of our money.
F-4 Strength�(No response).
Weaknesses�Distiict leaves too many decisions for church to make.
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F-5 Strength�Data provided for proper decision makmg.
Weaknesses�No fohow-up.
Survey Ouestion #6: Do you have any recommended changes of the OPI program?
F-2 Conduct a four to six month foUow-up with skilled input and interpretations on
what data represents.
F-3 No response.
F-4 Have conference or distiict give us proper leaders to tell us what to do.
F-5 Conduct a four to six month follow-up program.
Interpretation of Result�Group F
The responses from three of the four churches (F-2, F-3, and F-4) are quite typical of
churches that are looking for "canned" programs of revitahzation. None of these three
churches holds themselves responsible for their losses or decline. Church F-5, sought to
use the OPI instrument for its designed purpose, an instrument used to compile and assess
data, then use that data in future goal settings. While F-5 still shows an overah loss of
members since 1984, there was a shght increase in 1988 over 1987. Also, the worship
attendance was up in 1988, 20.4 percent from 1984. There were two churches that gave
responsible suggestions toward improving the OPI program, both were "follow-up." See
Appendix B, Figure 5.31, page 162, for additional statistical data, and compare the
measurable categories with the behavioral statements and attitudes submitted by
respondents.
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Victoria district experimental group responses. There were three of six churches from
this district that responded to the survey questionnaire about thek OPI seminars. The
following is a recap of those survey responses as they relate to the OPI seminar results
conducted by these churches. In addition, a comparative chart is given for reference to the
measurable categories of revitahzation and church growth.
Survey Ouestion #1: Why did your church select the OPI program?
G- 1 Offered by Annual Conference as way of analyzing the local church.
G-2 To put "new" life and vigor into the congregation.
G-4 Sold to us by CCRE dkector.
Survey Ouestion #2a: What were your expectations of the OPI?
G- 1 None, just decided "Let's see how it works."
G-2 Hoping for a quick fix, a cure-all for the iUs of the congregation.
G-4 High, pastor had done an OPI at another church.
Survey Ouestion #2b: Did OPI hve up to those expectations?
G- 1 The information was helpful, but we already knew it.
G-2 Low awareness that the OPI program was even going on, so, low
expectations.
G-4 Not quite in this instance as congregation was healthy.
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Survey Ouestion #3: Has church mitiated programs since OPI?
G- 1 Disciple Bible study, adult membership class.
G-2 Nothing initiated as a result of the OPI.
G-4 Reorganization of administrative board, decentrahzation.
Survey Ouestion #4: Was information received from OPI helpful in selecting additional
programs?
G-1 Yes.
G-2 Never a follow-through on this, program was not launched properly.
Congregation not interested.
G-4 No.
Survey Ouestion #5: What do you see as strengths/weaknesses of OPI program?
G-1 Strength�^Accurate diagnostic tool.
Weaknesses�None.
G-2 Strength�^Whlhigness of local church.
Weaknesses�^Wilhngness of local church.
G-4 Strengths�Focus on goals and goal setting.
Weaknesses�(No response).
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Survey Ouestion #6: Do you have any recommended changes of the OPI program?
G- 1 Recommend specific programs to meet specific needs revealed in OPI report.
G-2 Make sure whole congregation committed to the process.
G-4 Allow church more direction in selecting the sampling of persons poled in
questionnaire.
Interpretation of Results�Group G
The three churches witiiin this survey group aU seem to know the process of the OPI
program. However, church G-2 mdicated they wanted a quick fix and the congregation did
not support the process. This church should not have taken tiie OPI at this stage.
Congregational support and accurate assessment of expectations were not taken into
account. Churches G-1 and G-4 were looking for indicators of congregational direction,
thus, allowmg the "selhng" of the program more workable. Churches G-1 and G-4 both
give respectable results m the categories tiiat were measured for revitahzation. It should
also be pointed out, that in a distiict that had a decrease in membership and worship
attendance over this same study period, these two churches showed increases in both
categories. The responses offered toward improvement of tiie OPI deak witii the need for
prescriptive techniques, and initial program knplementation. See Appendix B, Figure
5.32, page 163, for further study, and compare measurable categories with the
respondents' attitude statements.
Interpretation of Results ofWhole Experimental Group
The resuhs of this study convincingly pomt to tiie need of a proper assessment of the
congregation's spiritual health, prior to the implementation of any mstiument used to gatiier
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and measure the effectiveness of work area and ministry programs. Also of great need is
the training of pastors and lay leaders who wiU use propermanagerial procedures in goal
setting and planning. Perhaps a shortcoming of this whole process was the lack on the
conference's part, to also provide persons who would do fohow-up, and teach the local
church leaders the "how to's of programing.
For those churches who entered the program with reahstic expectations on what they
would receive, and with the commitment to work toward the whole process of
revitalization, the OPI seminar worked, and worked well. Some examples of these
churches are Church A-12 (Appendix B, Figure 5.8, page 133) with a phenomenal increase
of 88.8 percent in worship attendance. Others are. Church B-4 with a 23.3 percent
increase in worship (Appendix B, Figure 5.11, page 137), Church C-5 with a 48 percent
increase in worship (Appendix B, Figure 5.14, page 141), and Church G-4 with a 28.4
percent increase in worship. There were others who showed varying degrees of increases
and, in some cases, decreases. But, for those churches who have embarked upon a
process of long-term mvestment, thek degrees of success will show in direct relation to the
degree of effort placed in the whole revitalization process.
The effectiveness and workabihty of the OPI program needs to be weighed m relation
to congregations and leaders who implemented it as one step in the whole process of local
church revitahzation, not against those who were looking for "cure-alls" or a "quick fix" to
a long-term illness. In all fairness to those churches who were looking for these types of
programs, it was a mistake for CCRE to do the OPI program in those settings. Of greater
use to the church and for the whole revitahzation program would have been the use of a
listening team. Here, a person or persons would go to the local church to accurately assess
the needs of the local church and explain the process and normative results of the OPI and
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other measuring instruments. Here, a variety of instmments and programs could be
effective.
See Appendix D, Figure 5.33, page 178, for the complete results and tabulation of
responses by the experimental group. This is how those who used the OPI instmment see
it's effectiveness.
Analysis of the "Control Group"
This is the group that was selected to do retakes of the OPI seminars, having done
their first at least two years prior. This group is made up of Church F-5, St. Andrew's
United Methodist Church, San Antonio, Texas; Church D-3, First United Methodist
Church of Edinburg, Texas; and Church B-5, First United Methodist Church of Cuero,
Texas. Each of these churches was selected and agreed to do a repeat of the OPI seminar
they had done earlier. The criteria for doing a retake seminar was as foUows. First, there
had to be at least a lapse of twenty-four months since the date of the first OPI seminar.
Second, the sample selection of respondents must be as close to that of the first OPI
seminar as possible. Third, they must be wilhng to conduct a retake seminar between the
dates of September 1989 and December 1989. Fourth, permission must be granted for the
results of both OPI seminars to be published with church names in the project-dissertation.
Fifth, the results of the retake study would be tiie property of this writer and Management
Design, Inc., and could be used by them in future publications. Sixth, the only
compensation considered toward the churches, their members, or their pastors would be
the cost of the OPI seminars, to be absorbed by this writer and Management Design, Inc.
(refreshments and duphcating cost to be paid by church). Seventii, the churches must have
had a moderate to favorable response toward then- first OPI seminar. Finally, having met
aU of the above, the local church must agree to contmue the revitalization process.
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The seventh criteria item, "having amoderate to favorable response to the first OPI
seminar" was decided after consultation between Dr. Joe Fehx ofManagement Design,
Inc., Dr. Claus Rohlfs of CCRE, and myself. The consensus of the three was that the
study should not describe an unwarranted result, but neither should it be judged by
unfounded criticism. Consequendy, it was determined that the negative ambivalence
already existing toward a previously failed program would skew the possible results of
future studies. The frustrations, sometimes anger, and negative attitudes of the leaders and
participants would not reflect their perception toward the church as much as their frustration
toward the program. Accuracy, to the best of human abihty, was the desire of the study,
and the primary reason for omitting those churches with negative feehng towards the OPI
program.
For a detailed comparative report of these test results see the appendices, where charts
and graphs are given for all three churches. See See Appendix C, Figures 5.34a, 5.34b,
5.34c, 5.35a, 5.35b, 5.35c, 5.36a, 5.36b, and 5.36c, pages 165-173.
St. Andrew's United Methodist Church (F-5)
On November 4, 1985, St. Andrew's did their first OPI seminar. They mailed out
125 questionnaires to randomly selected members of the church. From these
questionnaires they received 102 responses or a 8 1 percent retum. The nine categories of
the OPI were scored individually and cohectively as a group. An average and standard
deviation was compiled to assess the group scores. The overaU group perception of the
chturch was ranked in the nine categories with a low of 4.2 and a high of 7.3. All rankings
fell within the group classification of "good." Their ten high (strengths) and ten low
(weaknesses) categories were studied and plans for continued revitahzation went into
effect.
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On October 13, 1989 a retake of the OPI was completed. Once again there were 125
questionnah-es randomly sent to the church membership. From these there were Thuty-five
respondents, a 28 percent retum. Although this represents a 66 percent decrease in
respondents, a look at the profile and position group report gives validation to this number.
The overall group rankings of the perception indicators ranked the church higher than did
then- predecessors.
The group rankings were a low of 4.9 and a high of 6.8. All categories continue to be
in the high end of group classification for "good," strong indicators that even with of an
overall loss in membership, vitality and enthusiasm remains high. This points to the
revitahzation process and gives some explanation for the increases in worship, Sunday
school attendance, profession of faith, and baptisms. The reevaluation is giving assistance
to the leaders of this congregation in the placement and dhrection of energy, resources, and
efforts toward ministry.
This church shows all the signs of a healthy church. Because of that, the leadership
knows that it is necessary to keep a finger on the pulse of the congregational body. The
OPI was able to reflect the attitudes and perceptions of the congregation, thus enabhng the
leadership and planning body to set goals and plans for future ministry. The indicators
showed that the church's energy level was high, thus making new programs and changes
easier to introduce. The OPI showed the leadership the areas of greatest strength, on which
they can build, as well as identify their weaknesses enablmg them to evaluate those areas.
See charts and graphs of this recap in the appendices.
First United Methodist Church ofEdinburg CD-3)
On October 16, 1985, this church participated in the first OPI seminar. They mailed
out ninety questionnaires to the members of the church, having been randomly selected
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from the church rolls. From these questionnakes they had forty-four respondents or a 48.8
percent retum. The nine categories of the OPI were scored individuaUy and collectively as
a group. An average was compUed and a standard deviation was applied to assess
comparison of the group scores.
The overaU group perception of the church was ranked in the nine categories with a
low of 2.7 and a high of 5.6. All rankings fell within the group classification of "good."
Their ten high (strengths) and ten low (weaknesses) categories were reviewed during the
first seminar, and the church began a plan and vision of revitahzation. Further programs
and planning sessions followed.
On November 10, 1989 a retake of the OPI was completed. Once again there were
ninety questionnaires mailed randomly to church members. From these there were twenty-
four respondents or a 26.6 percent retum, a decrease of 45 percent. However, a look at the
profUe of the position group report shows remarkable similarities. The overaU group
perception on this retake OPI ranked the church higher than did their predecessors.
The group rankings of the nine categories measured by the OPI for the second seminar
had a low of 4.7 and a high of 8.2. All rankings were in the high range of the group
classification of "good," very strong signs of an ongoing revitahzation process for this
local church. They were able to reassess thek ten high and ten low areas, see where they
had made progress, and see where there stUl remained work. This reevaluation is assisting
them in dkecting thek energy, resources, and combined efforts.
The OPI has enabled this congregation to do some necessary assessment of thek focus
ofministry. In pointing out thek areas of strength and weaknesses, they were able to
redkect thek resources where they would benefit tiie most. They have taken the process of
revitahzation very seriously in tiiat the leadership is reading the signs of the congregation
and rebuUding step by step. The retake of the OPI shows the leadership that although the
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overall membership has not mcreased, the spiritual element of the church is higher and they
are working harder at improving then- weaknesses. The results of the two OPIs has
enabled them to focus on some specific areas ofministry that the leadership feels good
about. The prescriptive part of the second OPI was useful and reinforced the areas of
ministry that the leadership had planned. See charts and graphs of this recap in the
appendices.
Fu-st United Methodist Church of Cuero (B-5)
On September 26, 1986 Fu-st United Methodist Church of Cuero participated in thek
first OPI seminar. They mailed seventy-five questionnaires to randomly selected members
of their congregational rolls. They received forty-eight responses or a 64 percent return.
The scores of the individuals and group were tabulated by average with a standard
deviation. The result were apphed as group scores to the nine categories of the OPI
evaluation program.
The overall group perception of the church was ranked in the nine categories with a
low of 5.3 and a high of 7.7. All rankings feU within the middle to upper range of group
scoring for "good." The top ten (strengths) and bottom ten (weaknesses) were assessed
and ranked. However, an actual plan of revitalization to deal with these findings was never
fuUy implemented. Small groups fi-om witiiin the church, and the pastor continued to raise
these issues before the congregation with occasional effectiveness.
On December 10, 1989 a retake of the OPI was completed. Again there were seventy-
five questionnaires mailed at random to members of tiie congregation. From tiiis mailmg,
thirty-eight of the seventy-five questionnaires or 50 percent were returned. Once again the
top ten and bottom ten strengths and weaknesses were assessed. Changes and
continuations of tiiese categories were discussed. I suggested to tiie congregation tiiat the
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repeats ofmany of the same mdicators on the second OPI was an indication that a
revitahzation program was never implemented. That would also account for the decrease in
persons' perceptions of ongoing ministries. A reason suggested by the pastor for the
higher scores of the earher OPI was the closeness of time the first seminar was held with
the church's centennial celebration. WhUe this certainly could have been a cause for some
sense of euphoria, it does not account for the lack of programming in dealing with the
weaknesses given. It is necessary for this church to take measure of these comparisons of
perceptions, and implement an ongoing program for church revitalization. A number of
suggestions were offered, plans explained, and some basic "how to's" discussed. The
final results wUl continue as always, in the hands of the congregation, the pastor, and
leaders of the individual churches.
The OPI in both cases gave this church a close look at the way the church is perceived
by the congregation. Listing the strengths and weaknesses can be utihzed only if the
leadership is wiUing to listen. Some of the indicators are showing the need for a bonding
and healmg from withm the church. It wiU be necessary for them to rid themselves of their
high defensive posture, which is hindering any new programs and change needed in the
revitahzation process. See charts and graphs of this recap in tiie appendices.
Summary
An accumulation of data can be mind-boggling and is of httie use if aU it does is remain
historical data. For this study to be more than a gathering of facts and figures it must be
converted to people and places. That was part ofwhat happened in this chapter, when we
moved from a whole faceless conference to three specific congregations. However, even
that step is not enough. Somehow, tiiere must be more tiian, "it worked here" or "it didn't
work here."
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If time is taken to identify a problem or challenge, there must also be solutions, or at
least recommendations. Without suggested solutions the problem only gets bigger. The
next chapterwill conclude this study with nine recommendations that wih enhance our
conference's revitahzation program. The recommendations are based on the evaluated
responses of the participants in this project-dissertation.
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CHAPTER 6
Summary
"The gate is narrow and the way is hard, that leads to hfe, and those who find it are
few." (Matt. 7:14, RSV)
"Say not, 'Why are the former days better than these?' For it is not from wisdom that
you ask this." (Eccl. 7:10, RSV)
This chapter brings together a concise summary of the preceding chapters and gives a
brief glimpse of the issues relating to the study of church revitalization. There are concise
descriptions of the problem statement, the research methodology, and the statistical
findings. This part of the project suggest plausible conclusions and future consequences as
a result of the whole study.
The Problem Statement
The Southwest Texas Conference of the UnitedMetiiodist Church, hke other
conferences across the country, was concerned about the decline ofmembership.
The United Methodist Church's membership strengtii has declined for the last
two decades. In tiie late 1970s, the annual rate of dechne was decreasmg, and the
extended graph showed us "bottoming out' by now. But m the early -to-mid
1980s the annual dechne rate increased again, ... So in recent years. United
Methodism's dechne has become the object ofmuch hand wringing and the
subject of analysis, episcopal attention, and prophetic books.^
Yet despite the concem of some, there remained many persons in the United Metiiodist
Church who have accepted tiie decline of the denomination as just being a part of the times.
To their way of thinking, things have tumed around before and will turn around agam.
Just give it time. For them, the conference had other areas of greater concem than church
1 George G. Hunter, III, "Where Are Our People, and What Are They Doing There?" Paper for School
ofWorld Missions and Evangelism, Photocopy, Winter 1988.
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growth and revitalization. A preoccupation in the hierarchy with denominational
bureaucracy, and over-programming the local church with social issues, aspects of
homosexuality, and the need of pluralism, made the problem of revitalization an obscure, if
not mute, point. The ones who were following this agenda were mostiy persons who were
part of the makeup of the group who, "during the sixties (and part of the seventies) widely
played down and frequentiy bad mouthed the concept of church growth as 'playing the
numbers game.'
Today, however, the concept of growing vital congregations has renewed
respectabihty. Consequently, every Christian congregation should see itself as a growing
fellowship of behevers of Christ. The reason for this is simple, again quoting from Lyle
Schaller's article.
The good news of Jesus Christ is not a message to be confined to an exclusive
group but a proclamation to be shared with everyone. . . . More and more
congregations are looking toward the future with a firm expectation that they
should be and wih be growing in numbers as well as in grace and commitment.^
Because of this renewed interest in church growth and revitalization, the Southwest
Texas Conference created and hnplemented the CCRE council. One of the two primary
purposes of this council was to bring about a revitahzation of the local church. The manner
selected to begm tiiis process was called the Organizational Perception Indicator (OPI),
seminar. The thought behind the process was, to use an instmment for gathering data for
use as a catalyst for church renewal and revitahzation. The hypothesis was that a church
that went through the process would become a revitahzed congregation and a vital church.
These issues and solutions caused me to ask the following questions. What is meant
by "revitahzation?" Does revitalization and church growth occur because the annual
2 Lyle E. Schaller, "Seven Characteristics ofGrowing Churches," Church Administration. October
1975: 7.
3 Ibid., p. 8.
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conference mandates it and creates a council to "make it happen?" What is the
responsibihty of the local church toward revitahzation? Is there a "canned" revitahzation
program that can be apphed to all churches? How are solutions to these questions be
determined? These questions and a longing deshre to be part of the solution were part of the
motivation for this project- dissertation. However, until additional research can be done,
some of these questions will remain unanswered. The main purpose of this particular
study was to analyze and interpret the effectiveness of the conference's revitahzation
program efforts, and the OPI instioiment used by CCRE.
The Method and the Findings
The empirical research was conducted by a pastor in fuh connection to the Southwest
Texas Conference of the UnitedMethodist Church. The churches that made up the three
groups in this study were ah from this conference. The respondents were from churches
that had participated in an OPI program within the conference. The three groups were (1)
sample group, consisting of forty-nine churches, (2) the experimental group, consisting of
twenty-three churches, and ( 3) the control group, consisting of three chm-ches.
The intentions and interest of both tiie experimental and control groups were similar.
The churches making up these two groups desired to be a part of the extended study. Only
those who met the criteria were chosen for the control group.
The purpose of the statistical work was to discover any significant statistical changes
in and between, the three groups which had participated in the OPI program. Also of
interest was looking at the effectiveness of CCRE in bringing about church revitalization
within the conference. In summarizing the statistical work, it was possible to go beyond
the rhetoric, and measure the effectiveness of CCRE, the local church, and in some cases.
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pastoral leadership. There were some areas of investigation which were anticipated to
show significant change but could not be determined by the data as statisticaUy significant.
A Pastor's Perspective
This project-dissertation and the study it generated sought to examine the effectiveness
of church revitahzation and the programs used by the Southwest Texas Conference. The
data were gathered, reported, and analyzed in a systematic manner in order to measure
effectiveness in order that the conference's current programs could be either continued or
corrected. By bringing together the data analysis and the interpretation of the data,
meaningful insights resulted. Statistical data, however, are always somewhat Ihnited in
what needs to be said. For that reason a pastor's perspective is being presented here.
The churches and congregations that participated in the OPI revitalization program,
whether they found it effective or not, have all grown by the experience. For those who
found the program ineffective, at least they know that something must be done in their
church to make it a vital part of God's kingdom once again. Hopefully, enough time has
past, and their inward growth is sufficient that they will embark on another level of
revitahzation and continue to work at this lifelong process. For those churches that found
the OPI program effective in gathering the information they needed, they, too, will continue
the process of revitalization and church growth, and, will from time to time, stop long
enough to take the pulse of the congregation and theirministry.
As a pastor, I found it, at times, chahenging but always stimulating to teach tiie
process of revitahzation to local churches. It has been a beneficial by-product for my own
congregation to receive some ofmy stimulated energy because ofmy involvement in these
programs. It was exciting and rewarding to witness the changes that took place in
congregational attitiides and behavior due to the unpact of tiie OPI revitahzation program.
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For some persons, the retake program resulted in an experience that was not only a change
in attitude, but also a rededication of then- lives to Christ and a commitment to work for His
church. This could only be seen as a spiritual renewal.
From a pastor's perspective, it is clear that for the Church of Our Lord Jesus Christ to
be effective in ministry, to be successful in revitalization, and faithful in His commission,
diere must be an individual sphitual renewal in the beginning. Before there wiU ever be an
institutional renewal and consequent growth, there must be an individual renewal and
spiritual growth. The institution will never be capable of renewing itself, because God
does not renew churches, God renews people who revitalize churches.
Conclusions and Recommendations
It could be stated that the suggested conclusion of tiiis study, brings more of the same
old negative news about unsuccessful programs that have been launched in attempts to
reverse membership dechne. But, I hope it brings more than that. I hope it brings positive
news about congregations and churches, and conferences, that despite the falling numbers,
are stiU committed to the commission of "making disciples" and are wilhng to come
forward and place thek finger in the ruptured dike. I hope it brings about a conference that
will not look for people or programs to blame, but rather, look at the strengths and
weaknesses of the existing programs,assess them in accordance witii the dkection we are
attempting to go and then move forward.
Of the many conclusions tiiat came from this study, there are some specific
conclusions that need to be highhghted, and explored further. Though generalizations are
always easier, so too, are they least beneficial. What follows are suggestions from me as
the vmter and as a pastor.
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First, there is a desperate need for conference support and direction toward
revitahzation programs offered for the local church. SmaU and medium churches cannot
well afford the cost of consultants, and experts in the field of revitalization and church
grovvth, no matter how desperate then: need. Therefore, the conference needs a team of
persons lay and clergy who are gifted spirituaUy, trained extensively, and dedicated
universaUy in working with the local church toward revitahzation. This team needs to be
under the direction of a person with the gift of administration and a commitment to tiie
Kingdom of Christ. Methods and examples for this type of leadership are given botii by
John Naisbitt in his book Megatrends and by Peters and Waterman in their book In Search
of Excellence.
However, the mere creation and appointment of persons or councils which care for the
bureaucratic needs of the conference over the local church wUl not generate the desired
results. An authentic response from the conference to genuine local church needs is
required to formulate revitahzation programs.
Second, there are numerous programs and helps that are avaUable to the local church.
However, assessment of the needs of the church and the anticipated purpose of the
program must be compatible. This could be done on the same "principle" as matching
pastors and churches at appointment tune. It requires an in-deptii study of both the
instrument and the church prior to implementation. Lyle Schaller is the primary source for
this type of help, particularly in his book Activating the Passive Church Diagnosis and
Treatment.
Third, reevaluate the concept that protects the pastor's abUity and feelings at aU cost,
even the cost of an entire church. Pastors should not be exempt when assessing the
problems of leadership within the congregation. As long as the United Methodist Church
continues to guarantee appointments, and "send" pastors to lead congregations, the pastors
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need to be held accountable for thek abihties, as well as thek mabihties to lead. Different
programs requke different skills, if the local leadership, including the pastor, does not have
the skiUs to implement the desked program, then import the person or persons that do.
Fourth, recognize the OPI instrument for what it is, specifically, a tool used to gather
the perception of the members of that organization. It is capable of gathering huge
quantities of valuable information. However, if the information is not processed correctiy,
it is of little use. It is a step of revitalization, but it is not the first step. The first step of any
revitahzation program must be to determine where the people are spiritually. The OPI
instrument is a tool that gives valuable data about the respondent's perception of his
church. It does not give data about the respondent's perception of his own journey with
Christ. There can never be revitahzation or church growth without a spiritual awakening of
the membership of the congregation that leads to an expression of commitment to Christ
and his Church. Texts such as Steve harper's Embrace the Spirit. C. Peter Wagner's Your
Spiritual Gifts Can Help Your Church Grow, and RichardWilke's Are We Yet Alive? are
but three books that wih help assist in a congregational assessment of spiritual
temperament.
Fiftii, build withm any revitalization program a service of rededication and
commitment of the members. A service that would include parts of John Wesley's
covenant service would be beneficial. In many situations, a healmg service for the
congregations is necessary. These should not be options, rather, they should be explained
as every bit as important and necessary as is the interpretation of the group scores.
Sixth, revitahzation is not "for sale." Do not "sell" the instrument as one would seU a
carillon system. When the congregation has prepared itself to accept the changes necessary
for revitalization, spkituaUy and physically, tiie selling of a useful program like tiie OPI is
not necessary. Do not get only the congregational leaders behind the program. If it is to
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involve the entire church, then themajority of the congregation must support the process.
Do not allow anyone to remain misinformed about what the program is designed to do.
Expectations and potential results must be explained clearly and concisely, several times, if
necessary.
Seventh, share information, botii before and after the seminar. The district
superintendents should be made aware of and encouraged to take part in the church
revitahzation program going on in their district. The resuhs and plans should be shared
with the district superintendent. Potential or unresolved problems of the church should be
discussed with the person brought in to do the program. The person leading the seminar
should be skilled in giving generic prescriptions of the data, and examples of what has
worked elsewhere, why and how.
Eighth, follow-up, follow-up, fohow-up is absolutely necessary. If the cost of
repeated return trips is prohibitive, then a conference caU might be in order. By whatever
means, follow-up is essential.
Ninth, it is imperative to recruit key groups and key persons within the church to assist
the pastor in preparing the congregation for the long process of church revitalization. Perry
and Shawchuck's Revitalizing the 20th Century Church is one of the most useful books on
steps necessary for the revitahzation process to begin and should be read by key persons
within the church. In addition to this text, a suggested reading hst and things to be done in
stages, both before and after a revitahzation program, is presented.
From a conference's point of view, this study should be able to supply information to
stimulate the implementation of effective programs for revitahzation and church growth.
For the local church, tiiis study should be able to supply ideas and pragmatic suggestions
about the process of revitalization. Hopefully, this study wiU create an interest in fmther
studies on the needs, uses, and effects of church revitalization, thus, providing a greater
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awareness of the process which can only be beneficial in developing and designing
additional programs for church growth and revitalization.
FinaUy, the need for revision in the present revitahzation process as offered by the
Southwest Texas Conference, is not a caU for the discarding of the present program.
Rather, it is a call for strengthening it, expanding the present program into stages from
which the present OPI seminar would be one. There is no question about the desperate
need for an effective revitahzation and church growth program to be implemented within
the structure of the conference. The point of contention arises more with the manner it is to
be done. Programs which are implemented from the top down, seem to have a greater
failure rate than those programs which are derived out of the needs of the constituents.
Programs from the top down are often perceived as self-serving for the conference and take
precedence over the individual needs of the local congregation. The church wUl never be
revitahzed apart from the people. The responsibihty of the conference programs must be to
provide help for the people in a nonpatemalistic maimer ifwe are ever to improve this
process. If any program is to work, we must believe, "that church revitalization or church
renewal is primarily the work of God. He performs that work through men and women
who make up His church. That process involves the rediscovery of purpose, a
reawakening of a sense ofmission, a redefinition of goals, and a renewing of the spuit of
the membership."'*
Lyle E. Schaller, "Local Church Looks to the Future," The Lutheran. April 1978: 3.
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APPENDIX A
OPI Instruments
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Claus H. Rohlfs, D.D.
Director
Council On Church Revitalization And Extension
Southwest Texas Annual Conference
The United Methodist Church
1"� � Concerned members of the Medina UMC
From: Claus H. Rohlfs
Subject: The Revitalization Seminar Sept 18-19
Dear Friends,
The Administrative Council voted in its June meeting that the
Council on Church Revitalization and Extension conduct a
Revitalization Seminar in the Medina UMC on September 18 -19.
This seminar has been conducted in 38 congregations todate.
The purpose of the seminar is to secure feedback from you,
the members of the congregation, on how you see the
congregation. This is not feedback on the pastor. To secure
the feedback we use THE ORGANIZATIONAL PERCEPTION INDICATOR.
This instrument is not concerned with FACTS but with
PERCEPTIONS . There is no right or wrong. There is no
judgment. rt i_s to find out how you perceive the
congregation .
Let me share a few observations with you:
1. Your name is optional.
2. The printout collation of the data uses no names.
3. We are seeking feedback on the congregation.
4. Please fill in both the instrument and the attached
sheet .
5. Word clarifications on the instrument:
Question #3: Power is the ability to get things
done whether one has an office or not. Authority
is given persons by virtue of an office one
holds .
In this instrument all references to Leadership
refer to the leadership of the congregation "not
simply of the pastor.
Please read each statement carefully and then make your
decision on the +3 to a -3 choice.
You will be hearing more about the seminar. I hope that you
will make every effort to be present from 7-9 p.m. on Sept 18
and 9 - 3p.m. on September 19.
The purpose of the Seminar is to look to the future for
growth and development of the programs and ministry of the
congregation .
July 10, 1987
loute 16 P.O. Box 48 Medina, Texas 78055
Figure 2.1
How I See The Congregation
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Inslnjctlonc There are no right orwrong answers to ttils questionnaire. Rli In the circle which
represents jrour perception (agreement or disagreement) concerning each statement Use
the following l<ey:
+ 3 = Strong Agreement with the statement
+2 = Basic Agreement
+1 = Some Agreement
0 = No Opinion; Unclear, Attitudlnally Unimportant
-1 = Some Disagreement
-2 = Basic Disagreement
-3 = Strong Disagreement
Name -
Date - Male ? Female ?
Name ofCongregation
1. Persons in our congregation assume initiative in church affairs.
2. In our ministry we creatively develop new approaches and methods.
3. People in our congregation know the extent and limits of their power and authority.
4. We regularly and carefully evaluate our progress as a congregation.
5. Responsibilities delegated to persons in our congregation almost always have a clearly defined scope.
6. The leaders of our congregation examine multiple options before they choose a new path to follow.
7. 1 feel that the leadership in our congregation is effective.
8. Recognition is usually given for a job well done in our congregation.
9. Differing kinds of responsibility are clearly communicated within the congregation.
10. The personalities and talents of individuals are matched to the tasks they are asked to perform in such a way as to
increase personal satisfaction and performance.
11. Our congregational goals are reflected in our use of resources.
1Z Our congregation lives by its convictions.
13. We're not an organized church community; we're just a collection of individuals doing their own thing.
14. The leadership of our congregation is in touch with what the people are feeling and doing.
1 5. As a congregation we develop and direct the changes we feel necessary instead of merely reacting to changes
initiated by others.
16. There's no trying to improve our congregation; things will still be done the same old way anyway.
17. We direct our energies and resources to achievement of our real goals.
18. We are not sure where we are going as a church community.
19. My place in our congregational structure is quite clear.
20. Our deepest values get translated into action in our congregation.
21. Our leadership needs to be more responsive to the members if we are to reach our full potential as a congregation.
22. We have a clear direction as a congregation.
23. The leadership of our congregation makes well-considered decisions about our life and ministry.
24. Leadership in our congregation is decisive when it should be.
25. Our congregation takes its own stand on issues.
26. The goals of our ministry are realistic.
27. Our leaders know when to consult the people and when it is not called for nor expected.
28. Our congregation's organizational purposes are clear.
29. Congregational decisions get carried out promptly.
30. The internal communication in our congregation is satisfactory.
31. People in our congregation understand clearly what is expected of them.
32. Members of our congregation understand its goals.
33. Congregational policies are fairly and reasonably administered.
34. When tasks are delegated, the assignments are clearly communicated to those affected.
35. Most persons in our congregation perform their church-related tasks in a timely, effective manner.
36. When a task is delegated, the person assigned is usually given whatever is required to accomplish the task.
+3 +2 -1-1 0 -1 -2 -3
OOOOOOO 1.
OOOOOOO 2.
OOOOOOO 3.
OOOOOOO 4.
OOOOOOO 5.
OOOOOOO 6.
OOOOOOO 7.
OOOOOOO' 8.
OOOOOOO 9.
OOOOOO0 10.
OOOOOOO 11.
OOOOOO0 12.
OOOOOO0 13.
OOOOOO0 14.
OOOOOO0 15.
OOOOOO0 16.
OOOOOO0 17.
OOOOOO0 18.
OOOOOO0 19.
OOOOOOO 20.
OOOOOOO 21.
OOOOOOO 22.
OOOOOOO 23.
OOOOOOO 24.
OOOOOOO 25.
OOOOOOO 26.
OOOOOOO 27.
OOOOOOO 28,
OOOOOOO 29.
OOOOOOO 30.
OOOOOOO 31.
OOOOOOO 32.
OOOOOOO 33.
OOOOOOO 34.
OOOOOOO 35.
OOOOOOO 36.
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Organizational Perception Indicator
liMtniellonK There are no right or wrong answers to this questionnaire. Fill in the circle which
represents your perception (agreement or disagreement) concerning each statement. Use
the following key:
+ 3 - Strong Agreement with the statement
+ 2 = Basic Agreement
+ 1 = Some Agreement
0 = No Opinion: Unclear: Attiludinally Unimportant
-1 - Some Disagreement
-2 = Basic Disagreement
-3 = Strong Disagreement
Date Birthdate
Name of Organization�
Position in Organization _
Department Male ? Female ?
For MDI Use Only:
Oe
1. We know why we are together as a congregation.
2. 1 believe I can fulfill what others in our church community expect of me.
3. Those responsible for programs in our congregation are clearly authorized to do their jobs.
4. Persons in our congregation assume initiative.
5. Our statements of purpose seem to be mere paper pronouncements.
6. The use of time, money and material resources is rooted in our convictions as a congregation.
7. We have to change a lot of our ways of operation if we are to maintain our quality of ministry.
8. People know where they fit in the organization of our church community.
9. Our ministry truly reflects the values and goals of the congregation.
10. In our congregation, leaders ask for performance and people generally respond.
11. Given a task to perform, members of our congregation are given regular support and encouragement by the
clergy.
12. In our ministry we creatively develop new approaches and methods.
13. People in our congregation know the extent and limits of their power and authority.
14. We regularly and carefully evaluate our progress as a congregation.
15. Individuals In our congregation feel authorized to make the decisions necessary for their program of ministry.
16. We believe in our power as a church community to make an impact on our world.
17. Responsibilities delegated to persons in our congregation almost always have a clearly defined scope.
18. Leaders in our congregation are comfortable in their exercise of leadership.
19. Our life as a congregation remains true to the traditions of our church.
20. The leaders of our congregation examine multiple options before they choose a new path to follow.
21. Leaders of projects and programs have appropriate discretion in doing their work as long as they achieve the
program objectives.
22. I feel that the leadership in our congregation is effective.
23. Members of our congregation usually carry out their responsibilities.
24. Our congregation creates its own direction and course of action.
25. Recognition is usually given for a job well done in our congregation.
26. Differing kinds of responsibility are clearly communicated within the congregation.
27. The personalities and talents of individuals are matched to the tasks they are asked to perform in such a way as to
increase personal satisfaction and performance.
28. Our congregational goals are reflected in our use of resources.
29. Our congregation lives by its convictions.
+3+2+1 0 -1 -2 -3
OOOOOOO 1.
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0000000 21.
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OOOOOOO 25.
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OOOOOOO 28.
ooopopo 29.
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30. We know what It will take to achieve our goals.
31. Task assignments to individuals and program units are subject to mutual negotiation between them and those to
whom they report.
32. Our congregation is an active force in dealing with the society around us.
33. We're not an organized church community; we're just a collection of individuals doing their own thing.
34. Expected standards of performance are clearly established when assignments are made.
35. Our congregation finds ways to ostracize members who dissent from our normal ways and policies.
36. Our goals and objectives direct the use of our finances.
37. The leadership of our congregation is in touch with what the people are feeling and doing.
38. You can rely on people to carry out their various responsibilities in our congregation.
39. Individuals in our congregation often suggest new directions and procedures to the leadership.
40. We generally follow through on our plans.
41. As a congregation we devefop and direct the changes we feel necessary instead of merely reacting to changes
initiated by others.
42. The leadership of our congregation takes appropriate initiative.
43. There's no trying to improve our congregation; things will still be done the same old way anyway.
44. Our congregation makes other groups stand up, take notice and respond.
45. We direct our energies and resources to achievement of our real goals.
46. We are not sure where we are going as a church community.
47. My place in our congregational structure Is quite clear.
48. Leaders in our congregation pay attention to the needs and wishes of the rest of the people.
49. Our deepest values get translated into action in our congregation.
50. Each member of the congregation participates in a periodic evaluation of his/her ministry.
51. Our leadership needs to be more responsive to the members if we are to reach our full potential as a congregation.
52. We have a clear direction as a congregation.
53. Different people have appropriately different responsibilities in our congregation.
54. The leadership of our congregation makes well-considered decisions about our life and ministry.
55. Leadership in our congregation is decisive when it should be.
56. You can't believe our leadership because it plays games to protect the status quo.
57. Our congregation takes its own stand on issues.
58. The goals of our ministry are realistic.
59. Persons who represent our ministry to outside persons or institutions can clearly depict its purpose and programs.
60. Our leaders know when to consult the people and when it is not called for nor expected.
61. Our congregation's organizational purposes are clear.
62. People with assigned responsibilities in our congregation know to whom they are accountable.
63. Congregational decisions get carried out promptly.
64. The internal communication in our congregation is satisfactory.
65. People in our congregation understand clearly what is expected of them.
66. Members of our congregation understand its goals.
67. Congregational policies are fairly and reasonably administered.
68. When tasks are delegated, the assignments are clearly communicated to those affected.
69. Members of our congregation generally believe in its goals.
70. In our congregation, a member asked to assume a responsibility in which he/she has no interest may respectfully
decline without penalty.
71. Most persons in our congregation perform their assignments in a timely, effective manner.
72. When a task is delegated, the person assigned Is usually given whatever is required to accomplish the task.
OOOOOOO 30.
OOOOOOO 31.
OOOOOOO 3z
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OOOOOOO 35.
OOOOOOO 36.
OOOOOOO 37.
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OOOOOOO 47.
OOOOOOO 48.
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OOOOOOO 55.
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000000069.
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CONGREGATIONAL PERCEPTION INDICATOR
Instructions: There are no right or wrong answers to this rating scale. Circle the number which
represents your perception oT the congregation. Indicate the amount of your agreement with one
statement or the otiier in each of the nine sets of statements using the following key: 0 = no opinion,
unclear or unimportant; 1 = some agreement; 2 = basic agreement; 3 = strong agreement with the
statement.
V/e seem to have no definable goals
nor ways to achieve them.
Comments:
3 2 10 12 3 We know what we want to
accomplish and why.
No one seems to know what their
role in this congregation is.
Comments:
3 2 1 0 1 2 3 We know who is responsible
for what.
Our leadership appears to be unsure 3 2 10 12 3
or unmotivated.
Comments:
Our leaders lead.
We are unable to get our primary
tasks done effectively and on time.
Comments:
3 2 10 1 2 3 We are responsible about our work.
Our life and work together are incon- 3
grucus with our stated policies.
Comments:
2 10 12 3 We do what we say we value.
Our energy flow is a mere trickle.
Com.ments:
3 2 1 0 1 2 3 We have a lot of vitalityw
Our congregation takes no initiative 3
in the community nor in the judicatory
(Synodj Conference, District, Presbytery,
Diocese).
Comments:
2 10 12 3 Our congregation is a pacesetter
in the community and in the judica
There is no clear assignment of
responsibility and accountability
for performance.
Comments
3 2 10 12 3 We increase our effectiveness by
using the human resources of the
congregation well.
There does not seem to be any hope
for our congregation.
Comments:
3 2 10 12 3 We are realistically optimistic
about our congregation.
Management 15es-rgo, Inc. IIO East Eighth Street Cincinnati, Ohio 513-579-1818
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THE SOUTHWEST TEXAS ANNUAL CONFERENCE
COUNCIL ON CHURCH REVITALIZATIOLN AND EXTENSION
REVITALIZATION SEMINAR
VITAL INFORMATION
The Revitalization Seminar which will soon be conducted
in your congregation depends heavily for its
effectiveness of the data which you share', in filling out
the attached ORGANIZATIONAL PERCEPTION INDICATOR. We are
asking you to respond with your perception. All data in
in the OPI is confidential information.
To help your leadership get the most value from the OPI
and the Revitalization Seminar it is important that you
also fill in this vital information sheet.
The purpose of the entire Revitalization Seminar is to
assist the leadership of your congregation strenghthen
the ministry and mission of the congregation.
We need the following vital information about you. Your
cooperation will improve the effectiveness of the
Revitalization Seminar. Thank you for your help.
Please check the appropriate places
Male Female
Age Range
Under 20 20 to 29 30 to 39 40 to 49
50 to 59 60 to 69 70 to 79 80 and over
Length of Membership in the congregation
Five years or less 5 to 10 years
10 to 20 years Over 20 years
Frequency of Worship Attendance
Three times per month or more
Once or twice per month
Less than once per month
OVER
Fiaure 4 6 REPORT CARD ON YOUR CONGREGATION^ *
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Please grade your congregation on each of the following characteristics. Assign
the fairest grade you can even If you're unsure about what the characteristic means
or somewhat unfamiliar with your local church.
Use the following grading system:
A = Excellent
B =� Good
C =� Average
D = Below Average
F = Poor
Characteristic Grade
Clear, appropriate goals
Well defined roles
Effective leadership
Energy and vitality
Effective use of human resources
Creative initiative
Effective task performance
Faithfulness to beliefs
Realistic optimism
VITAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU
Please check the appropriate places.
Male Female
Age Range
Under 20 20 to 29 30 to 39 40 to 49
50 to 59 60 to 69 70 to 79 80 and over
Length of Membership in the Congregation
Less than 5 yrs. 5-15 yrs. More than 15 yrs.
Frequency of Worship Attendance
3 times a month or more Once or twice a month
Less than once a month
Employment Status
Employed Unemployed Retired
124
APPENDIX B
Charts and Graphs
Figure 5 . 1
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Southwest Texas Conference Membership
United Methodist Church
120000 T
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year Austin Corpus Kerrville IVIcAllen San San Victoria
Christi Angelo Antonio
1984 21259
1985 21849
1986 21843
1987 22166
1988 21983
14619 11349
14757 11437
14306 11711
14146 11928
14177 11870
11728 9040
11379 8903
11248 8775
10748 8617
10461 8529
30086 10613
30686 10509
30790 10457
30493 10271
30936 10051
126
Figure 5.2
Comparative Statistics - Southwest Texas Conference
* 1984 - 1988 *
CATEGORY - ABBREVIATIONS
(#/Ch= Number of Churches * T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship
Attend.* S/S/M= Sun/School Memb. * S/S/A= Avg. S/Sch. Attend.
N/M= New Members POF= Profession of Faith * ROM= Received other
United Meth. * ROD= Received other Denomination Bap= Baptisms)
CATEGORIES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1984 :#/Ch : T/M : W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M : POP : ROM : ROD : BAP
SWTC :370 :108748: 4 0356: 45041 :20812 :8138: 2626: 3874: 1638: 2141
Aus : 66 : 21259: 831 4 : 9655 : 4485 :2002: 519: 1101: 382: 493
C.C. : 47 : 14691: 4894: 5830 . � 2697 :1052: 337: 484: 231: 269
Ker : 53 : 11349: 419 7: 4510 : 2168 : 772: 294: 34 7: 131: 201
Mac : 39 : 11728: 5380: 4738 . � 2151 : 683: 230: 309: 144: 175
SAg : 45 : 904 0: 3302: 3997 r 1959 : 520: 16 7: 23 0: 123: 132
SAt r 63 : 30068: 10674: 11682 . ' 5558 :2510: 847: 1141: 522: 666
Vic : 57 : 10613: 3595: 4629 : 1794 : 599: 23 2: 262: 105: 205
CATEGORIES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1985 :#/Ch : T/M : W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POP : ROM :ROD :BAP
SWTC '370 -.109520: 4 0239: 45013 .'21130 :7974: 2585: 3637: 1720: 2123
Aus : 67 : 21849: 8354: 9796 : 4628 :1827: 54 4: 922: 361: 447
C.C. . � 48 . ' 14757: 4957: 5604 . � 2608 :1111: 369: 463: 279: 341
Ker .� 53 � 1143 7: 4298: 4726 ' 2043 : 74 7: 23 2: 342: 173: 208
Mac . � 38 . 113 79: 5158: 4548 . 2108 : 575: 189: 271: 115: 142
SAg . � 44 � 8903: 3286: 4067 ' 2006 : 53 4: 139: 281: 114: 165
SAt : 63 : 30686: 10561: 11379 . 5770 :2630: 922: 1179: 529: 603
Vic . � 57 .� 10509: 3625: 4893 . ' 1967 : 518: 19 0: 179: 149: 217
CATEGORIES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1986 ; #/Ch : T/M : W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M : POP : ROM : ROD : BAP
SWTC : 371 '. 109310: 42217: 46756 .'23344 :7936: 2505: 3759: 1672: 2567
Aus 67 . � 21843: 8726: 10109 : 4898 :1818: 512: 970: 336: 471
C.C. : 48 : 14306: 5003: 5577 . ' 2763 :1015: 300: 479: 236: 224
Ker : 54 . 11711: 4523: 4830 ' 2438 : 84 6: 227: 477: 142: 224
Mac : 36 : 11248: 5067: 4819 . 2104 : 631: 191: 308: 132: 188
SAg : 44 '. 8775: 3365: 4136 .
' 2015 : 49 7: 161: 241: 95: 171
SAt : 65 : 30970: 1 11 23 : 12389 . 7131 :2598: 931: 1108: 559: 1001
Vic : 57 : 1045 7: 4410: 4896 .
� 1995 : 531: 183: 176: 172: 192
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Figure 5.2 (continued)
CATEGORIES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1987 :#/Ch : T/M : W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M : POP :ROM : ROD :BAP
SWTC :371 :108405: 42056: 47518 : 22245 '.7512: 258 7: 3337: 1588: 1978
Aus � 67 . � 22166: 8855: 10612 . � 5025 .�1696: 460: 893: 343: 412
C.C. r 47 : 14146: 4947: 5926 : 2869 : 94 4: 329: 403: 212: 261
Ker . � 55 . ' 11928: 4802: 5125 . � 2445 . � 923: 28 7: 415: 221: 215
Mac r 36 : 10748: 4825: 4731 ' 1970 : 534: 183: 254: 97: 116
SAg . � 44 . 8617: 3230: 3843 : 1842 . ' 476: 179: 196: 101: 138
SAt . ' 65 . ' 30493: 11533: 12585 . � 6125 .'2493: 980: 1029: 484: 64 5
Vic I 57 : 10271: 3864: 4696 : 1969 I 446: 169: 147: 130: 189
CATEGORIES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1988 �.#/Ch : T/M : W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM : ROD :BAP :
SWTC -.368 .'108007:41511: 47651 .'21977 .'7119 :2500 :3163: 1456 :2006:
Aus ' 65 . ' 21983: 8666: 11146 . � 4878 .'1749 : 559 : 895: 295 : 4 58:
C.C. r 46 r 14177: 4787: 5546 : 2695 : 811 : 254 : 347: 210 : 24 7:
Ker . ' 55 . � 11870: 5005: 4989 . ' 2449 . ' 826 : 295 : 336: 195 : 229:
MaC : 36 : 10461: 4988: 4740 : 1949 : 466 : 138 : 234: 94 : 122:
SAg . ' 44 . 8529: 3169: 3873 . 1793 . ' 422 : 132 : 199: 91 : 175:
SAt . ' 66 , ' 30936: 11341: 12694 . ' 6218 '2398 : 95 0 :1014: 434 : 644:
Vic i 56 : 10051: 3555: 4663 . 1995 . � 447 : 172 : 138: 137 : 131:
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Figure 5 . 3
Southwest Texas Conference - United Methodist Church
Total Membership vs. Worship Attendence
120000 -I� 1
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
T/M 108740 109520 109310 108405 108007
W/A 40356 40239 42217 42056 41 51 1
T/M = Total Membership
W/A = Worship Attendance
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Figure 5 . 4
Southwest Texas Conference - United Methodist Church
Sunday School Membership vs. Attendence
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0 -1
Sunday School
SS Attendence
1984 1985 1986
Year
1987 1988
Year 1984 1985 1986 1987
S/S/M 45041
S/S/A 20812
45013 46756 47518
21130 23344 22245
1988
47651
21977
S/S/M = Sunday Schiool Membersliip
S/S/A = Sunday School Attendance
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Figure 5 . 5
Southwest Texas Conference - United Methodist Church
Three Types of New Membership
1 0000 T ,
E
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year WM PCf PCM PCD
1984 8138 2626 3874 1638
1985 7974 2585 3637 1720
1986 7936 2505 3759 1672
1987 7512 2587 3337 1588
1988 7119 2500 3136 1456
N/M = New IVIembers
FOF = Profession of Faith
FCM = Received from Other l\/1ethodist Churches
FOD = Received from Other Denomination
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Figure 5 . 6
Membership and Attendance Patterns - Austin District
30000 T 1
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year T/M W/A S/S/M S/S/A
1984 21259 8314 9655 4485
1985 21284 8354 9796 4628
1986 21843 8726 10109 4898
1987 22166 8855 10612 4878
1988 21983 8666 11146 4878
T/M = Total Membersiiip
W/A = Worship Attendance
S/S/M = Sunday School IVIembershIp
S/S/A = Sunday School Attendance
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figure 5.7
Three Types of New Members - Austin District
3000
2000 -
o
E
3
z
1000 -
0 4-J
N/M
POF
ROM
FOD
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year N/IV! POF l=CM ROD
1984 2202 519 1101 382
1985 1827 544 922 361
1986 1818 512 970 336
1987 1696 460 893 343
1988 1749 559 895 295
N/IVI = New Members
POF = Profession of Faith
RCjM = Received from Other United Method Churches
ROD = Received from Other Denomination
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Figure 5.8
Comparative Statistics - Sample Group 1
Austin District * 1985 - 1988
CATEGORIES
(T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship Attend * S/S/M= Sun/School
Memb. * S/S/A= S/Sch. Attend. * N/M= New Members POF= Profession
of Faith * ROM= Received other United Meth. * ROD= Received other
Denomination * BAP= Baptisms)
(OPI date - 6/87)
A-1 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 226 : 81 : 114 � 65 : 5 : 2 � 1 : 2 : 3 : '85 to '88
1986: 220 : 81 : 86 .� 61 : 11 : 8 � 2 : 1 : 1 .
1987: 216 : 71 : 89 . ' 51 : 5 : 1 � 2 : 2 : 3 . � -6.7% TM
1988: 211 : 73 : 84 . � 53 : 5 � " �� 5 : 3 . � - 9.9% WA
(OPI date - 6/88)
A-2 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP . � % +/- TM
1985: 585 : 159 : 151 . � 77 : 46 : 15 m 26 : 5 : 19 . � '85 to '88
1986: 428 : 161 : 141 i 80 : 29 : 9 z 17 : 3 : 13 .
1987: 435 : 175 : 154 . 71 : 20 : 6 z 11 : 3 : 9 . ' -34.6% TM
1988: 383 � ^ : 161 . 72 : 21 : 13 z 8 � : 1 . ' -15.8% WA
(OPI date - 1/86)
A-3 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M �.S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 357 : 243 : 114 : 83 : 85 : 35 m� 37 : 13 : 6 : '85 to '88
1986: 4 03 : 271 : 145 .� 103 : 76 : 27 �� 40 : 9 : 12
1987: 455 : 277 : 106 . ' 97 : 75 : 26 � 39 : 10 : 14 : +37.5% TM
1988: 491 : 269 : 124 . � 112 : 48 : 23 � 24 : 1 : 13 : +10.6% WA
(OPI date - 9/88)
A-4 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 1134 : 362 : 359 .� 129 : 45 : 8 � 33 : 4 : 8 :'85 to '88
1986: 1099 : 265 : 411 . 149 : 59 : 13 42 : 4 : 19 �
1987: 1127 : 368 : 365 . 159 : 5 7 : 5
� 43 : 9 : 14 : +0.04% TM
1988: 1188 : 426 : 401 . � 209 : 84 : 22
�
� 50 : 12 : 17 : +17.6% WA
(OPI date - 4/88)
A-5 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 1871: 512: 856 : 311 : 84 : 25 : 48 : 11 : 17 : '85 to '88
1986: 1801: 448: 727 : 309 : 66 .
� 18 . � 45 .� 3 . � 8 ��
198 7: 1762: 446: 688 : 286 ; 63 .
� 28 . � 34 . � 1 . � 8 ; - 3.1% TM
1988: 1541: 448: 713 : 288 : 60 .
' 27 . � 23 . � 10 . � 19 : -12.5% WA
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Figure 5.8 (continued)
(OPI date - 7/87)
A-6 ; T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A : N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP � % +/- TM
1985: 291 : 165 : 160 . 101 I 47 : 15 : 23 : 9 : 2 � '85 to '88
1986: 276 : 167 : 179 : 86 : 35 : 15 : 16 : 4 : 6 �
1987: 306 : 159 : 183 : 79 : 51 : 15 : 32 : 4 : 9 - 4.5% TM
1988: 278 : 144 : 183 . 75 : 23 : 10 : 4 : 9 : 13 �� -12.8% WA
(OPI date - 5/86)
A- 7 ; T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP % +/- TM
1985: 180 : 95 : 61 : 30 � 16 : - : 3 : 13 : 1 � '85 to '88
1986: 200 :105 : 74 � 30 i 22 : - : 7 : 15 : 3 ��
1987: 200 : 95 : 63 : 25 5 : - : 3 : 2 : 3 - 5.6% TM
1988: 170 : 85 : 60 : 25 ' 4 : - : 3 : 1 : 3 �� -10.6% WA
(OPI date - 1/87)
A-8 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP � % +/- TM
1985: 1530 : 450 : 585 : 260 . 45 : 9 : 25 : 11 : 16 � '85 to '88
1986: 1505 : 470 : 474 : 260 : 67 : 3 : 46 : 18 : 15
1987: 1515 : 508 ; 636 : 300 : 96 : 4 : 64 : 28 : 20 - 3.1% TM
1988: 1483 : 435 : 438 : 323 ; 132 : 5 : 115 : 12 : 23 � - 3.4% WA
(OPI date - 7/87)
A-9 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP � % +/- TM
1985: 364 : 138 : 122 .� 56 : 23 : 2 : 17 : 4 : 11 '85 to '88
1986: 347 : 133 : 178 . � 57 ; 38 : 5 : 20 : 13 : 13 �
1987: 312 : 117 : 150 . ' 58 : 12 : 2 : 7 : 3 : 5 -19.0% TM
1988: 295 : 118 : 106 . 81 I 24 : 11 : 9 : 4 : 8 � -14.5% WA
(OPI date - 4/88)
A-10: T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP �� % +/- TM
1985: 420 : 148 : 84 � 42 : 24 : 10 : 12 : 2 : 11 '85 to '88
1986: 443 : 182 : 87 . ' 42 : 38 : 6 : 17 : 15 : 4
1987: 442 : 167 : 129 . � 60 : 19 : 4 : 5 : 10 : 5 +11.9% TM
1988: 470 : 165 : 135 . � 65 : 43 : 7 : 28 : 8 : 9 +11.4% WA
(OPI date - 2/86)
A-11 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP � % +/- TM
1985: 338 : 95 : 150 : 57 ; 12 : 2 : 6 : 4 : 9 � '85 to '88
1986: 320 : 90 : 107 . ' 37 : 12 : 1 : 10 : 1 : 7
1987: 322 :110 : 107 . ' 49 : 24 : 4 : 14 : 6 : 4
� N/C TM
1988: 340 :134 : 114 . ' 45 : 29 : 8 : 18 : 3 : 9 � +41.0% WA
(OPI date - 1/88)
A-12: T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP
�
� % +/- TM
1985: 509 : 189 : 212 : 87 r 72 : 12 : 41 : 19 : 12
�
� '85 to '88
1986: 486 : 216 : 264 � 106 .
� 47 : 18 : 26 : 3 : 15 ��
1987: 551 : 254 : 350 � 134 �108 : 28 : 55 : 25 : 16 � +23. 7\i TM
1988: 6^ : 357 : 465 ' 194 �144 : 45 : 60 : 39 : 39 � +88.8% WA
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Figure 5.9
Membership and Attendance Patterns - Corpus Christi District
20000 -1 � ,
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year T/M W/A S/S/M S/S/A
1984 14691 4894 5830 2697
1985 14757 4957 5064 2608
1986 14306 5003 5577 2763
1987 14146 4947 5926 2869
1988 14177 4787 5546 2695
T/M = Total Membership
W/A = Worship Attendance
S/S/M = Sunday School Membership
S/S/A = Sunday School Attendance
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Figure 5.10
Three Types of New Members - Corpus Christi District
1200
E
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year N/IVI POF IRCM FCD
1984 1052 337 484 231
1985 1111 369 463 279
1986 1015 300 479 236
1987 944 329 403 212
1988 81 1 254 347 210
N/I\yi = New IVIembers
POF = Profession of Faitii
POtJ\ = Received from Other United l\/lethod Churches
ROD = Received from Other Denomination
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Figure 5.11
Comparative Statistics - Sample Group 1
Corpus Christi District * 1985 - 1988
CATEGORIES
(T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship Attend * S/S/M= Sun/School
Memb. * S/S/A= S/Sch. Attend. * N/M= New Members POF= Profession
of Faith * ROM= Received other United Meth. * ROD= Received other
Denomination * BAP= Baptisms)
(OPI date - 1/88)
B-1 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M �S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 690 : 198: 225 . � 100 : 28 : 12 : 15 : 1 : 9 : '85 to '88
1986: 699 ; 198: 211 . � 101 : 3 7 : 14 : 19 : 4 : 19 m
1987: 648 : 180: 224 , � 115 : 22 : 12 : 9 : 1 : 18 : -10.2% TM
1988: 620 : 162: 146 . 87 : 9 : 4 : 3 : 2 : 4 : -18.2% WA
(OPI date - 4/86)
B-2 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD : BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 1264 : 422: 750 . � 280 : 220 : 68 : 92 : 60 : 45 : '85 to '88
1986: 1324 : 4 26: 713 . � 264 : 167 : 32 : 8 7 : 48 : 27 �
1987: 1366 : 462: 710 . 275 : 128 : 3 7 : 50 : 41 : 22 ; + 7.7% TM
1988: 1362 : 4 34: 782 . � 254 : 106 : 4 0 : 41 : 25 : 29 : + 2.8% WA
(OPI date - 1/88)
B-3 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD i BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 665 : 209: 294 : 30 : 44 : 27 : 12 : 5 . 8 : '85 to '88
1986: 623 : 191: 182 . � 150 : 32 : 11 : 16 : 5 i 5 :
1987: 584 : 205: 297 . � 151 : 33 : 7 : 25 : 1 : 5 : -10.4% TM
1988: 596 : 193: 275 . � 142 : 42 : 11 : 22 : 9 : 6 : - 7.7% WA
(OPI date - 4/88)
B-4 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M �S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD . BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 510 : 180: 218 . � 85 : 48 : 17 : 12 : 19 : 18 : '85 to '88
1986: 499 : 218: 233 . 92 : 4 5 : 17 : 17 : 11 : 13
�
1987: 525 : 226: 253 . � 104 : 48 : 20 : 15 : 13 : 21 ; + 3.9% TM
1988: 530 : 222: 255 . � 100 : 38 : 16 : 15 ; 7 . 5 : +23.3% WA
(OPI date - 10/86)
B-5 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 341 : 109: 138 : 70 : 26 : 10 : 11 : 5 : 5 : '85 to '88
1986: 341 : 100: 136 .� 72 : 9 : 1 : 7 : 1 : -
1987: 320 ; 95: 120 . � 73 : 12 : 4 : 6 : 2 : 2 : - 4.7% TM
1988: 325 ; 101: 123 . � 77 : 14 : 7 : 7 � : 5 : - 7.4% WA
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Figure 5.11 (continued)
(OPI date - 3/86)
B-6 : T/M :w/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP � % +/- TM
1985: 300 : 78 : 109 : 49 : 9 : 5 : 3 : 1 : 4 '85 to '88
1986: 292 : 86 : 104 : 49 . � 12 : 5 : 5 : 2 . � 4
1987: 303 : 83 ; 110 : 42 r 18 : 6 : 6 : 6 .� 2 + 1.0% TM
1988: 303 : 85 72 : 42 : 20 : 2 : 11 : 7 . ' 1 + 8.9% WA
(OPI date - 2/87)
B-7 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP � % +/- TM
1985: 236 : 92 : 85 : - : 7 : 1 : 3 : 3 : 4 '85 to '88
1986: 228 :100 : 89 . � 60 . � 5 : 2 : 1 : 2 : 4
1987: 234 : 78 : 77 . � 30 . � 20 : 9 : 6 : 5 : 4 s - 4.7% TM
1988: 225 : 78 : 78 . � 35 . ' 9 : 4 : 1 : 4 : 9 -15.3% WA
(OPI date - 5/87)
B-8 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP � % +/- TM
1985: 105 : 5 7 : 70 : 45 � 9 : 1 : 7 : 1 . � 1 � '85 to '88
1986: 108 : 6 7 : 73 . � 41 . � 11 : - : 11 - . - �
1987: 111 : 62 : 72 � 49 � 14 : 8 : 6 : - . 3 �� + 8.5% TM
1988: 114 : 63 : 70 ' 48 : 8 : 1 : 7 - , ' 3 �� +10.5% WA
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Figure 5.12
Membership and Attendance Patterns - Kerrville District
12000 T _ 1
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year J/M W/A S/S/M S/S/A
1984 1 1349 4197 4510 2168
1985 1 1437 4298 4726 2043
1986 1 171 1 4523 4830 2438
1987 1 1928 4802 5125 2445
1988 1 1870 5005 4989 2449
T/M = Total Membership
W/A = Worship Attendance
S/S/M = Sunday School Membership
S/S/A = Sunday School Attendance
Figure 5.13
Three Types of New Members - Kerrville District
140
1000
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year N/IVI RDF FCM PCD
1984 772 294 347 131
1985 747 232 342 173
1986 846 227 477 142
1987 923 287 415 221
1988 826 295 336 195
N/M = New Members
POF = Profession of Faitii
FCM = Received from Otiier United Metiiod Cliurches
ROD = Received from Otiier Denomination
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Figure 5.14
Comparative Statistics - Sample Group 1
Kerrville District * 1985 - 1988
CATEGORIES
(T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship Attend * S/S/M= Sun/School
Memb. * S/S/A= S/Sch. Attend. * U/M= New Members POF= Profession
of Faith * ROM= Received other United Meth. * ROD= Received other
Denomination * BAP= Baptisms)
(OPI date - 11/85)
C-1 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 327 : 134: 199 : 76 r 24 : 15 : 3 : 6 � 20 : '85 to '88
1986: 316 : 105: 163 : 59 ' 14 : 6 : 7 : 1 . � 5
198 7: 324 : 112: 129 : 61 . ' 21 : 10 : 6 ; 5 . 4 : - 1.3% TM
1988: 323 : 116: 133 : 54 .� 19 : 8 : 10 ; 1 . 4 : -13.5% WA
(OPI date - 1/87)
C-2 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 191 : 67 : 57 : 14 : 5 : 2 : 3 � ~ - : '85 to '88
1986: 188 : 60 : 71 : 23 � 6 : 2 : 2 ; 2 . 8
1987: 191 : 75 : 61 : 23 : 11 : 3 : 5 ; 3 . � 5 : - 2.7% TM
1988: 186 : 94 : 46 : 16 : 7 : 3 : 3 : 1 . � 4 : +40.2% WA
(OPI date - 1/86)
C-3 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 290 : 92: 133 : 44 : 8 3 : 2 ' 5 : '85 to '88
1986: 309 : 136: 134 r 58 . � 28 ; 7 ; 17 : 4 . 8 :
1987: 313 : 129: 166 � 67 . � 17 ; 6 : 9 : 2 . 2 : - 5.6% TM
1988: 274 : 135: 139 � 60 . 27 : 4 : 15 : 8 . 10 : +46.7% WA
(OPI date - 9/85)
C-4 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 506 : 125: 157 : 64 � 30 : 9 : 15 : 6 . ' 14 : '85 to '88
1986: 536 : 133: 176 .� 74 . ' 67 : 10 : 54 : 3 . ' 10 �
1987: 519 : 130: 207 . � 67 . ' 21 : 8 : 9 : 4 . ' 6 N/C TM
1988: 505 : 127: 205 , ' 61 . � 14 : 6 : 7 : 1 . ' 3 : + 1.0% WA
(OPI date - 2/86)
C-5 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 108 : 75 : 55 ' 34 � 6 : 3 : � : 3 : 2 : '85 to '88
1986: 124 : 96 : 64 . � 43 . � 26 : 9 : 10 : 7 : 6 ��
1987: 131 : 97 : 66 . 39 . � 15 : 7 : - : 8 ' 1 ; +37.0% TM
1988: 148 : 111: 69 . 41 . � 24 : 4 : 6 : 14 : 4 : +48.0% WA
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Figure 5.14 (continued)
(OPI date - 7/88)
C-6 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 422 : 120: 100 : 50 : 11 : 5 : 5 : 1 : 7 � '85 to '88
1986: 424 : 110: 91 . ' 52 � 12 : 3 : 9 - : 2 �
1987: 404 : 100: 98 .� 51 . � 7 : 2 : 5 : 1 - 8.3% TM
1988: 387 ; 98: 87 . � 42 . ' 6 : 3 : 3 : 2 �� -18.4% WA
(OPI date - 11/87)
C-7 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A rW/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP � % +/- TM
1985: 98 : 38 : 56 � 15 � 9 : 3 : 3 : 3 : 3 � '85 to '88
1986: 102 : 40 : 40 . ' 19 . ' 8 : 2 : 3 : 3 : 5 �
1987: 110 : 45 : 48 . ' 20 . ' 14 : 2 : 10 : 2 - � +17.3% TM
1988: 115 : 50 : 61 . ' 24 . ' 12 : 2 : 9 : 1 ; 1 ; +31.5% WA
(OPI date - 3/88)
C-8 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 684 : 203: 238 : 136 : 19 : 4 : 7 : 8 � 9 : '85 to '88
1986: 671 : 221: 307 : 159 : 21 : 7 : 11 : 3 . ' 9 �
1987: 657 : 226: 310 : 161 : 23 : 8 : 10 : 5 . � 9 : - 2.5% TM
1988: 667 : 237: 331 : 179 : 32 : 15 : 7 : 10 . ' 12 : +16.7% WA
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Figure 5.15
Membership and Attendance Patterns - McAllen District
o
S3
E
o
12000
10000 -
8000 -
6000 -
4000 -
2000 -
0 -4-^
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year T/M W/A S/S/M S/S/A
1984 1 1728 5380 4738 2151
1985 1 1379 5158 4548 2108
1986 1 1248 5067 4819 2104
1987 10748 4825 4731 1970
1988 10461 4988 4740 1949
T/M = Total Membersiiip
W/A = Worship Attendance
S/S/M = Sunday School Membership
S/S/A = Sunday School Attendance
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Figure 5.16
Three Types of New Members - McAllen District
800 T �
E
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year N/M POF ROM ROD
1984 683 230 309 144
1985 575 189 271 115
1986 631 191 308 1 32
1987 534 183 254 97
1988 466 138 234 94
N/M = New Members
POF = Profession of Faitti
ROM = Received from Otfier United Method Churches
ROD = Received from Other Denomination
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Figure 5.17
Comparative Statistics - Sample Group 1
McAllen District * 1985 - 1988
CATEGORIES
(T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship Attend * S/S/M= Sun/School
Memb. * S/S/A= S/Sch. Attend. * N/M= New Members POF= Profession
of Faith * ROM= Received other United Meth. * ROD= Received other
Denomination * BAP= Baptisms)
(OPI date - 5/86)
D-1 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 314 : 71 : 91 . � 40 . 5 : 3 : 1 : 1 . 2 : '85 to '88
1986: 306 : 80 : 63 . 42 : 4 : 1 : 3 2 ��
1987: 301 : 76 : 84 . 39 i 12 : 4 : 5 ; 3 I 4 : - 6.7% TM
1988: 293 : 79 : 93 . 38 . 8 : 2 : 5 : 1 : 4 : +11.2% WA
(OPI date - 9/88)
D-2 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 990 : 53 0 : 471 . � 232 . 125 : 61 : 3 7 : 27 . 14 : '85 to '88
1986: 997 : 482 : 506 : 214 : 98 : 70 : 13 : 15 : 25 �
1987: 919 : 395 : 565 : 165 : 44 : 13 : 20 : 11 : 3 ; -11.2% TM
1988: 880 : 369 : 227 . 158 : 14 : 5 : 9 3 : -30.4% WA
(OPI date - 11/85)
D-3 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A .�N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 535 : 157 : 157 � 52 . - 22 : 10 : 8 : 4 : 8 : '85 to '88
1986: 509 : 152 : 168 . 52 i 29 : 7 : 13 : 9 .
� 12 �
1987: 504 : 168 : 166 . � 35 . 19 : 6 : 10 : 3 .
� _ ; -14.1% TM
1988: 460 : 143 : 241 . ' 45 . � 14 : 11 : 1 : 2
� 8 : - 9.0% WA
(OPI date - 7/87)
D-4 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 167 : 75 : 67 � 30
� 3 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 2 : '85 to '88
1986: 167 : 69 : 49 . � 15 .
' 10 : 3 : 5 : 2 : 4 m
1987: 167 : 54 : 36 . ' 17 .
� 14 : 9 : 5 : � : 4 : - 7.2% TM
1988: 155 : 51 : 3 7 . - 15 . � 5 : 5 � " : � : 2 : -32.0% WA
(OPI date - 10/86)
D-5 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 124 3 : 481 : 428 : 201 : 36 : 11 : 23 : 2 : 15 : '85 to '88
1986: 1244 : 4 00 : 349 : 145 : 41 : 6 : 28 : 7 : 9
�
�
1987: 1235 : 290 : 326 : 134 : 44 : 15 : 13 : 16 : 14 ;
- 5.4% TM
1988: 1177 : 276 : 373 : 140 : 33 : 6 : 21 : 6 : 6 : -42.7% WA
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Figure 5.17 (continued)
(OPI date - 10/85)
D-6 : T/M :W/A zS/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 598 : 345: 196 : 80 : 33 : 7 : 22 : 4 : 4 � '85 to '88
1986: 606 : 358: 211 : 100 : 26 : 6 : 16 : 4 : 2
1987: 552 : 343: 322 : 105 : 27 : 11 : 10 : 6 : 10 � -12.6% TM
1988: 523 : 313: 339 : 106 : 4 0 : 10 : 21 : 9 : 8 � - 9.3% WA
(OPI date - 10/86)
D-7 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP � % +/- TM
1985: 566 : 236: 164 : 116 : 34 : 8 : 26 � : 3 '85 to '88
1986: 558 : 263: 139 : 128 : 18 : - : 15 : 3 : 5 ;
1987: 521 : 262: 134 : 116 : 16 : 1 : 9 ; 6 : 1 - 8.2% TM
1988: 520 : 267: 146 : 118 : 21 : 1 : 15 : 5 : 5 �� +13.1% WA
Figure 5.18
Membership and Attendance Patterns - San Angelo District
10000
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year T/M W/A S/S/M S/S/A
1984 9040 3302 3997 1959
1985 8903 3286 4067 2006
1986 8775 3365 4136 2015
1987 8617 3230 3843 1842
1988 8529 3169 3873 1793
T/M = Total Membership
W/A = Worship Attendance
S/S/M = Sunday School Membership
S/S/A = Sunday School Attendance
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Figure 5.19
Three Types of New Members - San Angelo District
600 -I
3
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year N/IVI RDF l=CM ROD
1984 520 167 230 123
1985 534 139 281 114
1986 497 161 241 95
1987 476 179 196 101
1988 422 132 199 91
N/IVI = New IVIembers
POF = Profession of Faitii
ROM = Received from Otiier United IVIetliod Cliurches
ROD = Received from Other Denomination
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Figure 5.20
Comparative Statistics - Sample Group 1
San Angelo District * 1985 - 1988
CATEGORIES
(T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship Attend * S/S/M= Sun/School
Memb. * S/S/A= S/Sch. Attend. * N/M= New Members POF= Profession
of Faith * ROM= Received other United Meth. * ROD= Received other
Denomination * BAP= Baptisms)
(OPI date - 2/86)
E-1 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP ; % +/- TM
1985: 136 : 63 : 76 : 41 : 8 : 5 r 2 : 1 : 2 : '85 to '88
1986: 131 : 61 : 68 . � 42 . � 6 : 2 .� 4 : 2 z
198 7: 127 : 64 : 64 . � 39 � 9 � ~ � 8 ; 1 : 2 : - 6.7% TM
1988: 127 : 35 : 58 . ' 35 � 5 ; 2 . � 3 �
(OPI date - 9/86)
E-2 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 128 : 66 : 100 . � 29 . � 5 : 4 . - : 1 : 1 : '85 to '88
1986: 128 : 6 7 : 100 . 35 . 1 : - . - : 1 -
1987: 122 : 43 : 34 i 21 : 2 : 1 I - : 1 : 1 : - 3.2% TM
1988: 124 : 41 : 31 i 16 : 4 : 1 : 1 : 2 : -37.9% WA
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Figure 5.21
Membership and Attendance Patterns - San Antonio District
40000 T 1
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year T/M W/A S/S/M S/S/A
1984 30068 10674 1 1682 5558
1985 30686 10561 1 1379 5770
1986 30970 11 123 12389 7131
1987 30493 1 1533 12585 6125
1988 30936 11341 12694 6218
T/M = Total l\/lembership
W/A = Worsliip Attendance
S/S/M = Sunday Schiool Membership
S/S/A = Sunday School Attendance
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Figure 5.22
Three Types of New Members - San Antonio District
3000
E
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year N/IVI POF FCM l=OD
1984 2510 847 1141 522
1985 2630 922 1 179 529
1986 2598 931 1 108 559
1987 2493 980 4029 484
1988 2398 950 1014 434
N/M = New Members
POF = Profession of Faitii
FCM = Received from Otiier United Metiiod Cliurches
ROD = Received from Other Denomination
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Figure 5.23
Comparative Statistics - Sample Group 1
San Antonio District * 1985 - 1988
CATEGORIES
(T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship Attend * S/S/M= Sun/School
Memb. * S/S/A= S/Sch. Attend. * N/M= New Members POF= Profession
of Faith * ROM= Received other United Meth. * ROD= Received other
Denomination * BAP= Baptisms)
(OPI date - 1/88)
F-1 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 224 : 8 7 : 97 � 36 . ' 15 : 3 � 6 : 6 . ' 2 : '85 to '88
1986: 238 : 96 : 81 . � 38 . � 20 : 3 � 8 : 9 . 4 m�
1987: 207 : 85 : 81 . � 38 . ' 10 : 1 � 5 : 4 i 4 : - 8.5% TM
1988: 205 : 76 : 65 . � 41 . � 4 : 2 � � : 2 . � : -12.7% WA
(OPI date - 11/85)
F-2 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A �.N/M :POF :ROM :ROD 'BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 204 : 73 : 76 : 38 : 13 : 6 � 4 : 3 � 5 : '85 to '88
1986: 200 : 68 : 68 � 26 ' 12 : 4 I 7 : 1 . � 2 :
1987: 163 : 6 7 : 3 7 . � 22 . ' 4 : 1 I 3 - . � 2 : -29.5% TM
1988: 144 : 55 : 32 .� 18 . � 4 : 2 �� � : 2 . ' � : -24.7% WA
(OPI date - 9/86)
F-3 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD �BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 428 : 110 : 49 . � 40 . ' 10 : 3 : 7 : - ,� 3 : '85 to '88
1986: 405 : 107 ; 49 . 40 . 5 � " : 5 : - . � 6 :
1987: 345 : 105 : 57 . 38 . � 9 ; 4 : 5 : - , � 1 : -26.7% TM
1988: 314 : 81 : 52 . � 34 . ' 28 : 7 � 21 : � , ' 1 : -26.4% WA
(OPI date - 4/86)
F-4 : T/M :W/A : S/S/M '.S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 187 : 90 : 73 ' 35 r 20 : 2 : 14 : 4 : - : '85 to '88
1986: 183 : 49 : 41 . � 26 � 6 : 4 : 1 : 1 : 3 :
1987: 114 : 41 : 33 . � 15 ' 8 : 1 � 5 : 2 : 2 : -46.0% TM
1988: 101 : 34 12 . � 11 : 2 8 : 1 : 2 : -62.3% WA
(OPI date - 11/85)
F-5 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 772 : 225: 301 : 125 : 29 : 6 : 12 ' 11 r 6 : '85 to '88
1986: 765 : 228: 230 : 118 : 81 : 49 : 18 . � 14 .� 12 :
1987: 691 : 220: 446 : 120 : 50 : 17 : 16 � 17 : 11 : - 9.4% TM
1988: 700 : 247: 230 : 150 : 83 : 38 : 34 r 11 : 15 ; + 9.7% WA
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Figure 5.23 (continued)
(OPI date - 9/87)
F-6 : T/M : W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 1180: 325 : 194 : 109 : 29 : 13 : 4 : 12 : � : '85 to '88
1986: 865: 300 : 238 : 108 : 56 : 32 : 5 : 19 : 16 :
1987: 872: 317 : 163 : 76 : 43 : 27 : 8 : 8 : 13 : -25.1% TM
1988: 884: � : 160 : 60 : 28 : 1 : 16 : 11 : 14 : - 2.5% WA
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Figure 5.24
Membership and Attendance Patterns - Victoria District
12000 T 1
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
Year T/M W/A S/S/M S/S/A
1984 10613 3595 4629 1794
1985 10509 3625 4893 1967
1986 10457 4410 4896 1995
1987 10271 3864 4696 1969
1988 10051 3555 4663 1995
T/M = Total Membersiiip
W/A = Worsiiip Attendance
S/S/M = Sunday Sciiool Membersiiip
S/S/A = Sunday Sciiool Attendance
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Figure 5.25
Three Types of New Members - Victoria District
e
JO
E
3
600
500 -
400
300
200
100 -
1984
N/M
PCF
ROM
POD
1988
Year N/iVI PCF i=CM FDD
1984 599 232 262 105
1985 518 190 179 149
1986 531 183 176 172
1987 446 169 147 130
1988 447 172 138 137
N/IVI = New Members
FOF = Profession of Faitii
FCM = Received from Otiier United Metiiod Ciiurclies
ROD = Received from Otiier Denomination
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Figure 5.26
Comparative Statistics - Sample Group 1
Victoria District * 1985 - 1988
CATEGORIES
(T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship Attend * S/S/M= Sun/School
Memb. * S/S/A= S/Sch. Attend. * N/M= New Members POF= Profession
of Faith * ROM= Received other United Meth. * ROD= Received other
Denomination * BAP= Baptisms)
(OPI date - 3/86)
G-1 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 466 : 105: 170 : 57 : 11 ; 5 . ' 5 ; 1 . 5 ; '85 to '88
1986: 475 : 125: 208 . ' 55 . � 23 ; 6 : 8 ; 9 : 5 �
1987: 475 : 128: 213 . ' 72 . 6 : 2 I 4 : - : 5 ; + 3.4% TM
1988: 482 : 125: 176 . ' 67 . 15 : 9 : 1 ; 5 : 5 : +19.0% WA
(OPI date - 6/86)
G-2 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :R0D :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 564 : 165: 106 , ' 57 . ' 24 : 10 . 9 : 5 i 4 : '85 to '88
1986: 555 : 139: 218 . � 94 . ' 6 : - : 2 : 4 : 3 �
1987: 467 : 127: 228 .� 100 . � 8 : 2 . 1 : 5 : 9 ; -18.7% TM
1988: 459 : 135: 242 . � 100 . � 11 : 1 . 8 : 2 . 1 : -13.0% WA
(OPI date - 6/88)
G-3 : T/M : W/A :S/S/M xS/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 1118: 359: 503 � 194 . r 51 : 24 . � 17 : 10 . � 21 : '85 to '88
1986: 1138: 365: 556 . 229 . � 68 : 27 . 24 : 17 : 23 :
1987: 1158: 368: 606 . 256 . 56 : 21 : 17 : 18 : 21 : + 3.9% TM
1988: 1162: 366: 656 . 264 . 58 : 19 : 29 : 10 : 10 : + 1.9% WA
(OPI date - 11/86)
G-4 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 1367: 369: 1021 � 233 : 73 : 33 : 26 : 14
' 18 : '85 to '88
1986: 1300: 405: 1072 . � 225 . � 76 : 28 .
� 31 : 17 . � 33 �
1987: 1438: 448: 1055 .� 257 :107 : 42
� 51 : 14 � 32 ; + 7.4% TM
1988: 1469: 474: 1075 . � 250 � 96 : 24
' 36 : 36 r 19 : +28.4% WA
(OPI date - 1/87)
G-5 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :R0M :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 147 : 70 : 63 � 18 : 3 : 2 : � : 1 : - : '85 to '88
1986: 153 : 67 : 49 � 21 � 11 : 9 : 1 : 1 r 1
�
�
1987: 152 : 57 : 68 � 28 � 2 : � r 2 : � : 1 ; + 1.3% TM
1988: 149 : 51 : 64 � r 1 : 1 r � : � ; � : -27.2% WA
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Figure 5.26 (continued)
G-6 : T/M :VI/A :S/S/M
(OPI date -
:S/S/A ;W/W
12/85)
:POF :ROM :ROD :BAP % +/- TM
1985: 125 : 56 : 78 ; 34 ; 6 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 4 � '85 to '88
1986: 129 : 60 : 81 : 34 : 9 : 3 : 4 : 2 : -
1987: 127 : 58 : 87 : 31 : 1 : 1 : - : � : 1 � + 1.6% TM
1988: 127 : 52 : 58 : 34 : 4 : - : 2 : 2 - � - 7.2% m
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Figure 5.27
Comparative Statistics - Experimental Group 2
Austin District * Year prior OPI taken - End of Study 1988
CATEGORIES
(T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship Attend * S/S/M= Sun /School
Memb. * S/S/A= S/Sch. Attend. * N/M= New Members POF= Profession
of Faith * ROM= Received other United Meth. * ROD= Received other
Denomination * BAP= Baptisms)
(Church A-5 did their OPI seminar April ,1988)
A-5 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1987: 1762 : 446: 668 : 286 : 63 : 28 : 34 : 1 : 8 : '87 to '88
1988: 1541 : 448: 713 : 288 : 60 : 27 : 23 : 10 : 19 : -12.6% TM
N/C WA
(Church A-6 did their OPI seminar July , 1987)
A-6 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1986: 276 : 16 7: 179 : 86 : 35 : 15 : 16 : 4 : 6 : '86 to '88
1987: 306 : 159: 183 : 79 : 51 : 15 : 32 : 4 : 9 : N/C TM
1^8$: 278 : 144: 183 : 75 : 23 : 10 : 4 : 9 : 13 : -13.8% WA
(Church A-9 did their OPI seminar July, 1987)
A-9 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1986: 347 : 133: 178 57 : 38: 5 : 20 : 13 : 13 : �86 to '88
1987: 312 : 117: 150 58 : 12: 2 : 7 : 3 : 5 : -15.0% TM
1988: 295 : 118: 106 81 : 24: 11 : 9 : 4 : 8 : -11.3% WA
(Church A-11 did their OPI seminar February, 1986)
A-11 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 338 : 95: 150 57 : 12: 2 : 6 : 4 : 9 : '85 to '88
19$6: 320 : 90: 107 37 : 12: 1 : 10 : 1 : 7 :
1987: 322 : 110: 107 49 : 24: 4 : 14 : 6 : 4 : N/C TM
1988: 340 : 134: 114 45 : 29: 8 : 18 : 3 : 9 : +41.0% WA
(Church A-12 did their OPI seminar January, 1988)
A-12: T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
198 7: 551 : 254: 350 : 134 : 108: 28 : 55 : 25 : 16 : '87 to '88
1988: 630 : 357: 465 : 194 : 144: 45 : 60 : 39 : 39 : +14.3% TM
+40.5% WA
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Figure 5.28
Comparative Statistics - Experimental Group 2
Corpus Christi District *Year prior OPI taken - End of Study 1988
CATEGORIES
(T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship Attend * S/S/M= Sun/School
Memb. * S/S/A= S /Sch.Attend. * N/M= New Members POF= Profession
of Faith * ROM= Received other United Meth. * ROD= Received other
Denomination * BAP= Baptisms)
(Church B-2 did their OPI seminar April, 1986)
B-2 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 1264 : 422: 750 : 280 :220 : 68 : 92 : 60 : 45 : ' 85 to /88
1986: 1324 : 426: 713 : 264 :16 7 : 32 : 87 : 48 : 27 :
1987: 1366 : 462: 710 : 275 :128 : 37 : 50 : 41 : 22 : +7. 7% TM
1988: 1362 : 434: 782 : 254 :106 : 40 : 41 : 25 : 29 : +2.8% WA
(Church B-3 did their OPI seminar January , 1988)
B-3 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
198 7: 584 : 205: 297 : 151 : 33 : 7 : 25 : 1 : 5 : '87 to '88
1988: 596 : 193: 275 : 142 : 42 : 11 : 22 : 9 : 6 : +2.0% TM
-5.9% WA
(Church B-5 did their OPI seminar October , 1986)
B-5 ; T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 341 : 109: 138 : 70 : 26 : 10 : 11 : 5 : 5 :' 85 to '88
1986: 341 : 100: 136 : 72 : 9 : 1 : 7 : 1 : � :
1987: 320 : 95: 120 : 73 : 12 : 4 : 6 : 2 : 2 : -4.7% TM
1988: 325 : 101: 123 : 77 : 14 : 7 : 7 : - : 5 : -7.4% WA
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Figure 5.29
Comparative Statistics - Experimental Group 2
Kerrville District * Year prior to OPI taken - End of Study 1988
CATEGORIES
(T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship Attend * S/S/M= Sun /School
Memb. * S/S/A= S/Sch.Attend. * N/M= New Members * POF= Profession
of Faith * ROM= Received other United Meth.* ROD= Received other
Denomination * BAP= Baptisms)
(Church C-1 did their OPI seminar November , 1985)
C-1 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M .�S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM .'ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1984: 318 : 139: 211 . 79 . � 15 : 4 , � 6 . � 5 . ' - : '84 to '88
1985: 327 : 134: 199 : 76 : 24 : 15 : 3 . 6 -. 20 :
1986: 316 : 105: 163 : 59 : 14 : 6 : 7 . 1 I 5 :
1987: 324 : 112: 129 : 61 : 21 : 10 : 6 : 5 : 4 : +1.5% TM
1988: 323 : 116: 133 : 54 : 19 : 8 : 10 i 1 : 4 : -16.6% WA
(Church C-2 did their OPI seminar January, 1987)
C-2 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1986: 188 : 60 : 71 . ' 23 .� 6 : 2 .� 2 . � 2 . � 8 : '86 to '88
1987: 191 : 75 : 61 . � 23 . 11 : 3 . � 5 . � 3 . � 5 : - 1.1% TM
1988: 186 : 94 : 46 . � 16 . � 7 : 3 ,� 3 � 1 .� 4 : +56.6% WA
(Church C-4 did their OPI seminar September , 1985)
C-4 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1984: 535 : 159: 170 � 69 � 25 : 13 r 9 r 3 r 13 :'84 to '88
1985: 506 : 125: 157 . � 64 . 30 : 9 . � 15 r 6 � 14 :
1986: 536 : 133: 176 . 74 . 67 : 10 . � 54 � 3 , � 10 :
1987: 519 : 130: 207 . 67 i 21 : 8 . � 9 . � 4 .� 6 : -5.7% TM
1988: 505 : 127: 205 . 61 . 14 : 6 � 7 � I
' 3 : -20.2% WA
(Church C-7 did their OPI seminar November , 1987)
C-7 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M 'S/S/A �N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1986: 102 : 40 : 40 r 19 : 8 : 2 : 3 ; 3 : 5 : '86 to '88
1987: 110 : 45 : 48 : 20 : 14 : 2 : 10 : 2 : - : +12.7% TM
1988: 115 : 50: 61 . ' 24 : 12 : 2 : 9 ; 1 : 1 : +25.0% WA
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Figure 5.30
Comparative Statistics - Experimental Group 2
McAllen District * Year prior to OPI taken - End of Study 1988
CATEGORIES
(T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship Attend * S/S/M= Sun/School
Memb. * S/S= S/Sch. Attend. * N/M= New Members * POF= Profession
of Faith * ROM= Received other United Meth. * ROD= Received other
Denomination BAP= Baptisms)
(Church D-2 did their OPI seminar September, 1988)
D-2 : T/M :W/A -.S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1987: 919 : 395: 565 : 165 : 44 : 13 : 20 : 11 : 3 :'87 to '88
1988: 880 : 369: 277 : 158 : 14 : 5 : 9 : - : 3 : -4.3% TM
-6.6% WA
(Church D-3 did their OPI seminar November, 1985)
D-3 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1984: 536 : 168: 154 : 50 : 13 : 5 : 6 . ' 2 . ' 4 : '84 to '88
1985: 535 : 157: 157 : 52 : 22 : 10 : 8 . � 4 . � 8 :
1986: 509 : 152: 168 : 52 : 29 : 7 : 13 . � 9 . � 12 :
1987: 504 : 168: 166 : 35 : 19 : 6 : 10 . ' 3 . � - : -14.2% TM
1988: 460 : 143: 241 : 45 : 14 : 11 : 1 . � 2 . � 8 : -14.9% WA
(Church D-5 did their OPI seminar October, 1986)
D-5 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985:1243 : 481: 428 : 201 : 36 : 11 : 23 . 2 . 15 : '85 to '88
1986:1244 : 400: 349 : 145 : 41 6 : 28 : 7 i 9 :
1987:1235 : 290: 326 : 134 : 44 : 15 : 13 : 16 ; 14 : - 5.4% TM
1988:1177 : 276: 373 : 140 : 33 : 6 : 21 : 6 : 6 : -42.7% WA
(Church D-6 did their OPI seminar October, 1985)
D-6 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1984: 620 : 331: 180 : 101 : 30 : - : 21 .� 9 : 3 : '84 to '88
1985: 598 : 345: 196 : 80 : 33 : 7 : 22 . ' 4 . � 4 :
1986: 606 : 358: 211 : 100 : 26 : 6 : 16 . � 4 . ' 2 :
1987: 552 : 342: 322 : 105 : 27 : 11 : 10 . � 6 . � 10 : -15.7% TM
1988: 523 : 313: 339 : 106 : 4 0 : 10 : 21 . � 9 , � 8 : -5.5% WA
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Figure 5.31
Comparative Statistics - Experimental Group 2
San Antonio District *Year prior to OPI taken - End of Study 1988
CATEGORIES
(T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship Attend * S/S/M= Sun/School
Memb. * S/S/A= S/Sch.Attend. * N/M= New Members * POF= Profession
of Faith * ROM= Received other United Meth. * ROD= Received other
Denomination * Bap= Baptisms)
(Church F-2 did their OPI seminar November, 1985)
F-2 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF -.ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1984: 217 : 82 : 79 : 38 ' 5 . ' 2 . � 2 . ' 1 . � 4 : '84 to '88
1985: 204 : 73 : 76 : 38 . � 13 . ' 6 . � 4 . � 3 . � 5 :
1986: 200 : 68 : 68 r 26 . � 12 .� 4 . 7 . � 1 . � 2 :
1987: 163 : 67 : 37 r 22 . ' 4 . � 1 . 3 . - , � 2 : -33.7% TM
1988: 144 : 55 : 32 : 18 .� 4 . � 2 . 2 . � t * � � -33.0% WA
(Church F -3 did their OPI seminar September , 1986)
F-3 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M 'POF :ROM :ROD �BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 428 : 110: 49 : 40 ' 10 . �?�J �� 7 . � � 3 : '85 to '88
1986: 405 : 107: 49 . 40 . ' 5 . 5 . - . � 6 :
1987: 345 : 105: 57 . 38 . 9 . 4 . 5 . - . ' 1 : -26.7% TM
1988: 314 : 81: 52 . 34 . 28 . 7 I 21 I � 1 : -26.4% WA
(Church F-4 did their OPI seminar April, 1986)
F-4 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M xPOF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 187 : 90 : 73 : 35 : 20 : 2 : 14 : 4 * � *> � '85 to '88
1986: 183 : 49 : 41 . 26 . � 6 .� 4 . ' 1 . � 1 . � 3 ;
1987: 114 : 41 : 33 . 15 .� 8 . � 1 ' 5 r 2 : 2 ; -46.0% TM
1988: 101 : 34 : � 12 . � 11 � 2 . � 8 � 1 : 2 : -62.3% WA
(Church F-5 did their OPI seminar November , 1985)
F-5 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M �S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1984: 789 : 205: 209 . ' 113 . ' 47 : 16 : 18 r 13 : 7 : '84 to '88
1985: 772 : 225: 301 . � 125 . ' 29 . ' 6 . � 12 � 11 : 6 :
1986: 765 : 228: 230 . 118 . 81 . � 49 . ' 18 � 14 : 12 :
1987: 691 : 220: 446 . 120 . 50 . ' 17 . � 16 . ' 17 : 11 : -11.3% TM
1988: 700 : 247: 230 : 150 : 83 . � 38 . ' 34 . � 11 : 15 : +20.4% WA
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Figure 5.32
Comparative Statistics - Experimental Group 2
Victoria District * Year prior to OPI taken - End of Study 1988
CATEGORIES
(T/M= Total Membership * W/A= Worship Attend * S/S/M= Sun/School
Memb. * S/S/A= S/Sch. Attend. * N/M= New Members POF= Profession
of Faith * ROM= Received other United Meth. * ROD= Received other
Denomination * BAP= Baptisms)
(Church G-1 did their OPI seminar March, 1986)
G-1 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M ,�S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 466 ; 105: 170 : 57 . � 11 : 5 : 5 : 1 : 5 : '85 to '88
1986: 475 : 125: 208 . � 55 . 23 : 6 : 8 : 9 : 5 :
1987: 475 : 128: 213 ,� 72 . 6 : 2 : 4 : : 5 : + 3.4% TM
1988: 482 : 125: 176 . � 67 . � 15 : 9 : 1 : 5 : 5 : +19.0% WA
(Church G-2 did their OPI seminar June , 1986)
G-2 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A :N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 564 : 155: 106 : 57 . � 24 : 10 : 9 : 5 : 4 : '85 to '88
1986: 555 : 139: 218 .� 94 . � 6 : - : 2 : 4 : 3 :
1987: 467 : 127: 228 . � 100 . 8 : 2 : 1 : 5 : 9 : -18.7% TM
1988: 459 : 135: 242 , � 100 . 11 : 1 : 8 : 2 : 1 : -13.0% WA
(Church G-4 did their OPI seminar November , 1986)
G-4 : T/M :W/A :S/S/M :S/S/A �.N/M :POF :ROM :ROD :BAP : % +/- TM
1985: 1367 : 369: 1021 : 233 : 73 : 33 : 26 : 14 : 18 : '85 to '88
1986: 1300 : 4 05: 1072 : 225 . � 76 : 28 : 31 : 17 : 33 :
1987: 1438 : 448: 1055 � 257 �107 : 42 : 51 : 14 : 32 : + 7.4% TM
1988: 1469 : 474: 1075 � 250 . � 92 : 24 : 36 : 13 : 19 : +28.4% WA
APPENDIX C
Control Group Results
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Figure 5.34a
St. Andrew's U.M.C. San Antonio, Texas October 13, 1989
COIVIPARATIVE STATISTICS�RESPONDENTS
Nov.04,1985 Oct. 13, 1989
102 Respondents 35 Respondents (66% less)
GENDER: 1985 1989
Male 27% 40%
Female 43% 60%
Unspecified 30% 0%
AGE:
00�19 0% 0%
20�29 06% 0%
30�39 11% 26%
40�49 12% 17%
50�59 20% 11%
60�69 32% 23%
over 70 17% 20%
Unspecified 02% 03%
MEMBERSHIP:
less tiian 5 yrs 19% 26%
5�5 yrs 21% 20%
more tiian 15 yrs 58% 48%
Unspecified 02% 06%
ATTENDANCE:
3 +/- Sunday P/Mo 80% 91%
1�2 Sunday P/Mo 16% 06%
less 1 Sunday P/Mo 0% 03%
Unspecified 04% 0%
EMPLOYMENT:
Employed 49% 51%
Unemployed 12% 09%
Retired 36% 40%
Unspecified 03% 0%
CHILDREN:
1 or more 13% 37%
none 61% 60%
Unspecified 26% 03%
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Figure 5.34b
St. Andrew's U.M.C San Antonio, Texas October 13, 1989
COIVIPARATIVE STATISTICS
1980 - 1988
ITEMS
Membership
Av Wor Attendance
S/S Membership
Av S/S Attendance
Tot New Membership
POF
Baptisms
Av Per Capita
1980 1 981 1 982
1298 1 141 868
261 52 228
352 237 1 63
1 58 143 118
27 24 31
4 7 1 3
1 2 1 3 1 1
$1 87 $202 $267
1983 1984 1985
827 789 772
200 205 225
185 209 301
106 113 125
29 47 29
16 16 6
6 7 6
$290 $343 $349
1 986 1 987 1988
765 691 700
228 220 247
230 446 230
1 1 8 1 20 150
8 1 50 83
49 1 7 38
1 2 1 1 1 5
$322 $41 1 $390
ITEMS 1975 1984 % Change 1 985 1988 % Change
Membership 1482 789 -4 7% 772 700 -09%
Av Wor Attendance 287 205 - 2 9 % 225 247 + 10%
S/S Membership 468 209 -5 5% 301 230 -24%
Av S/S Attendance 221 1 1 3 - 4 9 % 1 25 150 + 20%
Notes: The figures above left (1975-1984 - % change) represent the data available at time of first
OPI 10/01/1985.
The figures above right (1985-1988 - % change) represent the data available at time of
second OPI 10/13/1989.
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Goals Roles Ldship Action Cons Prop Energy Deleg Doubt
10/29/85 4.2 4.7 6.7 6.0 4.7 5.5 5.2 7.3 -3.0
10/13/89 5.7 4.9 6.8 6.1 5.9 5.4 6.0 6.3 -4.5
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Figure 5.35a
First U.M.C. Edinburg Edinburg, Texas November 10, 1989
COiVIPARATIVE STATiSTiCS - RESPONDENTS
Oct. 04, 1985 Nov.10,1989
44 Respondents 24 Respondents
(45% less)
GENDER: 1985 1989
IVIale 39% 38%
Female 61% 62%
AGE:
00 - 19 09% 0%
20 - 29 0% 08%
30 - 39 16% 13%
40 - 49 07% 21%
50 - 59 28% 29%
60 - 69 20% 04%
over 70 20% 25%
MEMBERSHIP:
less tiian 5 yrs 25% 13%
5 - 15 yrs 25% 37%
more tiian 15 yrs 50% 50%
ATTENDANCE:
3 +/- Sunday P/Mo 57% 75%
1 - 2 Sunday P/Mo 27% 17%
less 1 Sunday P/Mo 16% 08%
EMPLOYMEI^:
Employed 50% 58%
Unemployed 6% 17%
Retired 34% 25%
CHILDREN:
1 or more 22% 17%
none 48% 33%
Unspecified 30% 50%
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Figure 5.35b
First U.M.C. Edinburg Edinburg, Texas November 10, 1989
COIVIPARATIVE STATISTICS
1980 - 1988
ITEMS 1 980 1981 1 982 1 983 1 984 1 985 1986 1987 1 988
Membership 560 553 560 550 536 535 509 504 460
Av Wor Attendance 1 75 1 75 1 80 1 83 1 68 1 57 152 168 143
S/S Membership 296 286 295 289 1 54 1 57 168 1 66 241
Av S/S Attendance 1 1 0 1 00 95 94 50 52 52 35 45
Tot New Membership 8 21 31 1 2 1 3 22 29 1 9 1 4
PCF 2 1 0 4 4 5 1 0 7 6 1 1
Baptisms 3 5 7 1 4 8 1 2 0 8
Av Per Capita $146 $1 65 $181 $235 $243 $221 $199 $312 $280
ITEMS 1 975 1 984 %Change 1 985 1 988 % Change
Membership 641 536 -16% 535 460 -14%
Av.Wor.Attendance 1 74 168 -03% 157 143 - 0 9 %
S/S Membership
Av.S/S Attendance
254
92
154
50
- 3 9 %
-4 6%
157
(157
52
241
141
45
+ 54%
-10% )
-13%
Notes: The figures above left (1975-1984 - % change) represent the data available at time of first
OPI 10/04/1985.
The figures above right (1985-1988 - % change) represent the data available at time of
second OPI 1 1/10/1989.
(In the 1988 % change figures above I have assumed the 241 figure for S/S Membership is
a typographical error on the part of conference transcribers.)
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Figure 5.35c
El 10/16/85
Goals Roles Ldship Action Cons Prop Energy Deleg Doubt
10/1 6/85 3.1 3.6 4.0 4.5 3.2 3.3 2.7 5.6 -0.8
1 1/1 0/89 6.5 6.0 6.8 6.9 4.7 5.7 6.7 8.2 -2.4
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Figure 5.36a
First U.M.C. Cuero Cuero, Texas December 09, 1989
COIVIPARATiVE STATISTICS - RESPONDENTS
Sep^23',~T986' Dec7o9 , 1 989
48 Respondents 38 Respondents (21% less)
GENDER: 1986 1989
IVIale 35% 16%
Female 65% 84%
AGE;
00 - 19 04% 0%
20 - 29 13% 03%
30 - 39 13% 03%
40 - 49 08% 11%
50 - 59 15% 07%
60 - 69 25% 26%
over 70 25% 45%
Unspecified 04% 05%
IVIEIViBERSHIP:
less than 5 yrs 21% 16%
5 - 15 yrs 21% 29%
more than 15 yrs 50% 52%
Unspecified 08% 03%
ATTENDANCE:
3 +/- Sunday P/Mo 60% 69%
1 - 2 Sunday P/Mo 17% 19%
less 1 Sunday P/Mo 19% 07%
Unspecified 04% 05%
EMPLOYMENT:
Employed 44% 26%
Unemployed 10% 03%
Retired 40% 66%
Unspecified 06% 05%
CHILDREN:
07%1 or more 21%
none 46% 48%
Unspecified 33% 45%
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Figure 5.36b
First U.M.C. Cuero Cuero, Texas December 09, 1989
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS
1980 - 1988
ITEMS 980 1 981 1 982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1 987 1988
Membership 302 290 315 327 329 341 341 320 325
Av Wor Attendance 76 97 1 07 109 115 109 100 95 101
S/S Membership 1 08 106 1 13 127 134 138 136 120 123
Av S/S Attendance 58 60 57 59 67 70 72 73 77
Tot New Membership 5 1 7 36 25 1 2 26 9 1 2 1 4
FOF 1 6 7 5 3 1 0 1 4 7
Baptisms 1 0 24 9 8 5 0 2 5
Av Per Capita $1 06 $137 $148 $162 $199 $231 $199 $315 $289
ITEMS 1 975 1 984 % Change 19 85 1 988 % Change
Membership 314 329 + 05% 341 325 -05%
Av Wor Attendance 76 1 1 5 + 51% 1 09 101 -07%
S/S Membership 106 134 + 2 6% 138 1 23 1 1 %
Av S/S Attendance 59 67 + 13% 70 77 + 10%
Notes: The figures above left (1975-1984 - % change) represent the data available at time of first
OPI 09/23/1986.
The figures above right (1985-1988 - % change) represent the data available at time of
second OPI 12/09/1989.
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Goals Roles Ldship Action Cons Prop Energy Deleg Doubt
9/23/86 5.9 5.3 6.5 6.6 5.7 5.6 6.0 7.7 -3.4
1 0/9/89 4.1 4.1 4.3 5.1 4.9 4.9 5.3 6.2 1.1
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APPENDIX D
Survey Questionnaire
REV GEO. W JOEHNK
RO. Box 339
Blanco, Texas 78606
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Figure ^.la
March 25, 1989
To: Select Pastors and Congregations
From: Geo. W. Joehnk
Subject: Survey of Churches that used the "OPI"
Dear Colleagues,
I need your help on a Doctoral Thesis I am working on that
concerns your congregation.
A little over three years ago (the Fall of '85) , the Southwest
Texas Conference through CCRE entered into a project of Church
Revitalization by joining with various congregations in our
conference . The program was both unique and simple, simply
stated, CCRE and the local congregation would enter into a
venture of Congregational and Personal Revitalization and
Renewal. The catalyst of this process would include diagnostic
and prescriptive resources and would be known as the
Organizational Perception Indicator or simply the "OPI".
Your church was one (1) of fifty four (54) to participate in the
"OPI" program sometime between 1985-1988 . You may or may not have
been the pastor at the time of the "OPI" seminar. If you were, it
might be easier in answering the few questions that follow, hut,
even if you weren't your help is still needed. Your perspective
is that of a pastor who has come to a congregation who was/is in
the process of revitalization and renewal, hence what has taken
place since the "OPI" and how that has blended in with your own
concepts and ideas of revitalization .
I encourage the polling of some of your key lay-people who were
involved in the "OPI" at your church as ycu answer some of these
gues tions .
I greatly appreciate your time and effort in answering the
attached questionnaire . The greater the response the higher the
validity rating of the questionnaire as to the effectiveness of
the use of the "OPI" as a catalyst for Church Revitalization and
Renewal ,
I have enclosed a self-addressed stamped envelope to make your
reply a little more convenient. If you have any questions or
problems please give me a call at:
(Church Office 512-833-5030 Home 512-833-5198)
tfully Z&yrs,
Geo. W. (JCehnk
P.O. Box 339
Blanco, Texas 78606
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Figure 4.1b
OPI RESPONSE QUESTIONNAIRE
The following questionnaire is intended to be answered by persons who are associated with
one of the churches in the Southwest Texas Conference that has completed the OPI
program sometime between 1985 and 1988.
1 . Why did your church select the OPI program?
2.a What were yovac expectations of the OPI program?
2.b Did the OPI program live up to those expectations? (Please explain how it did
or did not.)
3. What programs has the church initiated since the completion of it's OPI
program?
4. Was the diagnostic and prescriptive information given in the OPI program
helpful in selecting additional revitalization programs? How?
5 . What do you think are the strengths and/or weaknesses of the OPI program?
6 . Do you have any recommended changes that you feel would improve the OPI
program?
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Figure -5,33
Tabulation Response Analysis of Questionnaire
49 - Questionnaires sent to all churches who had done an OPI
seminar in the Southwest Texas Conference between Sept. 1985 and
Oct. 1988.
23 - Churches responded to the questionnaire.
This computes to a 47% return
Of those returns: 18 churches, 78% of the respondents gave the
OPI favorable to moderate marks.
5 churches , 22% of the respondents gave the
OPI unfavorable marks.
QUESTION #-1 Reason for using OPI
Recommended as evaluation tool: 16 churches / 70%
A-5, 6, 9, 11, 12 B - 2, 3, 5 C - 1, 2, 7 D - 2, 6
F-5 G - 1, 4
Reverse church decline. Cure-all, Quick fix: 5 churches / 22%
C-4 F - 2, 3, 4 G-2
Other reason stated: 2 churches / 8%
D - 3, 5
QUESTION #-2a Expectations of OPI
Assess and/or Evaluate: 16 churches / 70%
A - 5, 6, 9, 11, 12 B - 2, 5 C - 2, 7 D-2, 3, 5, 6
F - 2, 5 G-4
Provide programs to Local church: 6 churches / 26%
B-3 C - 1, 4 F - 3, 4 G_- 2
Unsure of what to expect: 1 church / 4%
G-1
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Figure -5.33 (continued)
QUESTION #-2b and 5 Response to OPI Positive <> Negative
No. 2b
Give the OPI Positive Marks: 14 churches / 61%
A - 5, 6, 11, 12 B - 2, 5 C - 2, 7 D - 2, 3, 6
F-5 G - 1, 4
Give the OPI Moderate but Favorable Marks: 4 churches / 17%
A-9 D-5 F-2 G-2
Give the OPI Negative Marks: 5 churches / 22%
B-3 C - 1, 4 F - 3, 4
No. 5
Give the OPI Positive Marks: 17 churches / 74%
A-5, 6, 9, 11, 12 B - 2, 5 C_- 2,7 D - 2, 3, 5, 6
F - 2, 5 G - 1, 4
Give the OPI Moderate but Favorable Marks: 1 church / 4%
G-2
Give the OPI Negative Marks: 5 churches / 22%
B-3 C - 1, 4 F - 3, 4
QUESTION #-3 and 4 Additional / Other programs used due to OPI
YES additional/other programs used: 12 churches / 52%
A - 5, 9, 11, 12 B-2 D-2, 3, 5, 6 F_- 2,5 G-1
NO additional /other programs used: 10 churches / 48%
A-6 B - 3, 5 C - 1, 2, 4, 7 F
- 3, 4 G - 2, 4
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Figure - 5.33 (continued)
QUESTION #-5 Strengths and Weaknesses of the OPI
STRENGTHS
A Diagnostic Indicator : 12 churches / 52%
A - 5, 6, 9, 11, 12 B-5 C-2, 7^-3, 6 F-2 G-1
Other strengths than diagnostic indicator : 6 churches / 26%
B-2 D - 2, 5 F-5 G - 2, 4
Find no strengths : 5 churches / 22%
B-3 C- 1, 4 F - 3, 4
WEAKNESSES
Lack of Follow-up program: 10 churches / 43%
A - 5, 9 B-2 C_- 1,2,4 D-6 F - 2, 3, 5
Other weaknesses than follow-up: 8 churches / 35%
A-12 B - 3, 5 C-7 D - 2, 5 F-4 G-2
Find no weaknesses : 5 churches / 22%
A-6, 11 D_- 3 G - 1, 4
QUESTION #-6 Recommendation for Improvement
Instructions before and Follow-up after OPI: 17 churches / 74%
A - 5, 6, 9, 12 B - 2, 5 C - 1, 2, 4 D_- 5, 6
F - 2, 3, 5 G - 1, 2, 4
No recommendations for improvement: 6 churches / 26%
A-11 B-3 C-7 D - 2, 3 F-4
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APPENDIX E
Letters
& RE
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Claus H. Rohlfs, D.D.
Director
Council On Church Revitalization And Extension
Southwest Texas Annual Conference
The United Methodist Church
June 20, 1989
Rev. George W. Joehnk
P. 0. Box 339
Blanco, Texas 7 8 6 0 6
Dear George,
Greetings from the be a u t i f u 1 h i 1 1 s . I am at my desk trying
to get caught u p 0 n m y m 0 u n t a i n , or so it seems, of past due
correspondence. You r letter to p e r s 0 ns using the OPI came
to the fore. I t was a good 1 e tte r and the questions are also
on top. I will be in terested i n what the responses will be.
I had a letter from B arrett Re n f r 0 i n d icating that you would
be doing anothe r semi n a r at Ed i n b u r g . I am interested in
whether you are doing the OPI t h r 0 u g h the Conf or whether you
are dealing dir e c 1 1 y with the OP I folk s in Cincinnati.
George, give me a c a 1 1 and let ' s have a visit. I think I can
handle it now.
I trust all is well a n d going g r e at at Blanco. Please give
my love to Rosa lie. God b 1 e s s you.
Cordial! y^
Claus H. Rohlfs
Route 16 P.O. Box 48 Medina, Texas 78055
REV GEO. W JOEHNK 182
RO. Box 339
Blanco, Texas 78606
July 21 , 1989
Rev.. Barbara J. Ruth
Caddis Memorial U.M.C.
P.O. Box 566
Comfort, Texas 18013
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for the responses on my questionnaire completed by
two of your church members. Their information will be included
in my overall statistical findings regarding the "OPI" usage by
our conference . I do regret however, due to the length of time it
took to receive the responses , I will not be able to do the
follow-up "OPI" that we had talked about several weeks ago.
When I did not receive your response to the questionnaire ,
even after we talked on the phone, I assumed that your people
decided not to take part in the follow-up. As I am under a time
schedule for completing my dissertation , and Management Design
Inc. (the firm who does the "OPI") needed dates to schedule the
processing of my follow-up "OPI" data, I made the decision to
select from only those churches who had already responded and
were prepared to undertake a follow-up "OPI" seminar. So, on the
middle of this month dates were set and materials ordered for the
follow-up seminars I will be doing. I hope you understand and are
not too unhappy with me.
I would be happy to schedule a meeting with you and perhaps
some of your people. Possibly we could do some brain storming and
I could offer suggestions for planning and goal setting using the
data from your old "OPI" seminar. If you would he interested in
this offer, please contact me and we will set a time and date.
Geo. W. Joehnk
P.O. Box 339
Blanco, TX 18606
512-833-5198
REV GEO. W JOEHNK
RO. Box 339
Blanco, Texas 78606
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July 21, 1989
Rev. . John Lowry
St. Andrews United Me thodist Church
722 Robinhood PI.
San Antonio, TX 18209
Dear John,
If you have not yet sent copies of the data from the first
"OPI" your church did in Nov. 1985, please try to do so soon. It
will help me when I talk to you in August. I look forward to
doing the follow-up "OPI" seminar with you this Fall.
For your records I want to confirm the following dates:
Tuesday - Aug. 08, 1989 - 7:00 p/m
I will be at your church to discuss with you and selected
persons what will take place with the follow-up "OPI". (I will be
in San Antonio late-afternoon , and would like to have supper with
you if it fits your schedule)
Friday - Aug. 25, 1989
On this date your "OPI" coordinator (a person / or persons
selected by you and your committee from your church) will mail
out the "OPI" questionnaires using the same criteria (or close to
it) that was used to select the respondents of the first "OPI".
Tuesday - Sept. 05, 1989
On this date your "OPI" coordinator will have gathered the
questionnaires from as many respondents as possible and forward
(by first class mail) the COMPLETED questionnaires for processing
and tabulation to me. (I will give you a self-addressed mailing
folder)
Friday - Oct. 13, 1989 <> Saturday - Oct. 14, 1989
On these dates the "OPI" seminar will take place at your
church. Beginning Friday evening and ending Saturday afternoon . I
will probably follow a schedule much like the previous "OPI"
seminar .
Please remember the above dates and instructions as they are
imperative to the success of this follow-up "OPI" seminar. Also,
please remind your committee, that although this follow-up "OPI"
will not have a fee assessed as did your first one, some expenses
will be incurred from mailing, refreshments , etc. and they are
agreeing for me to use the name of your church and the data from
both "OPI's" in my dissertation and further publications with no
further remuneration paid or expected.
If there are any problems in any of the above dates or
agreements please contact me at once.
/
REV GEO. W JOEHNK
RO. Box 339
Blanco, Texas 78606
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July 27, 1989
Rev. .Barrett Ken fro
First United Methodist Church
P.O. Box 25
Edinburg, TX 78540
Dear Barrett,
I am in receipt of your "OPI" data you sent on July 20th, it
looks complete and then some. Thanks! I look forward to doing the
follow-up "OPI" seminar with you this Fall.
For your records I want to confirm the following dates:
Thursday - Sept. 07, 1989 - 7:00 p/m
I will be at your church to discuss with you and selected
persons what will take place with the follow-up "OPI". (I will be
arriving in Edinburg mid-afternoon , and plan to spend the night
with you.)
Friday - Sept. 15, 1989
On this date your "OPI" coordinator (a person / or persons
selected by you and your committee from your church) will mail
out the "OPI" questionnaires using the same criteria that was
used to select the respondents of the first "OPI".
Monday - Sept. 25, 1989
On this date your "OPI" coordinator will have gathered the
questionnaires from as many respondents as possible and forward
(by first class mail) the COMPLETED questionnaires for processing
and tabulation to me. (I will give you a self-addressed mailing
folder)
Friday - Nov. 10, 1989 <> Saturday - Nov. 11, 1989
On these dates the "OPI" seminar will take place at your
church. Beginning Friday evening and ending Saturday afternoon . I
will probably follow a schedule much like the previous "OPI"
seminar .
Please remember the above dates and instructions as they are
imperative to the success of this follow-up "OPI" seminar. Also,
please remind your committee, that although this follow-up "OPI"
will not have a fee assessed as did your first one, some expenses
will be incurred from mailing, refreshments , etc. and they are
agreeing for me to use the name of your church and the data from
both "OPI's" in my dissertation and further publications with no
further remuneration paid or expected .
If there are any problems in any of the above dates or
agreements please contact me at once.
REV GEO. W JOEHNK
RO. Box 339
Blanco, Texas 78606
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July 27, 1989
Rev. .Kent Kinard
First United Methodist Church
P.O. Box 701
Cuero, TV 77954
Dear Kent,
I am m receipt of your "OPI" data you sent on July 24th, itlooks complete and then some. Thanks! I look forward to doing the
follow-up "OPI" seminar with you this Fall.
For your records I want to confirm the following dates:
Tuesdaq - Aug. 29, 1989 - 7:00 y/m
I will he at your church to discuss with you and selected
persons what will take place with the follow-up "OPI". (I will be
arriving in Cuero mid-afternoon, and plan to have supper with
you.)
Friday - Sept. 08, 1989
On this date your "OPI" coordinator (a person / or personsselected ^by you and your committee from your church) will mailout the "OPI" questionnaires using the same criteria that was
used to select the respondents of the first "OPI".
Monday - Sept. 18, 1989
On this date your "OPI" coordinator will have gathered the
questionnaires from as many respondents as possible and forward
(by first class mail) the COMPLETED questionnaires for processingand tabulation to me. (I will give you a self-addressed mailing
folder)
Friday - Oct. 20, 1989 <> Saturday - Oct. 21, 1989
On these dates the "OPI" seminar will take place at yourchurch. Beginning Friday evening and ending Saturday afternoon. I
will probably follow a schedule much like the previous "OPI"
seminar .
Please remember the above dates and instructions as they areimperative to the success of this follow-up "OPI" seminar. Also,
please remind your committee, that although this follow-up '"OPI"will not have a fee assessed as did your first one, some expenseswill be incurred from mailing, refreshments , etc. and they areagreeing for me to use the name of your church and the data from
both OPI's" in my dissertation and further publications with no
further remuneration paid or expected.
If there are any problems in any of the above dates or
agreements please contact me at once.
Sincerely ,
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August 3, 1989
Rev. George W. Joehnk
Blanco UMC
61 Pecan Street
Blanco, TX 78606
Dear George:
Enclosed are sufficient OPI's for 125% of the number responding to the
original surveys . I felt we needed to build in a few extras to insure
that we would get a comparable number of completed instruments.
I am also enclosing a master copy for a sheet to be attached to the
rear of the instruments. I did not reproduce and attach this because
I wanted you to have an opportunity to veto it if necessary. The "report
card" is designed to give us some data for measuring the validity of the
OPI. For us this is an extremely important part of the study.
I believe you are in the best position, George, to write a short intro
ductory note to attach to the front of the instrument. This should simply
explain its purpose and assure the confidentiality of the data.
I'll try to reach you by phone in case we need to talk about any of this.
Also, feel free to call me.
Sincerely,
seph L. Felix
JLF/ac
ends.
110 East Eighth Street Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 513-579-181J
REV GEO. W JOEHNK
RO. Box 339
Blanco, Texas 78606
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August 9, 1989
Rev. Jon Lowry
St. Andrews United Methodist Church
722 Robinhood PI.
San Antonio. Tx 78209
Dear Jon:
Attached are copies of the "Report Card" for the OPI,
which will go behind the questionnaire as well as a
sample cover letter for each questionnaire sent out.
Good luck and let me know if I can be of further
assistance for you or Bob Scott.
Sincerely,
Geo. W. Joehnk
GWJ/sg
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722 Robinhood Place
San Antonio, Texas 78209
824-2465
Jon D. Lowry
Pastor
August 15, 198S'
Dear Member:
WHAT DO YOU SEE HAPPENING WITHIN OUR CHURCH IN THE 9G'S?
That is a question that has been asked by our church members and
leaders over and over again as we approach the beginning of a new
decade.
To help us get an idea on how we may better serve and minister to
our corpmunity and membership we want to know how our church is per
ceived. In November of 1985 our church took part in an evaluation
seminar known as the "OPI" or Organizational Perception Indicator.
The data and information that was gathered proved invaluable for
planning and programming.
I am proud to announce that our church was selected as one of three
In our conference to be given the opportunity to use again the "OPI"
in a program that is doing comparisons on perceptual changes of
congregations that have used the "OPI".
You have been selected as one member/fami ly to share with us your
perception of our church. Please fill in the attached questionnaires;
instructions are at the top of each page. Your confidentiality is
assured.
Please return the questionnaires to the church by September 3, 1989.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Cheryl Owens
S. Merle Waters
Asscx3ATE Factors
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FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
A CARING CONGRE^ TiON LIVING, TEACHING AND SHARING THE CHRISTIAN FAITH
"And they d:--. ->.ed themselves to the apostles' teaching and fellowship
to tn.a breaking ol bread and the prayers.
"
Acts 2:41'
September 13, 1989
Dear Member:
In November of 1985 our church took part in a revi tal i z at i c
seminar. We used the "OPI" (Organizational Perception Indicatoj
as a tool to evaluate our members' perception of their churci
The data gathered has proven invaluable for our planning ai
programing of church activities.
Now, we are once again using the "OPI" to see if our member;
perception of the church has changed over the past four years ar
to gather data for future programs and activities.
You have been selected at random to help in this venture. Pleas
fill out the attached questionnaires (two enclosures;
Instructions are at tiie top of each page. Your name i
optional. This is very important to the future of our church, �
we ask you to take this invitation seriously and complete tt
material, now.
We have provided a stamped, self-addressed envelop for yoi.:
convenience. Please return the completed questionnaires to th
church by September 22. You have one week to do all this. Thar
you for your cooperation.
Grace and Peace,
Gary Henrichson,
Chairman of the Congregation
Bill Chess, Chairman of the
Pastor-Parish, Goa Is -Di rect i on
Commi ttee
Barrett Renfro, Pastor
Ninth and Cano P.O. Box 25
Barrett Renfro, Pastor
512 -381-9806
Edinburg, Texas 78
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